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 Iron-sulfur proteins perform a wide variety of biological functions that assist in 
mediating protein function via electron transfer reactions. The Rieske and mitoNEET 
iron-sulfur clusters have been shown to undergo proton coupled electron transfer 
facilitated by a histidine ligand. The protonation state of the histidine residue is key to 
understanding the mechanism of proton coupled electron transfer. This work reports a 
study of the 2Fe-2S ferredoxin, Rieske, and mitoNEET clusters using the extended 
broken symmetry approximation. Calculations were performed on the ferredoxin cluster 
to establish appropriate methodologies. Calculations were then performed for Rieske and 
mitoNEET clusters to suggest experiments capable of determining directly the 
protonation state(s) of histidine ligands to the 2Fe-2S core. The structure and vibrations 
have been modeled using quantum mechanics. Heisenberg coupling constants, J, and 15N 
isotopic vibrational frequency shifts were also calculated. It was determined that J values 
may not be suitable for determining the protonation state of the Rieske and mitoNEET 
clusters due to small differences in the J values between the protonation states of the 
clusters. It was determined that 15N isotopic frequency shifts may provide a method for 
 v 
determining if the histidine ligand(s) to the Riekse and mitoNEET clusters are protonated 
or deprotonated based upon a qualitative difference in the number of vibrational 
frequency shifts observed. The doubly-protonated Rieske clusters (both oxidized and 
reduced) show two vibrational frequency shifts of ~9 cm-1 upon 15N isotopic labeling. In 
contrast, singly-protonated Rieske clusters (both oxidized and reduced) display only one 
vibrational frequency shift of ~9 cm-1 upon 15N isotopic labeling. No other isotopic 
vibrational frequency shifts larger than 3 cm-1 were observed for either the oxidized or 
reduced Rieske clusters. The oxidized and reduced, protonated mitoNEET clusters show 
one vibrational frequency shift of 8 cm-1 upon 15N labeling and no vibrational frequency 
shifts greater than 2 cm-1 when the oxidized and reduced clusters are deprotonated. Thus, 
vibrational difference spectroscopy combined with 15N isotopic labeling may allow 
determination of the protonation states for the histidine ligands to the 2Fe-2S core of the 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
Section 1.1 Iron Sulfur Proteins  
Iron-sulfur proteins containing clusters of non-heme iron and inorganic sulfide are 
prevalent entities required for biological functions that sustain fundamental biological 
processes such as respiratory and/or photosynthetic electron transport. 1–3 Iron-sulfur 
clusters can contain iron and sulfur in various stochiometric ratios, but most commonly 
are seen as 2Fe-2S, 3Fe-4S, 4Fe-4S and 8Fe-7S clusters (Figure 1.1). Iron-sulfur clusters 
are contained in over 120 distinct proteins and enzymes that perform a wide variety of 
biological functions, showcasing the chemical versatility of the clusters.1,2   
 
Figure 1.1 Depiction of the 2Fe-2S, 3Fe-4S, 4Fe-4S and 8Fe-7S clusters.  
The primary role of most iron-sulfur clusters involves mediation of electron 
transfer (ET) processes due to the ability to delocalize electron density across the iron and 
sulfur atoms that make up the cluster.4,5 The ligands coordinated to the iron-sulfur core 
can have a significant impact on the function of the cluster, often serving to adjust the 
redox potential6,7, facilitate proton coupled electron transfer (PCET)8, and gate the ability 
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to transport electrons9. The most predominant ligand which completes the pseudo-
tetrahedral coordination of the iron atoms is cysteine. Aspartate, histidine, serine, and 
backbone amide ligation can also be found. These ligands and other environmental 
factors give rise to redox potentials that span a range from -500 mV to +300 mV (SHE).10 
The most basic and fundamental of the iron-sulfur clusters are the 2Fe-2S clusters 
which are considered to be the basic building blocks for all other iron-sulfur cores.2 The 
ferredoxin, mitoNEET, and Rieske clusters are important members of the 2Fe-2S cluster 
family (Figure 1.2). These three clusters are structurally similar, containing two iron 
atoms bridged by two sulfur atoms, with the coordination of the iron atoms being 
completed by 4:0, 3:1, and 2:2 ratios of cysteine to histidine, respectively. All three 
clusters have been shown to undergo ET processes with the Rieske and mitoNEET 
clusters being shown to undergo PCET.2,11–22 These two clusters are of particular interest 
as they are involved in important biological processes.11,15,23–41 The Rieske clusters have 
been shown to be involved in cellular respiration11 and microbial degradation of aromatic 
hydrocabons15. The mitoNEET cluster has been shown to have possible implications in 
diabetes33,35,36, neurodegeneration23,37–41, and cancer24–32,34. 
 
Figure 1.2. Depiction of the ferredoxin, Rieske, and mitoNEET clusters. Ligands to the iron atoms are 
either cysteine or histidine amino acid side chains. 
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As part of the PCET that these clusters are known to undergo, it has been 
proposed that the histidine ligand(s) to the cluster serve as the proton acceptors.16,19–22 
Additionally, in reference to possible implications in iron-sulfur biosynthesis, evidence 
has shown that release/transfer of the mitoNEET cluster can be triggered by protonation 
of the histidine ligand under acidic conditions.42 Critical to both of these processes is the 
protonation state of the histidine ligand(s) coordinated to the iron-sulfur core. Direct 
experimental evidence for the protonation states of both the Rieske and mitoNEET 
clusters has not been reported. Thus, further work is required. 
Section 1.2 Ferredoxin Clusters 
Ferredoxin clusters facilitate ET within electron transport proteins referred to as 
ferredoxins (Fds).43 Fd proteins are generally small, soluble proteins that have low redox 
potentials. 2,43 The Fd proteins are involved in several important biological functions 
including photosynthesis, metabolism, and/or respiration for mammals, plants, and  
bacteria.2,43–49  There are three main classes of Fd proteins including plant type, 
adrenodoxin type, and Clostridium type. Fds located in plant chloroplasts and 
cyanobacteria have been extensively studied experimentally.2,45,50–53 The plant-type 
ferredoxin Fd I is a one electron carrier protein located in the stroma that has been 
extensively studied with various protein partners54. It is reduced by photosystem I and 
then donates an electron to several Fd-dependent enzymes.43,45 The adrenodoxin type 
proteins serve as the electron-donor to bacterial hydroxylation systems55 and to 
cytochrome P450-monooxygenases56–60. The Clostridium type 2Fe-2S proteins from 
Clostridium pasteurianum and Azotobacter vinelandii are involved in nitrogen-fixation61–
63 and share spectroscopic and structural properties with a Fd from Aquifex aeolicus.64 
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Due to their biological relevance,  since their discovery in 196265,66 Fds have been 
studied extensively via X-ray crystallography43,45,50–52,67–76, magnetic measurements77–79, 
Mössbauer spectroscopy80, electron spin resonance (ESR) spectroscopy78,81, nuclear 
magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy82–89, electron nuclear double resonance 
(ENDOR)90 spectroscopy, vibrational and Raman spectroscopy91–97, creation of synthetic 
model complexes98, electrochemical methods99, and computational methods4,98,100–114.  
Structures from at least 9 different sources have been solved by X-ray 
crystallography.52,67–71,74–76 The geometries resulting from these crystal structures have 
been shown to be very similar with root mean square deviations (Rmsd values) of the 
bond distances within the coordinate error range (i.e. 0.02 Å – 0.04 Å).45 Furthermore 
NMR spectroscopy has been utilized to determine the  solution structures of at least 7 
Fds84–89. It is important to note that the X-ray crystal structures and the solution structures 
are very similar. The 2Fe-2S cluster located in Fds is comprised of two iron atoms 
bridged by two acid-liable sulfide atoms, with the irons atoms’ pseudo-tetrahedral 
coordination geometry completed by four cysteine thiolate residues.45,50–53 The cluster is 
contained within a solvent-exposed pocket, with one iron atom more exposed to solvent 
than the other.  
The iron atoms in the oxidized state have been shown to be in the high-spin (s = 
5/2) ferric state. An indicative EPR silent peak indicates that they are 
antiferromagnetically coupled with a singlet (S = 0) ground state.77–79 Heisenberg 
coupling constants (J) determined via magnetic susceptibility measurements have been 
determined to range from -185 cm-1 to -183 cm-1  for the oxidized state.77–79 Mössbauer 
spectroscopy and NMR spectroscopy have shown one electron reduction causes the 
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ferredoxin cluster to become reduced to the charge localized Fe(III)-Fe(II) state rather 
than the delocalized Fe(+2.5)-Fe(+2.5) state.80,82,83,99  Magnetic susceptibility 
measurements  have determined a J value of -98-10+5 cm
-1 indicating antiferromagnetic 
coupling.78 Two-electron reduction of plant Fds by chromium macrocycles has been 
reported in the literature115,  but will not be considered here. 
As stated in Section 1.1 redox potentials of iron-sulfur proteins can vary across a 
wide range.10 Electrochemical experiments have shown that the redox potential at pH 7.0 
for the ferredoxin clusters varies between a range of -400 mV to -100 mV (SHE).56,62,116 
It has also been shown that point mutations of single residues within plant-type Fds 
results in positive shifts of the redox potential that can be as large as 100 mV.76,117 This 
supports the notion that redox potentials for the 2Fe-2S clusters can be modified by 
changing the chemical environment. Resonance Raman spectra further showed that the 
protein environment affects the cluster, as compared to a synthetic analog, by creating a 
network of hydrogen bonds. The hydrogen bond network causes the cluster’s structure to 
be unsymmetrical and compresses the Fe-S bond distances, which may contribute to the 
changes in redox potential.91–97   
Computational studies have also been completed on the ferredoxin cluster in an 
attempt to shed light on the electronic structure and provide information about specific 
properties of the cluster.4,98,100–107,110,112–114 Iron-sulfur stretching modes have been 
assigned using molecular mechanics (MM)91,92,96. Density-functional theory utilizing the 
broken-symmetry approximation107,118 has been performed to calculate J values, 
resonance delocalization energies, and redox potentials.4,100,101,107,110,112–114 Natural 
orbitals111, chemical indices111, and vibrational mode assignments108,111 have been 
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calculated using ab initio methods using approximate spin projection methods111 and the 
extended broken symmetry (EBS) approximation.108 Molecular dynamics (MD) 
simulations indicating the important roles of the protein environment for ET have also 
been reported.105  
The ferredoxin clusters have thus been characterized extensively both 
experimentally and computationally. The fact that the ferredoxin cluster has been so well 
characterized indicates that it is a suitable proof-of-concept model for applying further 
computational modeling to structurally similar clusters such as Rieske and mitoNEET 
clusters.  
Section 1.3 Rieske Clusters 
The Rieske clusters facilitate ET within proteins that are often divided into two 
groups: Rieske-type proteins and Rieske proteins. The Rieske cluster was given it’s 
names by John S. Rieske who carried out studies on bovine heart mitochondria in the 
early 1960s.119,120 The Rieske proteins consist of cytochrome bc1, cytochrome b6f, and 
related homologues. The first of these proteins are involved in the mitochondrial 
respiration chain, bacterial respiration, and photosynthetic chains.121–123 The second of 
these proteins is involved in the photosynthetic chain of plants and cynaobacteria.18,124–130 
Rieske-type proteins refer to several bacterial hydroxylases and oxygenases.131 
Section 1.3.1 Rieske-Type Proteins 
The Rieske-type dioxygenases catalyze the oxidative degradation of polycyclic 
aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) which persist in the environment because they are 
refractory to degradation. PAHs are generated by biological processes and as products of 
incomplete combustion from natural sources (i.e. forest fires) or man-made sources (i.e. 
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automobile emissions, cigarette smoke) making them prevalent in air, soil, and water.132–
134 These compounds can have adverse health effects including lung, skin, bladder, and 
gastrointestinal cancers, eye irritation, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, confusion, decreased 
immune function, cataracts, jaundice, breathing problems, and skin irritation.135–142 A full 
review on PAHs and their pathways into the environment, adverse health effects, and 
other degradation methods has been published.143 
 Some Rieske-type dioxygenases catalyze the degradation of a wide range of 
aromatic compounds, such as CHY-1 of Sphingomonas, which catalyzes the degradation 
of chrysene and other aromatic carbons.144,145 Other Rieske-type dioxygenases are more 
selective to specific aromatic degradation. For instance, cumene dioxygenase (CumDO) 
degrades isopropylbenzene (cumene), nitrobenzene dioxygenase (NBDO) catalyzes the 
degradation of nitrobenzene, toluene 2,3-dioxygenase (TDO) degrades toluene, 
naphthalene dioxygenase catalyzes the degradation of naphthalene, biphenyl 2,3-
dioxygenase catalyzes the conversion of biphenyl, and finally carbazole 1,9a-
dioxygenase (CARDO) catalyzes the initial degradation of the mutagenic and toxic 
carbazole.131 
Furthermore, these Rieske-type dioxygenases find biosynthetic relevance as they 
can catalyze the C—H activation step in the creation of antibiotics and steroids.146–148 A 
mechanism has been proposed in the literature based upon structural studies149 and pH-
dependent redox potential measurements150. The proposed mechanism states that 
electrons are transferred from the Rieske cluster to the mononuclear iron core of the 
enzyme.151  Data suggests that the His ligand of the cluster is protonated upon reduction 
and an Asp residue mediates the electron transfer by hydrogen bonding to the protonated 
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His. It is thus critical for understanding the mechanism of electron transport to know the 
protonation state of the His ligand to the 2Fe-2S core within these proteins.  However, 
only indirect experimental evidence for the protonation states of the ligands has been 
reported.152–156 
Section 1.3.2 Rieske Proteins 
The Rieske proteins cytochrome bc1 and cytochrome b6f  undergo a series of 
oxidations and reductions to create an electrochemical gradient that is used by ATP 
synthase to produce ATP.157 Cytochrome bc1 is involved in cellular respiration in eukarya 
and both cellular respiration and the photosynthetic chain of bacteria.17,158–162 The bc1 
complex facilitates the creation of a proton gradient by transporting electrons via the 
oxidation of ubiquinol (QH2) to ubiquinone and translocating protons across the cell 
membrane.121–123 Cytochrome b6f is located in the thylakoid membrane of chloroplasts of 
plants, cyanobacteria, and green algae. The b6f complex controls electron transfer from 
Photosystem I and II in photosynthesis.18,124–130 The mechanism of electron transfer 
through these proteins can be described by a modified Q cycle where the Rieske cluster 
acts as the first electron acceptor.163,164 The specifics of the mechanism are a topic of 
debate with several hypotheses proposing the order of electron and proton transfer at the 
Qo site where QH2 binds.
16,17,21,165–167 
For both cytochrome bc1 and b6f, there are two residues that have potential to be 
possible proton acceptors for QH2, a Glu residue and a His residue, based upon crystal 
structure analysis showing protein-inhibitor hydrogen bonding at the Qo site.
16,21,164,165,168 
One hypothesis indicates a step-wise mechanism where first a deprotonated His ligand 
accepts a proton and then the cluster is reduced by one electron.16,17,21,169 A second 
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hypothesis proposes a concerted mechanism where QH2 forms a complex with the His 
ligand, then transfers a proton to the His nitrogen atom and the cluster is concurrently 
reduced by one electron.167 Another hypothesis indicates that the His has no effect on the 
oxidation process and instead the Glu residue accepts the proton.17,166 The precise 
mechanism of PCET in most proposed mechanisms depends on the protonation states of 
the two His ligands coordinated to the iron atom of the Rieske cluster. Critical to 
understating the mechanism of proton and electron transfer is the protonation state of the 
histidine ligands coordinated to the iron-sulfur core in the cytochrome 
complexes.16,17,21,165,167 
In an effort to determine the protonation state of the Rieske cluster, pKa values 
have been determined experimentally as 7.63±0.15 and 9.16±0.28 using cyclic 
voltammetry for a water-soluble fragment of bovine cytochrome bc1.
152 Protein-film 
voltammetry has also been used to determine pKa values of 7.85±0.15 and 9.65±0.12 for 
the soluble domain of the Rieske protein from Thermus thermophilus.153 The pKa values 
indicate that at physiological pH only one of the His ligands should be deprotonated. 
However, it is important to note that both pKa values were evaluated on isolated proteins 
in aqueous conditions that do not directly match the environment of the membrane.152,153 
It was not possible to determine to which His each experimentally determined pKa 
belonged.  
Computational pKa values were also calculated as 6.9 and 8.8.
154 These values 
were obtained using a thermodynamic cycle in which calculations were performed in 
vacuo and in solvent. Interactions between the Reiske center and the surrounding 
environment (i.e. protein and solvent) were estimated using the Poisson-Boltzmann 
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equation. The protein environment and solvent were modelled using dielectric constants 
( = 4 for the protein and  = 80 for water).154 The Rieske center was optimized using 
VWN170 and PW91171 with a ADF Basis IV basis set. Constraints were placed on several 
atoms to freeze them in space. While nearby hydrogen bonding partners to the Riekse 
center were included in the QM treated region, calculations were performed only on the 
soluble portion of the protein. Neglecting other external factors such as the matrix 
surrounding the protein, other cofactors, and the cell membrane, implicit treatment of the 
surrounding protein and solvent environment may be the cause of pKa values found 
outside of experimental error.154 
15N NMR titration studies have also been completed on the bacterial Reiske 
cluster located in Thermus thermophilus.155,156 The pKa values obtained were 7.46±0.02 
and 9.24±0.02, where the lower value was proposed to correspond to His134, based upon 
solvent exposure and comparisons to the values determined computationally by Ullman 
and coworkers.154,155 The strong paramagnetism of the iron-sulfur core prevented the 
direct assignment of these pKa values via conventional methods. A method was later 
developed using the histidine-leucine sequence with selective labelling of the residues to 
attempt to assign the pKa values properly. Titration studies were replicated from the 
previous study155, but also included ferricyanide which appeared to catalyse protonation-
deprotonation quickly on the NMR timescale. The pKa values obtained were 7.41±0.01 
and 9.07±0.02.156 Contrary to the previous NMR study, the study completed by Hsueh et 
al. indicated that the lower pKa should be assigned to His154 instead of His134. Despite 
these findings, the two papers are conflicting in their conclusion and additional direct 
measurements of the histidine ligands’ protonation states would be desirable.  
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Just as with the ferredoxin cluster, the iron atoms are assigned oxidation states of 
Fe(III)-Fe(III) in the oxidized state of the Rieske cluster. Upon one electron reduction, 
the iron atoms are assigned oxidation states of Fe(III)-Fe(II) where the electron is 
localized on the iron that is coordinated by two His ligands.172,173 Experimentally, J was 
determined to be -180 ± 12 cm-1 for an oxidized biomimetic model of the Rieske 
cluster.174 Determination of the protonation states utilizing NMR spectroscopy is 
extremely difficult due to the symmetrical nature of the cluster and the proximity of the 
two paramagnetic iron atoms. An alternative method is therefore needed to make a 
definitive determination of the protonation state of each histidine ligand. 
Section 1.4 MitoNEET Clusters 
An outer mitochondrial membrane protein, human mitoNEET, was discovered in 
2004 and found via cross-linking studies to interact with thiazolidinediones (TDZs), type 
II diabetes drugs.33 This identification came thirty-one years after the EPR signal was 
found in the mitochondrial outer membrane of rat liver.175–178 Human mitoNEET was 
revealed to be a homodimer containing two 2Fe-2S clusters.179 Each 2Fe-2S cluster has 
unique 1-His, 3-Cys ligation (Figure 1.2). Subsequently the NEET family of proteins was 
established when two paralogs, mitoNEET related 1 (Miner1) and mitoNEET related 2 
(Miner2), were discovered.39,180–182  
Miner 1 is also referred to as ERIS, Noxp70, and nutrient-deprivation autophagy 
factor-1 (NAF-1). MitoNEET and Miner 1are associated with diabetes33,35,36, obesity183, 
cancer24–32, neural degeneration23,37–41, cardiovascular diseases184, skeletal muscle 
maintenance185, aging186,187, apoptosis28, and autophagy188–190. Further it has been 
proposed that Miner 1 is also associated with longevity because suppression of the gene 
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to encode the protein shortens lifespans.186,191 Miner 2 is also referred to as the 
mitochondrial inner NEET protein (MiNT) and differs from others of the family due to its 
monomeric structure.192 It is found to be highly expressed in various types of cancer cells, 
such as lung and breast cancer, but the function of this protein remains unknown. 
However, Miner 2 has been suggested to be involved in a novel mode of signaling using 
nitric oxide.181 
  The fact that the mitoNEET cluster has unique metal cluster ligation and 
possible implications in human disease have been the driving force behind studies of the 
NEET family. Despite these motivations, the biochemical function of human mitoNEET 
still remains unclear. It  has been proposed to serve as a metal cluster biosynthetic agent 
due to the 2Fe-2S cluster’s lability at acidic pH.193–198 Its participation in PCET and redox 
chemistry implies that it facilitates biological electron transfer.12–14,19,20 It has further been 
suggested that mitoNEET plays an important role in iron homeostasis, regulating energy 
metabolism, and producing reactive oxygen species.34 
It has been suggested that similarities to the ferredoxin and Rieske-type 2Fe-2S 
clusters may indicate that the mitoNEET cluster has similar involvement in ET 
processes.42,149,179,180,199,200 Human mitoNEET was studied using electrospray mass 
spectrometry before and after acidification. The spectra after pre-acidification showed 
one peak indicative of the amino acid sequence of mitoNEET, along with a 2Fe-2S 
cluster. The spectra collected after post-acidification showed a different peak that was 
173.7 ± 0.3 Da lower in mass, corresponding to the loss of the 2Fe-2S cluster. 201 UV/Vis 
spectroscopy was also used to monitor the peak at 458 nm, identified to be from the 
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cluster. As the solution was acidified and the pH decreased, the peak was lost, indicating 
loss of the cluster from the protein.201  
UV-Vis and EPR spectroscopic experiments showed that the cluster is redox 
active, based upon spectra collected before and after addition of the reducing agent 
dithionite.201,202 The EPR results showed an “EPR silent peak” indicating 
antiferromagnetic coupling and allowed assigning the iron oxidation states as Fe(III)-
Fe(III) in the oxidized form.201,202 Upon single electron reduction, an EPR peak appeared 
that is indicative of a doublet spin state. The formal oxidation states were assigned as 
Fe(III)-Fe(II), where the electron is localized on the iron coordinated by the His 
ligand.201,202 Heisenberg coupling constants of -151 cm-1 and -124 cm-1 were recently 
reported in the literature for a biomimetic model of the oxidized mitoNEET cluster, by 
using temperature-dependent magnetic susceptibility measurements.19 The redox 
potential was found near 0 mV at pH 7.0 using protein film voltammetry (PFV) and 
optical potentiometric measurements.203 PFV was also used to determine that TZD drugs 
prefer to bind to the oxidized cluster and potentially interact near the cluster’s His 
ligand.204 Given that the His ligand may be the point of interaction for reducing agents for  
PCET and drug binding partners, experimental methods have been employed to 
determine the pKa values for the iron-bound histidine.
20,204  
Two different methods were implemented for pKa determination. The first method 
used optical potentiometric measurements of the protein’s redox potential in solution.20 
The second method used PFV with the protein bound to a surface.204 Both models 
determined approximately the same pKa values for the oxidized cluster (6.5 and 6.8, 
respectively). For the reduced state, optical titrations of the 2Fe-2S cluster absorption 
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bands showed a pKa of 12.4. It must be noted that the measurements were analyzed using 
models which includes an empirical parameter that cannot be directly related to amino 
acid titrations.203 Similar to the Rieske cluster, further work should be done for 
mitoNEET’s 2Fe-2S cluster to determine the its protonation state more directly.  
Section 1.5 Conclusions 
The 2Fe-2S clusters have important biochemical functions whether they are of the 
ferredoxin, Rieske, or mitoNEET type. Determining the mechanism of ET through the 
iron-sulfur protein and how the 2Fe-2S clusters are involved is of significant importance 
in understanding and potentially controlling these ET processes. In particular, the 
inability thus far to determine directly the protonation states of the histidine ligands 
which are suggested to play a key role in PCET of the Rieske and mitoNEET clusters 
proves to be a challenge. In order to overcome these difficulties alternative methods are 
needed to determine definitively the protonation states of these ligands.   
The first aim of this work was to investigate the magnetic properties of the 2Fe-2S 
cluster moieties using density functional calculations to model the magnetic coupling 
between the two iron centers using the broken symmetry (BS) approximation. These BS 
calculations have enabled us to calculate J values by modeling the high spin (HS) and BS 
spin states. If significant differences were discovered in the computed J values for 
different protonation states of the clusters, it may be possible to determine the protonation 
states of the clusters using magnetic susceptibility measurements.  
The second aim of this work was to investigate the 15N vibration shifts of the 
histidine ligated clusters. The EBS approximation was carried out to find the low spin 
(LS) or EBS state of the cluster so that proper normal mode analysis could be carried out. 
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If there is a difference in the number of vibrational shifts upon isotopic labeling, it may 
be possible to determine the protonation state of the clusters using difference vibrational 
spectroscopy with isotopic labeling.  To our knowledge we are the first to complete a 
normal mode analysis of all the vibrational modes of the Fd cluster and any vibrational 
modes of the Rieske and mitoNEET clusters using the EBS approximation. Details on the 
methods and approximations used to complete this study are provided in Chapter 2 and 
Chapter 3.  
The hypothesis for this study is two-fold, as follows: We propose that either the 
Heisenberg coupling constants, J, or 15N isotopic substitution frequency shifts combined 
with vibrational difference spectroscopy may be used to determine the protonation states 
of the histidine ligand to the Rieske and mitoNEET clusters in both their oxidized and 




Chapter 2:  
Section 2.1 Theoretical Background  
Section 2.1.1 The Broken Symmetry Approximation 
The broken symmetry approximation is used to model the magnetic coupling of 
paramagnetic metal centers. It has been previously applied to models of both ferredoxin 
and Rieske clusters.107,118 The method has been used to calculate J values, vibrational 
frequencies, and vibrational modes.44,111,205 The method was originally derived by 
Noodleman from the Heisenberg-Dirac-Van-Vleck Hamiltonian (equation 1).206,207 
 ?̂? =  −2𝐽?̂?𝐴 ∙ ?̂?𝐵   1 
where H is the Hamiltonian operator, SA is the spin located on site A, SB is the spin on 
site B, and J is a measure of the magnitude of coupling between sites A and B.  There 
have been several equations for the estimation of J proposed in the literature. Noodleman 
first assumed weak coupling between a single electron on each of two sites and provided 
a method for calculating J using the energy difference between the high spin (HS) state 
and the broken symmetry (BS) spin state (see equation 2).107 The HS state refers to the 
highest spin-multiplicity possible (also known as the maximum spin state). The BS spin 
state is a hypothetical singlet spin state that is not an eigenvalue of the S2 operator but is 
used to model magnetic coupling. This is achieved for the 2Fe-2S cluster by having one 
Fe3+ with five  (s = 1/2) electrons and the other Fe3+ with five  (s = -1/2) electrons. 
This electron configuration results in the ability for the spins to combine to give an 
antiferromagnetically-coupled, BS state and J can be calculated using equation 2. 





where EHS is the high spin state’s energy, EBS is the broken symmetry spin state’s energy, 
S is the spin quantum number and the subscript max refers to the maximum, or HS, state.  
Another equation originally proposed by Noodleman107 and later implemented by 







where E0 is the energy of the pure singlet spin state.  
Although these equations prove useful in the limit of weak or strong coupling, a 
third equation was developed by Yamaguchi that spans the entire range of coupling 
strengths.118,211 The Hamiltonian (equation 1) can be generalized for the binuclear case 
where the total spin operator is defined as Ŝ = ŜA + ŜB: 
 ?̂? = −𝐽(?̂?2 − ?̂?𝐴
2 − ?̂?𝐵
2) 4 
Therefore, the exchange split energy levels can be defined as 
 𝐸𝑆 = −𝐽[〈?̂?2〉𝑆 − 𝑆𝐴(𝑆𝐴 + 1) − 𝑆𝐵(𝑆𝐵 + 1)] 5 
 In cases such as the high spin state, the <Ŝ2> value can be replaced by its 
corresponding calculated eigenvalue since its symmetry allows it to be represented by a 
single Slater determinant. As already stated, the BS state is not an eigenvalue of Ŝ2  and is 
known to suffer from serious spin contamination.212 However, it can be approximated 
using numerical estimation.213–215 As shown by Yamaguchi, we can use equation 5 with 









The Yamaguchi formalism (equation 6) correctly converges to the previously 
developed equations (equation 2 or 3) in the weakly coupled limit or the strongly coupled 
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limit, respectively. It has been shown to give J within 3 cm-1 of experimental values for 
the ferredoxin iron-sulfur cluster.108 While the BS state is a good method for estimating J 
values, it may not be the best state for calculating vibrational modes or structure because 
it is an approximation to the ground state and is know to suffer from spin 
contamination.212 
Section 2.1.2 The Extended Broken Symmetry Approximation 
The extended broken symmetry (EBS) approximation was introduced to 
determine the geometry of the low spin singlet state.108,217 Using this method we can 
show the broken symmetry singlet state (Ψ𝐵𝑆) as a spin contaminated mixture of the low-
spin (LS) singlet (𝜓𝐿𝑆) and a high spin state(𝜓𝐻𝑆). 
 Ψ𝐵𝑆 = 𝜆𝜓𝐿𝑆 + 𝜇𝜓𝐻𝑆 7 
 Utilizing this wave function, we can then apply the Ŝ2 operator in order to 
calculate the value of <Ŝ2> (equation 8) in order to obtain the coefficient  (equation 9).  
 〈?̂?𝐵𝑆
2 〉 = 〈Ψ𝐵𝑆|?̂?2|Ψ𝐵𝑆〉 = 𝜇2〈?̂?𝐻𝑆







   
9 
The energy of the BS state can then be determined, and the expression solved for 
the LS singlet energy using equation 10 where we have substituted  using the 
normalization relationship (2 + 2 = 1).  
 






Finally, equation 10 can be rearranged to show that the energy of the LS singlet 
state can be determined by a weighted linear combination of the HS and BS energies  
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 𝐸𝐿𝑆 = (1 + 𝑐)𝐸𝐵𝑆 − 𝑐𝐸𝐻𝑆 11 













In cases where the spin on each site is equal this equation has been simplified to 
equation 13 (the assumption that SA = SB).
213,217,218  
 
𝑐 =  




2 − 𝛩𝐵𝑆 + 𝛩𝐻𝑆
 
13 
where Θ is equal to the spin contamination found in the HS or BS states. Equation 13 is 
most often published in the literature to represent the weighting coefficient for the 
extended broken symmetry approximation.213,217,218 However, since we perform 
calculations on mix-valence reduced 2Fe-2S clusters where the spin on sites A and B are 
not equivalent, we have derived equation 12 and  successfully implemented it for our 
reduced clusters. The method can also be extended to determine the forces (F) and 
Hessian matrix, assuming that the coefficient c is independent of geometry:  
 𝐹𝐿𝑆 = (1 + 𝑐)𝐹𝐵𝑆 − 𝑐𝐹𝐻𝑆 14 
 𝐾𝐿𝑆 = (1 + 𝑐)𝐾𝐵𝑆 − 𝑐𝐾𝐻𝑆 15 
The EBS method, using equation 13, was presented as a way to find the low spin 
singlet state’s geometry and study magnetostructural dynamics.108,109,213,217–220 We 
subsequently used our implementation of the EBS method (equation 12) to calculate 
normal vibrational frequencies and modes for oxidized 2Fe-2S clusters containing two 
Fe(III) atoms221–223 and reduced, mixed valence 2Fe-2S clusters containing one Fe(III) 
and one Fe(II) atom.  
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Section 2.2 Computational Methods  
Computations were completed using Gaussian 09 and Gaussian 16.224–226  The 
models of the ferredoxin, Rieske, and mitoNEET cluster were built (Figure 2.1). The His 
ligands were represented by 4-methylimidazole and the Cys side chains were represented 
by methanethiolate (CH3S
-) ligands. A procedure to model antiferromagnetic coupling 
located on the Gaussian Inc webpage was followed to implement the BS method.227 The 
keywords to call for an ultrafine integration grid, the spin-unrestricted option, and the 
quadratically convergent SCF procedure were also used. Calculations were carried out on 
the ferredoxin cluster using the uM06-L228 and the uB3LYP229–231 functionals with 
Dunning’s correlation consistent, polarized double-, triple-, and quadruple-zeta basis sets 
(cc-pVXZ, X = D, T, or Q)232–234. Based upon our results described in Section 3.1.1, 
calculations were also carried out on the oxidized Rieske and mitoNEET clusters using 
the uM06-L/cc-pVTZ228,232 method. J values were calculated using equation 6 after 




Figure 2.1 Models used to represent ferredoxin (1), Rieske (2), and mitoNEET (3) clusters. All models are 
shown in their fully oxidized state where each iron has a formal 3+ charge. In their reduced state all models 
would have their charge reduced by one upon one electron reduction. The Rieske and mitoNEET clusters 
are shown in their protonated (2pro and 3pro) and deprotonated (2dep and 3dep) states. 
The EBS approximation was then applied to the model structures of the clusters 
using the uM06-L/cc-pVTZ228,232 method to determine geometries, wavefunctions, and 
vibrational frequencies. The procedure to implement the EBS method was done using an 
in-house Fortran-77 weighting program written by a previous member of our lab, 
Benjamin Jagger.221,223, and the external optimizer feature of Gaussian 09/16.221 Figure 
2.2 displays a flow chart of the steps the program takes to obtain optimized geometries 
and frequencies. The program is given the BS geometry as a starting geometry since it is 
lower in energy than the HS geometry and should be closer in energy to the EBS state. 
The program uses this geometry to calculate the HS and BS forces, energies, and Hessian 
matrix using Gaussian 09 or 16. This information is then passed to an external Fortran 
program that uses equations 11-15 to produce the EBS energies, forces, and the Hessian 
matrix. The weighting procedure presented here has already been established in the 
literature.108,213,221,222Originally the program was written with the weighting coefficient as 




































































author of this dissertation to utilize equation 12 for the reduced mixed-valence clusters 
(tests show that the two programs produce exactly the same results for the model 
oxidized ferredoxin cluster). These values are then passed back to Gaussian. Gaussian 
checks against convergence criteria. If the convergence criteria are not met, the process is 
repeated iteratively until the convergence criteria are met. Once the criteria are met, 
calculations of the vibrational frequencies are completed using the EBS optimized 
geometry and a single iteration of the procedure described above to produce the Hessian 
matrix, diagonalize it, and calculate vibrational frequencies and modes. It is common to 
scale vibrational frequencies to bring them into better agreement with experiment.235–240 
Generally most investigators use one scaling factor to scale their computed vibrational 
frequencies; however, while scaling factors generally improve higher frequency 
vibrational modes, it has been found that these scaling factors overcorrect low- to mid-
range frequencies.238,241 We have chosen to report unscaled vibrational frequencies.  
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Figure 2.2 Flowchart of the steps taken by the external weighting program used to find the EBS state. From 
a starting geometry, the HS and BS forces, energies, and Hessian matrix are calculated using Gaussian 09. 
They are weighted by the external Fortran program using equations 13-15 to produce the LS forces, 
energies, and Hessian matrix. These values are then passed back to Gaussian. Gaussian checks against 
convergence criteria. If the convergence criteria are not met, the process is repeated iteratively until the 
convergence criteria are met. Once the criteria are met, calculations of the vibrational frequencies are 
completed using the EBS optimized geometry and a single iteration of the procedure described above to 
produce the Hessian matrix, diagonalize it, and calculate vibrational frequencies and modes. The weighting 
procedure presented here is established in Section 2.1.2. 
Isotopic vibrational frequency shifts were calculated for the three clusters by 
using the ViPA program242,243. The nitrogen atoms of the histidine ligands were 
substituted with the 15N isotope. For the mitoNEET cluster, both nitrogens were 
substituted for both the deprotonated and protonated models of the cluster. The Reiske 
cluster had three sets of substitutions: (1) both imidazoles were protonated and all 
nitrogens atoms were substituted, (2) one imidazole was deprotonated and both nitrogens 
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within the deprotonated imidazole were substituted, and (3) one imidazole was 
deprotonated and both nitrogens in the protonated imidazole were substituted. Frequency 
shifts were then calculated by subtracting frequencies for the unsubstituted ligands from 
those for the 15N substituted ligands.  
While performing calculations for the reduced cluster, it was discovered that we 
could not converge calculations using the M06-L functional The single time that 
calculations did converge, we calculated a J value of 35 cm-1. Calculations were then 
performed using B3LYP229–231 with Dunning’s correlation consistent, polarized double-, 
triple-, and quadruple-zeta basis sets (cc-pVXZ, X = D, T, or Q)232–234 for the reduced 
clusters. Based upon our results shown in Section 4.2, calculations were run on the 
oxidized clusters at this level of theory, for comparison between the oxidized and reduced 
ferredoxin, mitoNEET, and Rieske clusters.  
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Chapter 3: Comparison of Oxidized 
Cluster Results  
Section 3.1 Oxidized Ferredoxin Results 
Section 3.1.1 Optimized Structures of the Oxidized Model Ferredoxin Cluster 
The molecular structure of the model ferredoxin cluster (1) was optimized by 
using the EBS approximation at the uM06-L/cc-pVTZ level of theory. Optimized 
structural parameters are compared to experimentally determined parameters in Table 
3.1. Our EBS average calculated distances shown in Table 3.1 have a root-mean-square 
deviation (rmsd) of 0.03 Å from the available experimental data obtained from a mimic 
inorganic [2Fe-2S] cluster98, (Et4N)2[Fe2S2(S-o-xyl)2], and an rmsd of 0.06 Å from the X-
ray structure of anabaena PC7119 [2Fe-2S] ferredoxin52. Our rmsd values compare well 
with previous calculations done using the EBS approximation with rmsd ranging from 
0.02 Å – 0.01 Å.108,218,219  Compared to Shoji et al.’s published distances, calculated by 
using the BS-UBLYP/DZP method111, our BS rmsd values are identically 0.03 Å 
compared to the mimic cluster98, but better than the rmsd obtained from Shoji et al. by 
0.02 Å from the x-ray structure52. 
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Table 3.1 Selected, calculated distances and bond angles for the iron-sulfur core of the oxidized ferredoxin 
model clustera compared with those previously calculatedb,c, inorganic mimic clusterd, and taken from an 
X-ray structure for a [2Fe-2S] ferredoxin proteine. Values are averages of symmetry equivalent bonds or 
angles for an idealized core structure of D2h symmetry. Experimentally determined standard deviations are 
given in parentheses where available. Calculated atomic Cartesian coordinates for the entire model cluster 
are provided as Appendix A. 





Exp 1d,* Exp 2e,* 
Fe–Sb 2.21 2.24 2.26 2.25 2.209(1) 2.230(4) 
Fe–St 2.35 2.35 2.38 -- 2.305(1) 2.297(4) 
FeFe 2.65 2.73 2.77 2.79 2.698(1) 2.746(5) 
SbSb 3.53 3.54 3.56 3.54 3.498(3) -- 
StSt 3.67 3.68 3.73 -- 3.690(2) -- 
RMSD Exp 1d  0.03 0.03 0.06 0.06   
RMSD Exp 2e 0.06 0.03 0.05 0.06   
Angles (°)       
Fe–Sb–Fe 73.8 75.3 75.7 76.61 75.27(5) 76.0(2) 
Sb–Fe–Sb 106.1 104.7 104.3 103.39 104.73(5) 103.9(2) 
St–Fe–St 102.5 102.9 102.8 -- 106.4 106.3(2) 
RMSD Exp 1d  2.6 2.0 2.1 1.3   
RMSD Exp 2e 2.4 1.9 2.0 1.6   
b, bridging; t, terminal 
a This work. Optimized parameters of 1 using M06-L/cc-pVTZ. 
b Optimized structural parameters using BS-UBLYP/DZP 111. 
c Relaxed structural parameters using EBS-B3LYP/TZVP108. 
d X-ray crystal structure for (Et4N)2[Fe2S2(S-o-xyl)2] 98. 
e X-ray crystal structure from Anabaena PCC7119 [2Fe-2S] ferredoxin 52. 
* Standard deviation shown where available. Standard propagation of error was used for values that 
have been averaged.  
 
Calculated angles shown in Table 3.1 have an rmsd of 2.6° and 2.4° from the 
experimental data obtained by Mayerle et al.98 and Morales et al.52, respectively. These 
are slightly worse than the rmsd values of previous EBS calculation which have rmsd 
values ranging from 0.05° - 1.8°.108,218,219  However, it should be noted that most of these 
calculations (data not shown) only reported the angle for the Fe-Sb-Fe angle and ours 
include the St-Fe-St angle which differs from experiment likely due to the free rotation of 
our terminal ligands. The rmsd of our BS calculations (2.0° and 1.9°, respectively) are 
closer to the BS calculations completed by Shoji et al. utilizing the BS-UBLYP/DZP 
method (2.1° and 2.0°, respectively).111 It is important to note that while the distances 
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show good agreement with the experimental values, the angles vary from those of the X-
ray crystal structure from anabaena PC7119 [2Fe-2S] ferredoxin. The protein includes a 
network of hydrogen bonds from main chain nitrogen atoms to both the Cys side chains 
and bridging sulfur atoms that could distort the bond angles.52  
Section 3.1.2 Heisenberg Coupling Constants of the Oxidized Model Ferredoxin 
Cluster 
Heisenberg Coupling constants (J) were calculated for the ferredoxin cluster at 
several levels of theory (Table 3.2).221 Calculations for the ferredoxin clusters using the 
uM06-L method gave slightly better agreement with experimentally measure J values. J 
values calculated by using the cc-pVTZ and cc-pVQZ basis sets were within 4 cm-1 of 
each other and it has been reported that hybrid functionals combined with triple-zeta 
basis sets model the coupling of binuclear transition metal complexes accurately.244  
Table 3.2 Heisenberg coupling constants for oxidized ferredoxin, calculated using equation 6 and the 
energies and <S2> values of the high spin and broken symmetry states. Structures were optimized at the 
levels of theory indicated in table.221,223 
 uM06-L uB3LYP 
cc-pVDZ -181 -147 
cc-pVTZ -194 -156 





Section 3.1.3 Vibrational Modes of the Oxidized Model Ferredoxin Cluster 
Vibrational modes of the 2Fe-2S core of the model ferredoxin cluster are 
compared to those determined experimentally in Table 3.3. Rmsd values showed 
improved agreement with experiment compared to published results obtained by using 
the BS method.111 The EBS approximation give an rmsd of 24 cm-1 versus 27 cm-1 for the 
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BS method. Our BS calculations give an improved compared to that of previous 
calculations  (37 cm-1).111 Our EBS calculation gives rmsd values that are better than 
those calculated at both the BS and EBS method as previously published in the 
literature.108,111 This indicates that the EBS approximation better predicts the vibrational 
modes of the ferredoxin cluster.  
Table 3.3. Selected core vibrational modes (unscaled, in cm-1) calculated for 1oxo using the uM06-L/cc-
pVTZ  level of theory, previously reported in study by Shoji et al.111 and Bovi et al.108, and measured 
experimentally for the oxidized [2Fe-2S] ferredoxin protein (Han et al. 92). Full vibrational mode 
assignments can be found in Appendix B. 





Out-of-Phase breathing mode of 
the Fe-S4 tetrahedral 
282 269 271 293 254 
Fe-S stretching mode 339 316 314 327 288 
Fe-Sb stretching mode 329 339 309 372 302 
Fe-St stretching mode along St-
St direction 
357 306 305 279 303 
Out of-phase Fe-St stretching 
mode along St-St direction 
--- 291 295 --- 310 
Fe-S stretching mode along Fe-
Fe direction 
367 346 338 528 326 
Fe-Sb ring breathing 395 386 382 528 383 
Fe-Sb stretching mode along Sb-
Sb direction 
426 430 411 530 403 
RMSD  24 27 95 37 
b, bridging; t, terminal 
 
Our calculated modes predict that the FeS stretching mode found at 288 cm-1 by 
Shoji et al. using BS-uB3LYP/DZP is found at 316 cm-1 and 314 cm-1 in our EBS and BS 
calculations, respectively. We also find that the bridging sulfur atom stretching mode 
found at 302 cm-1 for Shoji et al. and 309 cm-1 for our BS approximation is found at 339 
cm-1 in our EBS approximation. These two instances are the only vibrational modes that 
are significantly mismatched between the calculations.  
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Based upon our results presented in this section and the previous one, we 
recommend the EBS-M06-L/cc-pVTZ method for future calculations of this nature. This 
methodology captures J values within experimental error and more accurately than 
B3LYP. The EBS method also results in lower rmsd values for vibrational modes than 
the BS method. 
Section 3.2 Oxidized Rieske Results 
Section 3.2.1 Optimized Structures of the Oxidized Model Rieske Cluster 
The molecular structure of the model Rieske cluster was optimized using the EBS 
approximation and the uM06-L/cc-pVTZ level of theory in protonated (2pro) and 
deprotonated (2dep) configurations. A partial set of optimized structural parameters are 
presented in Table 3.4.  
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Table 3.4 Selected, calculated distances and bond angles for the iron-sulfur core of the oxidized Rieske 
model clustera compared with those previously calculatedb, and taken from an X-ray structure for a [2Fe-
2S] Rieske proteinc. Values are averages of symmetry equivalent bonds or angles for an idealized core 
structure of C2v symmetry. Experimentally determined standard deviations are given in parentheses where 
available. Calculated atomic Cartesian coordinates for the entire model cluster are provided as Appendix A. 
Distance(Å) EBS  2proa EBS  2depa BS 2proa BS 2depa BS-BLYP/DZPb Experimentc 
FeS–Sb 2.21 2.20 2.26 2.34 2.21 2.18(1) 
FeN–Sb 2.16 2.17 2.18 2.19 2.21 2.21(4) 
FeS–St 2.29 2.31 2.29 2.32 2.28 2.36(3) 
FeN–Nt 2.09 2.08 2.09 2.06 2.14 2.21(4) 
FeFe 2.57 2.60 2.63 2.67 2.60 2.63(2) 
SbSb 3.52 3.51 3.54 3.53 3.57 3.53(6) 
StSt 3.75 3.66 3.75 3.69 3.56 3.77(4) 
NtNt 3.43 2.94 3.43 3.14 3.26 3.24(4) 
RMSD 0.09 0.13 0.09 0.09 0.09  
Angles (°)       
FeS–Sb–FeN 72.0 73.0 72.8 73.8 72.1 73.3(1.2) 
Sb–FeS–Sb 105.6 105.8 103.0 103.8 107.5 107.8(1.8) 
Sb–FeN–Sb 108.9 108.3 108.7 107.2 107.8 105.6(0.7) 
St–FeS–St 110.0 104.5 110.1 105.6 102.9 105.6(1.0) 
Nt–FeN–Nt 110.4 90.1 110.2 98.9 99.3 94.4(1.7) 
RMSD 7.7 2.5 7.8 2.8 2.8  
b, bridging; t, terminal; FeS, iron bound to Cys side chains; FeN, iron bound to His side chains  
a This work. Optimized structure of 2pro and 2dep using M06-L/cc-pVTZ. 
b Optimized structural parameters using BS-UBLYP/DZP 205. 
c X-ray crystal structure from oxidized 2-Oxoquinoline 8-monooxygenase245. 
 
The protonated EBS cluster’s distances and angles show better agreement with 
published experimental data.245 Calculated average interactomic distance rmsd values 
calculated for the data shown in the table for 2pro and 2dep EBS structures are 0.09 Å and 
0.13 Å, compared to the work of Martins et al.245. The distance rmsd values for the BS 
structure are 0.09 Å and 0.09 Å, respectively. Bond angles for 2pro and 2dep  show rmsd 
values of 7.7° and 2.5°, from experimental work of Martins and co-workers245, 
respectively. The rmsd values for the BS structures are almost identical (7.8° and 2.8°, 
respectively). These rmsd values are similar when compared to the calculated bond 
distances and  angles of Shoji et al (BS-uBLYP/DZP).205 Many of the experimentally 
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determined x-ray crystal structures site post-hoc analysis shows that x-rays are capable of 
reducing the Rieske cluster. 
Comparing calculated interatomic distances for the cluster with protonated and 
deprotonated imidazole ligands shows that upon deprotonation, interatomic distance 
changes are less than 0.09 Å. Upon deprotonation, the distance between the nitrogen 
atoms of the imidazole ligands coordinated to the iron atoms decrease by 0.49 Å. A 
decrease of 20.3° in the bond angle between the imidazole ligands correlates with this 
change in distances. In addition, the imidazole ligand that is deprotonated rotates toward 
the other imidazole ring. 
Section 3.2.2 Heisenberg Coupling Constants of the Oxidized Model Rieske Cluster 
J values were calculated as -223 cm-1 and -220 cm-1 for 2pro and 2dep, respectively. 
A J value of -180 ± 12  cm-1 has been determined experimentally for a biomimetic model 
of the Rieske cluster.246 Our value does not fall within the experimental error for this 
cluster. The reason for the difference in the calculated value and the experimental value is 
likely a result of the ligands of the biomimetic model being significantly different. Our 
calculated J values fall within the range of J values previously calculated for the Rieske 
cluster (-180 cm-1 to -473 cm-1).109,174,220 The J values calculated for the Rieske cluster 
differed by only 3 cm-1, less than typical experimental error. Thus, J values would not be 
suitable for determining the protonation state of the oxidized Rieske cluster. 
Section 3.2.3 Vibrational Modes of the Oxidized Model Rieske Cluster 
Core vibrational modes of the model Rieske cluster have been calculated and are 
compared to those determined experimentally in Table 3.5. Full vibrational analysis can 
be found in Appendix B. Calculated rmsd values for the protonated cluster from T4MOC 
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Rieske ferredoxin93 are 11 cm-1 and from T. thermophilus Rieske247 are 4 cm-1. Thus, the 
EBS approximation gives smaller rmsd values than published BS-UBLYP/DZP205 values 
(rmsd of 12 cm-1). This is consistent with our BS calculations which give rmsd of 16 cm-1 
and 5 cm-1, respectively. Our vibrational modes calculated for the BS, EBS, and Shoji et 
al.’s BS methods match for the majority of the modes. We do find that find that the 
frequencies between 305-350 cm-1 using the EBS approximation are shifted to 297-329 
cm-1 when using the BS approximation. The EBS values in this range match the modes 
assigned by Shoji et al. more closely.205 We also computed the deprotonated cluster 
vibrational modes and compared those to the experimentally determined values. The 
rmsd values for the protonated cluster are 1 cm-1 lower in value than the rmsds computed 
for the deprotonated cluster and the modes between the two are generally in agreement. 
Ali et al.220 have computed vibrational frequencies utilizing the BS-PBE0248 
methodology. However, comprehensive mode assignments of all modes were not 
completed by the authors of the paper. The modes in their computed spectrum220 at 255 
cm-1 and 264 cm-1 both correspond to the mode at 265 cm-1 in the experimental spectrum 
found by Rotsaert et al.93 We find only one vibrational mode corresponding to this mode 
at 258 cm-1 in both our EBS and BS calculations. It was also indicated that paper the 
frequencies found in the 300 cm-1 to 360 cm-1 correspond in general to deformation of the 
cysteine ligands. Those in the range of 370 cm-1 to 450 cm-1 correspond to pure Fe-Sb 
vibrations.220 The mode found by Ali et al.220 at 429 cm-1 is predicted to correspond to the 
ring breathing mode found by Rotsaert et al.93 at 410 cm-1. Our EBS and BS vibrational 
modes for this particular mode are both found at 415 cm-1. An important point brought up 
in the paper by Ali et al.220 is that in order to capture all of the vibrational modes 
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presented in the experimental work, the Reiske cluster should be asymmetrical and thus 
no symmetry constraints were used in our calculations. The differences seen in our 
vibrational modes as compared to Ali and coworkers220 likely arises due to the 
differences in functionals chosen (M06-L vs PBE0). Deviations also likely arise due to 
the different ligands chosen for the His ligands. Our model uses a 4-methyimidazole 
ligand while their work utilized a 175-atom model of the cluster including parts of the 
protein backbone which had several atoms frozen in space.   
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Table 3.5 Selected core vibrational modes (unscaled, in cm-1) calculated for oxidized 2pro using the uM06-L 
/cc-pVTZ  level of theory, previously reported in study by Shoji et al. 205, and measured experimentally for 
the [2Fe-2S] Reiske proteins93,247. Full vibrational mode assignments can be found in Appendix B. 








mode along Nt-Nt 
direction and Fe-Fe 
bending mode 
265 253 258 258 264 262 238 
Bending mode at Cγ 
of coordinating 
Imidazole 
--- --- 278 278 278 279 291 
Bending mode at Cγ 
of coordinating 
imidazole 
--- 280 287 286 282 283 294 
Breathing mode of 
Nt2-Fe-Sb2 
321 --- 305 297 327 316 304 
Fe-Sb stretching 
mode 
332 --- 328 306 306 307 327 
Fe-St stretching 
mode along Fe-Fe 
direction 
350 --- 350 329 354 323 352 
Fe-St stretching 
mode along St-St 
direction 










385 380 376 372 377 378 396 
Fe-Sb ring breathing 
mode 
410 420 415 415 417 415 416 
Fe-Sb stretching 
mode alone Sb-Sb 
direction 
433 --- 454 444 452 436 439 
RMSD vs Exp 1   11 16 12 14 12 
RMSD vs Exp 2   4 5 5 9 12 
b, bridging; t, terminal 
 
Isotopic vibrational shifts were also calculated for 2pro and 2dep. In the 2pro model, 
two 15N frequency shifts of -10 cm-1 were calculated in the 1483-1624 cm-1 range. These 
shifts correspond to mixed carbon-nitrogen stretches and nitrogen-hydrogen bending 
modes (Table 3.6). All other frequency shifts in this range are less than -8 cm-1. In the 
2dep model only one frequency shift was identified in the analogous 1477-1622 cm
-1 
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range. This mode corresponds primarily to a carbon-nitrogen stretching mode on the 
protonated imidazole ring (Table 3.7). This indicates the number of significant 
(approximately -10 cm-1) vibrational frequency shifts above ~1475 cm-1 differs when the 
protonation state of the two imidazole ligands differs. Thus, the protonation state of the 
His ligands of the Rieske cluster may be determined by 15N isotopic substitution, coupled 
with difference vibrational spectroscopy.221,222 
Table 3.6 Selected, unscaled vibrational frequencies and 15N isotopic shifts (in cm-1) for the oxidized, 
doubly-protonated Rieske cluster calculated using the EBS-M06-L/cc-pVTZ method and basis set. Two 
shifts of -10 cm-1 are found in the region from 1483 to 1629 cm-1 when all nitrogens are isotopically 
labelled. Full vibrational mode assignments can be found in Appendix B. 






Shift All N subst. Shift 
1483 Imid methyl asymm deformation 1479 -4 1479 -4 1476 -7 
1486 Imid C-N8 stretch/N8-H bend 1483 -3 1482 -4 1479 -7 
1490 Imid C-N13 stretch/N13-H bend 1490 0 1486 -4 1482 -8 
1523 
C-H wag/C-N10 & C-N13 
stretch 
1523 0 1513 -10 1513 -10 
1538 C-H wag/C-N5/C-N8 stretch 1528 -10 1538 0 1528 -10 
1629 Imid C-C stretch/ N8-H bend 1627 -2 1629 0 1627 -2 
 
Furthermore, a qualitative difference was seen when substituting the imidazole 
rings site-specifically. Based upon the above discussion, if all nitrogen atoms on the 
ligands are substituted and only one shift is seen in the 1480-1600 cm-1 region, then only 
one His is protonated and the other is deprotonated. Once it has been confirmed that the 
cluster is singly-protonated using the above analysis, site-specific modifications can be 
made to determine which of the His ligands are protonated. N5/N8 were first labelled 
with 15N, leaving N10/N13 as 14N. Then N10/N13 were labeled with 15N, leaving N5/N8 
as 14N.  If only one set of nitrogens is isotopically substituted and only one shift of 
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approximately 10 cm-1 is observed this indicates that the protonated His ligand is 
substituted. If this substitution is done and no shifts greater than -4 cm-1 are identified this 
indicates that the deprotonated His ligand has been substituted. 
Table 3.7 Selected, unscaled vibrational frequencies and 15N isotopic shifts (in cm-1) for the oxidized, 
singly-protonated Rieske cluster calculated using the EBS-M06-L/cc-pVTZ method and basis set. 221,223 
Only one shift greater than -4 cm-1 is found in the region from 1477 to 1622 cm-1 when all nitrogens are 
isotopically labelled. Full vibrational mode assignments can be found in Appendix B. 






Shift All N subst. Shift 
1477 Imid N13-H bend 1477 0 1476 -1 1476 -1 
1481 
Thiol methyl asymm 
deformation 
1481 0 1481 0 1481 0 
1483 
Prot imid methyl asymm 
deformation 
1483 0 1481 -2 1481 -2 
1501 
Deprot imid C-H bend/ methyl 
asymm deformation 




1528 0 1519 -9 1518 -10 
1581 
Deprot imid C-C stretch/C-H 
bend 
1579 -2 1581 0 1579 -2 
1622 
Prot imid C-C stretch/C-H 
bend 
1622 0 1620 -2 1620 -2 
 
Section 3.3 Oxidized MitoNEET Results 
Section 3.3.1 Optimized Structures of the Oxidized Model MitoNEET Cluster 
The molecular structure of the model mitoNEET cluster was optimized using the 
EBS approximation and the uM06-L/cc-pVTZ level of theory. The optimized parameters 
have been determined and are compared to those found for human mitoNEET by using 
X-ray crystallography179 (Table 3.8). The model mitoNEET cluster was optimized with 
the imidazole ligand protonated (3pro) and then deprotonated (3dep). The average rmsd of 
calculated interatomic distances shown in the table from experimental values are 0.08 Å 
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and 0.10 Å for the EBS protonated and deprotonated forms, respectively. These rmsd 
values are nearly identical to the 0.06 Å and 0.09 Å for the BS protonated and 
deprotonated forms, respectively.179 
Calculated bond angles using the EBS approximation show rmsd values of 2.9° 
and 2.7° from experiment for the protonated and deprotonated optimized geometries, 
respectively. Utilizing the BS method results in rmsd values of 2.4° and 2.3° experiment 
for the protonated and deprotonated optimized geometries, respectively. These deviations 
may be a result of the protein environment in the X-ray structure, including the hydrogen 
bond network to the iron sulfur cluster, restricting the ligand geometries.20,179 
Table 3.8 Selected, calculated distances and bond angles for the iron-sulfur core of the oxidized mitoNEET 
model clustera compared with those taken from an X-ray structure for a [2Fe-2S] mitoNEET proteinb. 
Values are averages of symmetry equivalent bonds or angles for an idealized core structure of C2v 
symmetry. Calculated atomic Cartesian coordinates for the entire model cluster are provided as Appendix 
A. 
Distance (Å) EBS  3prob EBS 3dep a BS 3proa BS 3depa Experiemntb 
FeS,S–Sb 2.21 2.20 2.25 2.23 2.21 
FeN,S–Sb 2.17 2.20 2.20 2.23 2.22 
FeS,S–St 2.32 2.35 2.32 2.35 2.28 
FeN,S–St 2.31 2.33 2.31 2.33 2.25 
FeN,S–Nt 2.15 2.05 2.15 2.04 2.22 
FeFe 2.61 2.64 2.69 2.72 2.75 
RMSD 0.08 0.10 0.06 0.09  
Angles (°)         
Fe–Sb–Fe 73.2 73.8 74.4 75.1 76.7 
Sb–FeS,S–Sb 106.8 106.2 105.6 104.9 103.2 
Sb–FeN,S–Sb 104.0 102.3 104.5 102.7 101.3 
St–FeS,S–St 97.1 102.0 97.5 102.5 98.7 
RMSD 2.9 3.1 2.4 2.3  
b, bridging; t, terminal; FeS,S, iron bound to two Cys; FeN,S, iron bound to one His and one Cys 
a This work. Optimized structure of 3pro and 3dep using uM06-L/cc-pVTZ. 
b X-ray crystal structure from human mitoNEET 179. 
 
Upon deprotonation the bond length from the imidazole nitrogen to the 
coordinating iron atom decreases by 0.11 Å. All other bond distance changes are less than 
0.06 Å. An increase of 4.9° in the bond angle between the nitrogen atom of the 
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imidazole, iron atom, and the sulfur atom of the methanethiolate is observed upon 
deprotonation. Additionally, a decrease of 1.6° is also seen between the bond angle 
between the two methanethiolate ligands coordinated to the iron atom to which they are 
coordinated when the cluster is deprotonated. 
Section 3.3.2 Heisenberg Coupling Constants of the Oxidized Model MitoNEET 
Cluster 
J values were calculated for the protonated and deprotonated forms of the 
mitoNEET cluster. In our previous publication the J values for the mitoNEET cluster 
were found to be -218 cm-1 and -197 cm-1.222 The difference in these values was found to 
be just outside of experimental error, which indicated that it might be problematic to 
determine the protonation state of the mitoNEET cluster utilizing J values. However, new 
structural conformations have been obtained for the mitoNEET cluster that compare 
better structurally to what is found in the X-ray crystal structure of the human mitoNEET 
protein.179 J values were recalculated using the new geometries and found to be -220 cm-1 
and -206 cm-1 for 3pro and 3dep, respectively. These J values are lower than the 
experimental values determined for biomimetic models of the cluster (-151 cm-1 and -124 
cm-1).19 Our calculated values differ by 14 cm-1, which indicated once again that J values 
may not be suitable for determining the protonation state. The difference in J values upon 
conformational analysis also illustrates the important impact of the environmental factors, 
such as orientation of the ligands, surrounding the cluster. This illustrates that further 
work is needed to examine how the solvent and protein environment might affect the J 
values. To our knowledge, these are the first predicted J values for the cluster. 
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Section 3.3.3 Vibrational Modes of the Oxidized Model MitoNEET Cluster 
Vibrational frequencies have been calculated and modes assigned for the core of 
the mitoNEET cluster based upon the assignments made for 1 and 2pro (Table 3.9). To 
our knowledge, no experimental frequencies have yet been reported, so these frequencies 
and mode assignments represent predictions. We do find that the vibrational mode found 
at 315 cm-1 in the BS state is found at 351 cm-1 in the EBS state for the protonated 
cluster. Similarly, the mode found at 313 cm-1 in the BS state is found at 343 cm-1 for the 
deprotonated state. Full vibrational analysis can be found in Appendix B. 
Table 3.9 Selected core vibrational modes (unscaled, in cm-1) calculated for oxidized mitoNEET using the 
uM06-L/cc-pVTZ  level of theory. Full vibrational mode assignments can be found in Appendix B. 
Mode111,205 EBS 3pro BS 3pro EBS 3dep BS 3dep 
Bending mode at Cγ of coordinating imidazole 277 278 269 270 
Out-of-Phase breathing mode of the two connected 
FeS4 tetrahedral 
282 284 288 289 
Out of-phase Fe-St stretching mode along St-St 
direction 
320 323 302 304 
Fe-S stretching mode 334 331 320 317 
Fe-St stretching mode along Fe-Fe direction 351 315 343 313 
Fe-Sb stretching mode 353 349 347 341 
Cβ-Cγ-Cδ bending mode of coordinating Imidazole 368 369 368 369 
Fe-Sb ring breathing 407 405 388 386 
Fe-Sb stretching mode along Sb-Sb direction 447 432 433 417 
b, bridging; t, terminal 
Isotopic vibration frequency shifts were calculated for the 3pro and 3dep to 
determine if the protonation state of the mitoNEET cluster could be determined using 15N 
isotopic labelling. One significant shift of -11 cm-1 was found for 3pro upon substitution of 
the nitrogen atoms corresponding to a carbon-nitrogen stretching mode on the protonated 
imidazole ring (Table 3.10). No other shifts greater than -7 cm-1 were found in the 1474-
1624 cm-1 region. 
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Table 3.10 Selected, unscaled vibrational frequencies and 15N isotopic shifts (in cm-1) for the oxidized, 
protonated mitoNEET cluster calculated using the EBS-M06-L/cc-pVTZ method and basis set. One shift of 
-11 cm-1 was found upon isotopic labelling in the region from 1474 to 1624 cm-1. Full vibrational mode 
assignments can be found in Appendix B. 
No. Subst. Mode N Subst. Shift  
1474 Imid methyl/Cys methyl deformation 1467 -7 
1474 Two Cys methyl deformations 1474 0 
1475 C-N stretch/N-H rocking 1475 0 
1478 Two Cys methyl deformations 1476 -2 
1481 Imid methyl/Cys methyl deformation 1481 0 
1516 Imid N-C-N asymm stretch/Imid methyl deformation 1505 -11 
1624 Imid C-C stretch 1622 -2 
 
Substitution of the nitrogens of 3dep did not result in any shifts larger than -4 cm-1 
(Table 3.11) when examining a similar region (1465-1574 cm-1). In light of this 
qualitative difference in the number of vibrational shifts difference vibrational 
spectroscopy may be used to determine the protonation state of the mitoNEET cluster. 
Table 3.11 Selected, unscaled vibrational frequencies and 15N isotopic shifts (in cm-1) for the oxidized, 
deprotonated mitoNEET cluster calculated using the EBS-M06-L/cc-pVTZ method and basis set. No shifts 
larger than -4 cm-1 were found upon isotopic labelling in the region from 1465 to 1574 cm-1. Full 
vibrational mode assignments can be found in Appendix B. 
No. Subst. Mode N Subst. Shift  
1465 N-C-N asymm stretch/Imid methyl deformation 1463 -2 
1469 Imid methyl/Cys methyl deformation 1469 0 
1477 Imid methyl/Cys methyl deformation 1477 0 
1478 Two Cys methyl deformations 1478 0 
1482 Two Cys methyl deformations 1482 0 
1498 Imid N-C-N asymm stretch/Imid methyl deformation 1494 -4 
1575 Imid C-C stretch 1573 -2 
 
Section 3.4 Discussion 
Section 3.4.1 Comparison of Oxidized EBS structures 
Our calculations indicate that the ferredoxin, Rieske, and mitoNEET 2Fe-2S 
cluster cores are structurally similar in both interatomic distances and bond angles. Low 
rmsd values (~0.01 Å – 0.18 Å) indicate little difference in interactomic distances 
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between 1, 2pro, 2dep, 3pro, and 3dep. Bond angles have larger rmsd values (0.1° – 10.5°). 
This can be attributed to the bulky imidazole ligands compared to the smaller 
methanethiolate ligands; however, it is important to note that the ligand choice does not 
appear to have an effect on the structural properties of the cluster itself. 
Section 3.4.2 Comparison of Oxidized Heisenberg Coupling Constants 
All J values calculated for the three clusters fall within a range of 29 cm-1 
showing that the magnitude of the magnetic coupling for the three clusters is similar. A 
trend is observed across the three clusters: as Cys ligands are replaced by His ligands the 
Fe-Fe distances decrease and J values become more negative. They change from -194 cm-
1 for ferredoxin to -220/-206 cm-1 for (protonated/deprotonated) mitoNEET, to -223/-220 
cm-1 for the (protonated/deprotonated) Rieske cluster. This trend shows that His ligands 
move the iron atoms slightly closer to one another and increase antiferromagnetic 
coupling compared to Cys ligands. Protonation of the His ligands leads to slightly shorter 
Fe-Fe distances (by 0.03 Å) and more negative J values; therefore, protonation of the 
ligand slightly increases antiferromagnetic coupling. 
Section 3.4.3 Comparison of Oxidized Vibrational Analysis 
The core 2Fe-2S vibrational mode for all three clusters fall within the 250-450 
cm-1 range. It is important to note that while the addition of the imidazole ligands brings 
new vibrational modes into range of the 2Fe-2S core, the core vibrations related to the 
iron and bridging sulfur atoms were conserved throughout all three clusters such as the 
breathing modes of the tetrahedron formed by each iron and its ligands, the stretching 
modes of the iron and bridging sulfur atoms, the ring breathing mode, etc. In most cases, 
the modes generated by the replacement of methanethiolate with imidazole ligands 
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appear to shift the core vibrational modes identified across all three clusters to higher 
frequency. 15N isotopic shifts generate similar results in both the mitoNEET and Reiske 
clusters. In both cases it is the vibrational mode associated with the coordinating nitrogen 
of the imidazole rings that is shifted upon isotopic substation. 
Section 3.5 Conclusions 
In conclusion, we have calculated structural, magnetic, and vibrational properties 
of the oxidized 2Fe-2S ferredoxin, Rieske, and mitoNEET clusters, where the iron atoms 
are formally Fe3+. The clusters share similar structural and spectroscopic properties. The 
structure of the 2Fe-2S core cluster is not affected largely by the ligands. The exchange 
of Cys ligands for His ligands coordinated to the 2Fe-2S core results in slight changes to 
the properties of these clusters. We predict based upon our calculations that the 
antiferromagnetic properties of these clusters as indicated by their J values increases 
when a His ligand is coordinated to the cluster instead of one of the Cys ligands of the 
Ferredoxin cluster. Further, upon comparison of the oxidized Riekse and mitoNEET 
clusters protonation states, it can be predicted that protonation of the His ligands also 
results in an increase of antiferromagneticity.  
Our data indicates that there are core vibrational modes conserved within all three 
clusters, but that these modes are shifted to higher frequency in the case of the mitoNEET 
and Rieske clusters. In the determination of the protonation state of the cluster it appears 
that utilizing J values to determine the protonation state for both oxidized Rieske and 
mitoNEET would prove to be problematic. Instead, using 15N isotopic labelling, our 
calculations show that difference vibrational spectroscopy may be able not only to 
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determine the protonation state of the oxidized mitoNEET and Rieske clusters, but also 
determine which of the two His ligands of the Rieske cluster is deprotonated.  
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Chapter 4: Comparison of Oxidized 
vs. Reduced Ferredoxin 2Fe-2S 
Clusters 
Section 4.1 Optimized Structural Parameters of Oxidized and Reduced 
Ferredoxin Clusters 
The molecular structure of the model oxidized ferredoxin cluster (Figure 2.1) was 
optimized by using the EBS approximation at the uB3LYP/cc-pVTZ level of theory. 
Optimized structural parameters are compared to experimentally determined parameters 
in Table 4.1. Our average calculated interatomic distances for the iron-sulfur core shown 
in table 4.1 of the oxidized cluster have an rmsd of 0.04 Å from the available 
experimental data obtained from a mimic inorganic [2Fe-2S] cluster98, (Et4N)2[Fe2S2(S-o-
xyl)2], and an rmsd of 0.06 Å from the X-ray structure of anabaena PC7119 [2Fe-2S] 
ferredoxin52. These rmsd values are nearly identical to those we found with M06-L/cc-
pVTZ (Section 3.1.1) and slightly worse with those previously published using the EBS 
method (0.01 Å – 0.02 Å).108,218,219 Our BS rmsd values are identically 0.04 Å compared 
to the mimic cluster98, but worse than the rmsd found when comparing to 0.03 Å from the 
x-ray structure52(0.03 Å). These rmsd values are slightly better than the rmsd of 0.06 Å 




Table 4.1 Selected, calculated distances and bond angles for the iron-sulfur core of the oxidized ferredoxin 
model clustera compared with those previously calculatedb,c, with an inorganic mimic clusterd, and taken 
from an X-ray structure for a [2Fe-2S] ferredoxin proteine. Values are averages of symmetry equivalent 
distances or angles for an idealized core structure of D2h symmetry. Experimentally determined standard 
deviations are given in parentheses where available. Calculated atomic Cartesian coordinates for the entire 
model cluster are provided as Appendix A. 





Exp 1d,* Exp 2e,* 
Fe–Sb 2.23 2.26 2.26 2.25 2.209(1) 2.230(4) 
Fe–St 2.37 2.37 2.38  2.305(1) 2.297(4) 
FeFe 2.75 2.83 2.77 2.79 2.698(1) 2.746(5) 
SbSb 3.52 3.52 3.56 3.54 3.498(3) -- 
StSt 3.70 3.71 3.73 -- 3.690(2) -- 
RMSD Exp 1d  0.04 0.04 0.06 0.06   
RMSD Exp 2e 0.04 0.06 0.05 0.06   
Angles (°)       
Fe–Sb–Fe 76.0 77.6 75.7 76.61 75.27(5) 76.0(2) 
Sb–Fe–Sb 104.0 102.4 104.3 103.39 104.73(5) 103.9(2) 
St–Fe–St 102.9 103.3 102.8 -- 106.4 106.3(2) 
RMSD Exp 1d  2.1 2.6 2.1 1.3   
RMSD Exp 2e 2.0 2.6 2.0 1.6   
b, bridging; t, terminal  
a This work. Optimized parameters of 1oxo using B3LYP/cc-pVTZ. 
b Optimized structural parameters using BS-UBLYP/DZP 111. 
c Relaxed structural parameters using EBS-B3LYP/TZVP108. 
d X-ray crystal structure for (Et4N)2[Fe2S2(S-o-xyl)2] 98. 
e X-ray crystal structure from cyanobacterium Anabaena PCC7119 [2Fe-2S] ferredoxin 52. 
* Standard deviation shown where available. Standard propagation of error was used for values that 
have been averaged. 
 
Calculated average bond angles have an rmsd of 2.1° and 2.0° from the 
experimental data obtained by Mayerle et al.98 and Morales et al.52, respectively. They 
show improvement from the rmsd values calculated at the M06-L/cc-pVTZ level of 
theory (Section 3.1.1). Our bond angle rmsd values are slightly worse than the rmsd 
values of previously published EBS calculation which have rmsd values ranging from 
0.05° - 1.8°.108,218,219  The -SCH3 groups are allowed to rotate freely, potentially also 
affecting bond angles, so their inclusion could increase our rmsd. Our EBS bond angle 
rmsd values are identical to the BS-uBLYP/DZP rmsd values of Shoji et al. (2.1° and 
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2.0°, respectively).111 The rmsd of our BS calculations are higher than those of Shoji et 
al. utilizing the BS-UBLYP/DZP method and basis set (2.6° for both). In summary, 
calculated bond distances show good agreement with the experimental values. The bond 
angles vary from those of the X-ray crystal structure from cyanobacterium Anabaena 
PC7119 [2Fe-2S] ferredoxin. As stated in Section 4.1.1, the difference in bond angles 
may be a result of the protein environment which includes a network of hydrogen bonds 
from main chain nitrogen atoms to both the Cys side chains and bridging sulfur atoms 
that could distort the bond angles.52 
The molecular structure of 1red was calculated utilizing the EBS-uB3LYP/cc-
pVTZ level of theory. We indicate that the iron which we reduce to a formal 2+ charge is 
Fe2 and the Fe which is not reduced is Fe1. This is consistent with experimental EPR 
measurements that imply localization of the added electron to one iron atom.80,82,83,99 
Table 4.2 contains a selection of optimized parameters compared to experimental data 
obtained from cyanobacterium Anabaena PC7119 [2Fe-2S] ferredoxin52. Our calculated 
interactomic distances for our EBS and BS calculations shown in the table have rmsd 
values from the experimental values of 0.14 Å in both cases. These values are slightly 
higher than those found by Shoji et al. (0.12 Å). Our calculated interatomic distances for 
our EBS and BS calculations have rmsd values from the experimental values of 4.5° and 
4.2°, respectively. These values are slightly larger than those found by Shoji et al. 
utilizing the BS-UBLYP/DZP method and basis set (rmsd 3.6°). 
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Table 4.2 Selected, calculated distances and bond angles for the iron-sulfur core of the reduced ferredoxin 
model clustera compared with those previously calculatedb and taken from an X-ray structure for a [2Fe-2S] 
ferredoxin proteinc. Values are averages of symmetry equivalent distances or angles for an idealized core 
structure of D2h symmetry. Experimentally determined standard deviations are given in parentheses where 
available. Calculated atomic Cartesian coordinates for the entire model cluster are provided as Appendix A. 
Distance (Å) EBS 1reda BS 1reda BS-BLYP/DZPb Experimentc,* 
Fe1–Sb 2.23 2.24 2.27 2.208(5) 
Fe2–Sb 2.38 2.40 2.34 2.259(5) 
Fe1–St 2.46 2.47 2.49 2.305(6) 
Fe2–St 2.48 2.48 2.47 2.331(22) 
FeFe 2.93 2.94 2.87 2.747(4) 
SbSb 3.56 3.58 3.60 -- 
StSt 3.75 3.76 3.76 -- 
RMSD 0.14 0.14 0.12  
Angles (°)     
Fe–Sb–Fe 78.8 78.6 77.0 75.9(2) 
Sb–Fe1–Sb 105.9 106.4 105.3 105.5(2) 
Sb–Fe2–Sb 96.6 96.5 100.7 102.2(2) 
St–Fe1–St 99.3 99.3 98.2 104.9(2) 
St–Fe2–St 97.8 98.9 99.2 103.2(8) 
RMSD 4.5 4.2 3.6  
b, bridging; t, terminal; Fe2, iron atom of the fragment reduced by one electron 
a This work. Optimized parameters of 1red using B3LYP/cc-pVTZ. 
b Optimized structural parameters using BS-UBLYP/DZP 111. 
c X-ray crystal structure from Anabaena PCC7119 [2Fe-2S] ferredoxin 52. 
* Standard deviation shown where available. Standard propagation of error was used for values that 
have been averaged. 
 
Upon reduction, an increase of 0.18 Å in the EBS-derived FeFe distance is 
observed. This corresponds with an increase in the bond distance between the reduced Fe 
atom and the bridging sulfur ligands. In the oxidized state the bond distances to the 
bridging sulfur are very close to each other (ranging from 2.22 Å -2.24 Å). In contrast, 
the Fe2-Sb bond distances of the reduced cluster are 2.38 Å and 2.39 Å while the Fe1-Sb 
bond distances of the oxidized cluster are both 2.23 Å. The bond angles of the core are 
also distorted upon reduction. The Sb-Fe-Sb bond angles of the oxidized cluster only 
differ by 0.8° while the reduced cluster’s angles differ by 9.3°. The Sb-Fe-Sb angle on the 
reduced end of the cluster is smaller, corresponding to the expansion of the Fe-S-Fe bond 
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angles, while the Fe that retains its 3+ oxidation state increases its Sb-Fe-Sb angle by 1°. 
This structural asymmetry is correlated with the electronic asymmetry of the mixed 
valence cluster. As the electron is added, more electron density is placed on the reduced 
side of the cluster, the antiferromagnetic character of the cluster decreases, and the 
reduced Fe atom appears further from the bridging S atoms.   
Section 4.2 Heisenberg Coupling Constants of Oxidized and Reduced 
Ferredoxin clusters 
Heisenberg coupling constants have been calculated for the oxidized and reduced 
ferredoxin model clusters (Table 4.3). The M06-L functional gives calculated J values 
closer to experiment than the B3LYP calculations. However, calculations done with 
M06-L on the reduced ferredoxin cluster do not often converge. In the one instance that 
they have converged we calculate a positive J value which incorrectly indicates 
ferromagnetic coupling and is qualitatively different (has a different sign) from the 
experimentally determined value of -98+5-10 cm
-1.78 The B3LYP functional produces a J 
value with the correct sign that is only 17 cm-1 away from experiment. In order to 
compare results for the oxidized and reduced states properly, results for both states were 
calculated using the uB3LYP/cc-pVTZ level of theory.  
Table 4.3 Heisenberg coupling constants for 1oxo and 1red, calculated using equation 6 and the energies and 
<S2> values of the high spin and broken symmetry states. Structures were optimized at the levels of theory 
indicated in table.221,223 
 Oxidized Reduced  
 uM06-L uB3LYP uM06-L uB3LYP 
cc-pVDZ -181 -147 35 -74 
cc-pVTZ -194 -156 -- -81 
cc-pVQZ -198 -157 -- -81 
Experiment78 -182±20 -98+5-10 
B3LYP111 -198.92 -534.8 
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Upon reduction the J value for the ferredoxin cluster becomes less negative, 
indicating less antiferromagnetic coupling as the extra electron occupies the system. This 
trend is a result of one of the unpair electrons on the iron atom that is reduced becoming 
spin-paired with another electron and thus creating a fully occupied orbital.  
Section 4.3 Vibrational Modes of the Oxidized and Reduced Ferredoxin 
clusters 
Vibrational modes of the 2Fe-2S core of the oxidized model ferredoxin cluster are 
compared in Table 4.4 to those determined experimentally (calculated frequencies and 
mode assignments for all vibrational modes of the cluster are provided in an appendix). 
Rmsd values showed improved agreement with experiment compared to published results 
obtained by using the BS method.111 The EBS approximation gives an rmsd of 33 cm-1 
versus 39 cm-1 for the BS method. Our BS vibrational modes result in an rmsd that is 
greater than that calculated by Shoji et al.111 However, our rmsd values obtained using the 
EBS approximation is improved versus both Shoji et al.’s BS-uB3LYP/DZP calculations 
and Bovi et al.’s EBS calculations. This indicates that the EBS approximation better 
predicts the vibrational modes of the oxidized ferredoxin cluster.  
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Table 4.4 Selected core vibrational modes (unscaled, in cm-1) calculated for 1oxo using the uB3LYP /cc-
pVTZ  level of theory, previously reported in a study by Shoji et al.111 computed by Bovi et al.108, and 
measured experimentally for the oxidized [2Fe-2S] ferredoxin protein (Han et al. 92). Full vibrational mode 
assignments can be found in Appendix B. 






mode of the Fe-S4 
tetrahedral 
282 263 265 293 254 
FeSb stretching mode 329 297 298 372 302 
FeS stretching mode 339 288 292 327 288 
FeSt stretching mode along 
St-St direction 
357 303 277 279 303 
Out of-phase Fe-St 
stretching mode along St-St 
direction 
--- 307 304 --- 310 
Fe-S stretching mode along 
Fe-Fe direction 
367 333 330 528 326 
Fe-Sb ring breathing 395 372 372 528 383 
Fe-Sb stretching mode along 
Sb-Sb direction 
426 406 391 530 403 
RMSD  33 39 95 37 
b, bridging; t, terminal  
 
Vibrational modes were calculated for the reduced ferredoxin and compared to 
vibrational modes determined experimentally (Table 4.5). The comparison yielded rmsd 
values of 59 cm-1 and 61 cm-1 for the EBS and BS approximations, respectively. These 
rmsd values indicate that the EBS geometry only slightly improves the calculated results 
versus those determined with the BS approximation. Rmsd values are worse than those 
calculated using BS-uB3LYP/DZP by Shoji et al.111 by 13 cm-1 for our BS calculations.  
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Table 4.5 Selected core vibrational modes (unscaled, in cm-1) calculated for 1red using the uB3LYP /cc-
pVTZ  level of theory, previously reported in study by Shoji et al.111, and measured experimentally for the 
reduced [2Fe-2S] ferredoxin protein (Fu et al. 95). Full vibrational mode assignments can be found in 
Appendix B. 
Mode111 Experiment95  EBS 1 BS 1 
BS-
B3LYP/DZP111 
Out-of-phase breathing mode of the two 
connected Fe-S4 tetrahedron 
273 208 209 209 
Out-of-phase Fe-St stretching mode along St–St 
direction 
273 203 212 258 
Fe-St stretching mode along St–St direction 307 223 214 252 
Fe–S stretching mode along Fe–Fe direction 307 275 260 273 
Fe-S stretching mode --- 253 245 218 
Fe-Sb stretching mode 319 240 238 237 
Fe2-Sb ring breathing mode 381 368 265 359 
Fe2–Sb stretching mode 406 382 381 380 
RMSD  59 61 48 
b, bridging; t, terminal; Fe2, iron atom of the fragment reduced by one electron 
 
The calculated vibrational modes for the oxidized and reduced states appear in a 
similar order for the two oxidation states. The out of-phase FeSt stretching mode along 
St-St direction has the largest notable difference. In the oxidized state this mode appears 
at 307 cm-1 and in the reduced state appears at 203 cm-1. In general, the reduced modes 
appear at lower frequencies.  
Section 4.4 Conclusions 
It was found that the M06-L functional calculated J values for the oxidized cluster 
closer to experiment. However, it was discovered that the M06-L method did not perform 
well for calculations of the reduced state as the calculation either would not converge or 
would result in a J value of incorrect sign. It is believed that the reason for this is that 
M06-L is a local function and contains no Hartree-Fock exchange. The B3LYP 
functional was able to calculate a J value for the ferredoxin cluster that was 17 cm-1 
different from experiment. Calculations were thus performed on both the oxidized and 
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reduced clusters using the EBS and BS methods utilizing the uB3LYP/cc-pVTZ method 
and basis set in order to make proper comparisons between the oxidation states. The 
spectroscopic and structural properties calculated utilizing the EBS-B3LYP/cc-pVTZ 
method are shown here to compare well with experiment. In most cases our EBS and BS 
results have lower or comparable rmsd values to those previously calculated using both 
the EBS and BS methods. Furthermore, our EBS results consistently give lower rmsd 
values compared to our own BS calculations. Thus, the B3LYP function and the cc-
pVTZ functional were chosen to perform calculations on the Rieske and mitoNEET 
clusters. We also recommend the use of the EBS approximation to perform structural and 
vibrational analysis of clusters of this type.  
It has been shown by our calculations that reduction of the cluster results in 
distortions of the reduced Fe2’s pseuedo-tetrahedral geometry. The bond distances to this 
iron increase and the bond angles to its ligands decrease. It has been shown that the 
superexchange responsible for the interaction between metal centers and their bridging 
ligand is affected by the structural characteristics of the cluster.249 In comparing the 
oxidized and reduced clusters is was determined that the 75 cm-1 difference in J between 
the two states most probably provides a suitable method for determining the oxidation 
state of the ferredoxin cluster. Upon reduction some vibrational modes shift to lower 
frequencies with one mode corresponding to the out of-phase FeSt stretching mode along 




Chapter 5: Comparison of Oxidized 
vs. Reduced Rieske 2Fe-2S Clusters 
Section 5.1 Optimized Structural Parameters of Oxidized and Reduced 
Rieske Clusters 
The molecular structure of both the protonated (2pro) and deprotonated (2dep) 
states for the Rieske cluster were optimized using the EBS- and BS-uB3LYP/cc-pVTZ 
methods and basis set. Heisenberg coupling constants (Section 5.2), vibrational 
frequencies, and 15N vibrational mode shifts (Section 5.3) were then calculated to 
determine whether or not these properties may be used to determine the protonation state 
of the Rieske cluster. 
Structural parameters for the oxidized cluster are compared to that found from the 
published X-ray crystal structure of 2-Oxoquinoline 8-monooxygenase245 and previously 
calculated parameters205 in Table 5.1. Structures shown in the table calculated at the EBS 
level of theory showed rmsd values from the experimental X-ray diffraction structure of 
0.06 Å for the protonated cluster and 0.09 Å for the deprotonated cluster. The BS 
calculations showed rmsd values that are slightly worse (0.09 Å and 0.10 Å, 
respectively). Our BS results gives rmsd values close those calculated from Shoji et al.’s 
BS-uBLYP/DZP calculations (0.09 Å). We observe that our FeS-Sb distances are longer 
than the FeN-Sb distances, whereas experiment shows the reverse distribution.  
Our EBS calculated bond angles for the oxidized cluster have rmsd values of 5.0° 
and 2.5° for the protonated and deprotonated states, respectively. These are slight 
improvements over those we find with the BS method (6.3° and 3.6°, respectively). Only 
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in the oxidized deprotonated state calculated at the EBS level are our rmsd values 
improved over the 2.7° that Shoji and co-workers find using BS-uBLYP/DZP. It is 
important to note that the differences between our calculated results and experiment are 
probably a result of the ability of our ligands to rotate freely in space, so that bond angles 
can adjust to accommodate the free rotation.  
Table 5.1 Selected, calculated distances and bond angles for the iron-sulfur core of the oxidized Rieske 
model clustera compared with those previously calculatedb, and taken from an X-ray structure for a [2Fe-
2S] Rieske proteinc. Values are averages of symmetry equivalent bonds or angles for an idealized core 
structure of C2v symmetry. Experimentally determined standard deviations are given in parentheses where 
available. Calculated atomic Cartesian coordinates for the entire model cluster are provided as Appendix A. 
Distance(Å) EBS  2proa EBS  2depa BS 2proa BS 2depa BS-BLYP/DZPb Experiment.c 
FeS–Sb 2.25 2.24 2.30 2.28 2.21 2.18(1) 
FeN–Sb 2.17 2.19 2.18 2.20 2.21 2.21(4) 
FeS–St 2.29 2.32 2.29 2.32 2.28 2.36(3) 
FeN–Nt 2.12 2.09 2.12 2.09 2.14 2.21(4) 
FeFe 2.68 2.70 2.77 2.78 2.60 2.63(2) 
SbSb 3.51 3.50 3.53 3.51 3.57 3.53(6) 
StSt 3.77 3.74 3.78 3.74 3.56 3.77(4) 
NtNt 3.33 3.04 3.34 3.04 3.26 3.24(4) 
RMSD 0.06 0.06 0.09 0.10 0.09  
Angles (°)       
FeS–Sb–FeN 74.6 75.1 76.1 76.7 72.1 73.3(1.2) 
Sb–FeS–Sb 108.3 103.2 99.9 100.9 107.5 107.8(1.8) 
Sb–FeN–Sb 102.4 106.6 107.9 105.7 107.8 105.6(0.7) 
St–FeS–St 110.8 107.2 111.2 107.7 102.9 105.6(1.0) 
Nt–FeN–Nt 103.7 93.1 104.0 93.3 99.3 94.4(1.7) 
RMSD 5.0 2.5 6.3 3.6 2.7  
b, bridging; t, terminal; FeS, iron bound to Cys side chains; FeN, iron bound to His side chains   
a This work. Optimized structure of 2pro and 2dep using B3LYP/cc-pVTZ. 
b Optimized structural parameters using BS-UBLYP/DZP 205. 
c X-ray crystal structure from oxidized 2-Oxoquinoline 8-monooxygenase245. 
 
Upon deprotonation it can be noted that the largest change in interatomic 
distances for the oxidized cluster is a decrease of 0.29 Å between the ligating nitrogen 
atoms on different imidazole ligands. This decrease also corresponds to a decrease of -
10.3° in the Nt-FeN-Nt bond angle. Bond angle distortions are also seen at the Fe atoms 
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and at the bridging S ligands. A decrease of 5.2° is seen in the Sb–FeS–Sb angle and an 
increase of 4.2° is seen in the Sb–FeN–Sb angle.  Finally, the St–FeS–St bond angle also 
decreases by 3.6°. All bond distance changes within the iron-sulfur core upon 
deprotonation of the oxidized cluster are less than 0.04 Å.  
Structural parameters were calculated for 2pro and 2dep in the reduced state of the 
cluster and selected parameters are shown in Table 5.2. Recall that upon one electron 
reduction, the iron atoms may be assigned formal oxidation states of Fe(III)-Fe(II) where 
the electron is experimentally found to localize primarily on the iron that is coordinated 
by two His ligands.172,173 We indicate that the iron which we reduce to a formal 2+ charge 
to start the calculation is FeN and the Fe which is not reduced is FeS.  The EBS calculated 
distances for 2pro shows a slightly smaller rmsd from the experimental structure (0.11 Å) 
than the BS calculations (0.13 Å). However, the EBS calculated distances are slightly 
further from experiment for 2dep than the BS calculations (0.07 Å vs 0.05 Å, 
respectively). Our deprotonated EBS distances have rmsd values that show significant 
improvement over those calculated by Shoji and co-workers (0.10 Å using BS-
uBLYP/DZP).  
Similar trends are seen for the bond angles. The protonated model cluster results 
in rmsd values of 4.3° and 5.9° for the EBS and BS approximations, respectively. The 
deprotonated model cluster shows rmsd values of 5.1° for the EBS approximation and 
3.9° for the BS approximation. These values are close to the rmsd of 4.1° calculated from 




Table 5.2 Selected, calculated distances and bond angles for the iron-sulfur core of the reduced Rieske 
model clustera, a previously calculated structureb, and taken from an experimental, X-ray diffraction 
structure for a reduced [2Fe-2S] Rieske proteinc. Values are averages of symmetry equivalent bonds or 
angles for an idealized core structure of C2v symmetry. Experimentally determined standard deviations 
were not published. Calculated atomic Cartesian coordinates are provided as Appendix A. 
Distance(Å) EBS  2proa EBS  2depa BS 2proa BS 2depa BS-BLYP/DZPb Experimentc 
FeS–Sb 2.27 2.24 2.28 2.26 2.27 2.26 
FeN–Sb 2.24 2.27 2.26 2.29 2.22 2.26 
FeS–St 2.36 2.39 2.36 2.39 2.38 2.34 
FeN–Nt 2.20 2.26 2.19 2.22 2.18 2.15 
FeFe 2.70 2.75 2.71 2.77 2.65 2.72 
SbSb 3.60 3.57 3.62 3.61 3.60 3.61 
StSt 3.80 3.74 3.81 3.76 3.80 3.83 
NtNt 3.37 2.97 3.44 3.00 3.34 3.07 
RMSD 0.11 0.07 0.13 0.05 0.10  
Angles (°)       
FeS–Sb–FeN 73.5 75.2 73.3 75.1 72.3 74.0 
Sb–FeS–Sb 104.9 105.6 105.2 105.7 105.6 105.8 
Sb–FeN–Sb 106.8 103.6 106.9 104.1 108.8 109.8 
St–FeS–St 107.2 103.2 107.6 103.7 105.9 106.4 
Nt–FeN–Nt 100.1 82.0 103.7 85.0 99.9 91.0 
RMSD 4.3 5.1 5.9 3.9 4.1  
b, bridging; t, terminal; FeS, iron bound to Cys side chains; FeN, iron bound to His side chains  
a This work. Optimized structure of 2pro and 2dep using B3LYP/cc-pVTZ. 
b Optimized structural parameters using BS-UBLYP/DZP 205. 
c X-ray crystal structure from Rieske-type iron sulfur protein250. 
 
 Similar to the oxidized cluster, the reduced cluster also shows a decrease of     
0.40 Å in the interatomic distance between the coordinating nitrogen atoms upon 
deprotonation. We also observe that the bridging sulfur atoms move closer to the FeS by 
0.03 Å and farther away from the FeN by 0.03 Å upon deprotonation. If experimental 
error can be reduced below 0.02 Å, it might be possibly to determine the protonation state 
based upon this shifting of the bridging sulfur atoms. Additionally, the FN-Nt bond 
distance increases by 0.06 Å upon deprotonation which may also be used to determine 
the protonation state if experimental error can be brought below 0.05 Å. A decrease of 
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18.1° is observed for the Nt–FeN–Nt
 bond angle. The Sb–FeN–Sb bond angle decreases for 
the reduced cluster by 3.1° with the FeS–Sb–FeN bond angles increasing by 1.7° and the 
Sb–FeS–Sb angle only increases by 0.7°. The St–FeS–St bond angle decreases by 4.06°. All 
other bond distance changes are less than 0.06 Å.  
 Upon reduction, the protonated cluster’s bond distances all increase over a range 
of 0.02 Å to 0.09 Å. The largest change is the interatomic distance of the bridging sulfur 
atoms which increases by 0.09 Å. The FeN-Nt bond distance increases by 0.08 Å and the 
FeN-Sb bond distances increase by 0.07 Å. The FeS-St bond distance also increases by 
0.07 Å, but the distance between Fes-Sb only increases by 0.02 Å. The bond angles 
surrounding the Fe that is reduced are distorted such that the Nt–FeN–Nt angle decreases 
by 3.7° and the Sb–FeN–Sb angle increases by 4.4°. Upon reduction of the deprotonated 
cluster the FeN–Nt bond distance FeN–Nt increases by 0.17 Å. All other bond distance 
changed for reduction of the deprotonated cluster are less than 0.08 Å. The greatest bond 
angle change upon reduction of 2dep is a decrease of 11.1° in the Nt–FeN–Nt bond angle. 
All other bond angle changes are less than 4.1°. 
 In summary, based upon our rmsd values calculated for the oxidized Rieske 
cluster it is impossible to tell based upon the interatomic distances whether or not the 
experimental structure is protonated or deprotonated. The bond angles show rmsd values 
that are halved for the deprotonated model. This may indicate that the experimental 
structure for the oxidized protein is deprotonated. However, given that the ligands are 
allowed to rotate freely in the model the bond angles may not be a good measure of 
protonation state. The reduced model rmsd values show a lower value for the 
deprotonated interatomic distances, indicating that the experimental structure may be 
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deprotonated. The bond angle rmsd values however show an increase in rmsd for the 
deprotonated model. We see changes as large as 0.09 Å and 11.1° upon reduction of the 
clusters. 
Section 5.2 Heisenberg Coupling Constants of Oxidized and Reduced 
Rieske Clusters 
J values were calculated for 2pro and 2dep in both the oxidized and reduced states 
of the cluster (Table 5.3). A J value of -180 ± 12  cm-1 has been determined 
experimentally for a biomimetic model of the Rieske cluster.246 Our value does not fall 
within the experimental error for this cluster, but it is much closer to experiment than 
those calculated by Shoji et al.’s uB3LYP/DZP computations205. Our value for the 
protonated cluster is 15 cm-1 away from the value that was obtained using state-of-the-art 
modified complete active space configuration interaction (MCAS-CI) calculations using 
a model similar to our own, but omitting the methyl groups on the imidazole ligands.220 
The difference between experiment and our results is likely a result of the ligands of the 
biomimetic model being significantly different. Our calculated J values fall within the 
range of J values previously calculated for the Rieske cluster (-180 cm-1 to -473 cm-
1).109,220  
Published  J values for the reduced Rieske cluster generally fall within the range 
of -130 cm-1 to -380 cm-1.251–253 Our J values fall very near the low end of this range. 
Salerno and coworkers determined a value of -130 cm-1 for the Rieske cluster found in 
cytochrome bc1.
251 Our J values are only 15 cm-1 and 16 cm-1 higher than this 
experimentally determined value. Values have also been determined for proteins in 
solution from Thermus thermophilus and the benzene dioxygenase from Pseudomonas 
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putida as -200 cm-1 and -380 cm-1, respectively.253 It has been suggested in the literature 
that the differences in the J values obtained for the reduced Rieske cluster are attributed 
to protein environmental factors.253,254 
Table 5.3 Heisenberg coupling constants (cm-1) for oxidized and reduced Rieske, calculated using equation 
6 and the energies and <S2> values of the high spin and broken symmetry states. Structures were optimized 
using the uB3LYP/cc-pVTZ method and basis set. Calculated J values are compared with previously 
published values. 
 Oxidized Reduced 
2pro -165 -145 
2dep -176 -146 
Experiment -180±12174 -130251 
uB3LYP/DZP205  -294.41 -258.1 
MCAS-CI220  -180 --- 
 
Our calculated J values for the protonated nd deprotonated oxidized clusters differ 
from ech other by 11 cm-1 which is just under the experimental error determined for the 
biomimetic model. The J values found for the protonated and deprotonated reduced 
clusters differ by 1 cm-1. Based upon these results it would be problematic to use J values 
to determine the protonation state of the oxidized or the reduced clusters. The J values 
calculated for the two oxidation states differ by 20 cm -1 (the protonated cluster) and 30 
cm-1 (the deprotonated cluster). The decrease in the J value between oxidation states is a 
result of the fact that the extra electron on one of the two iron atoms creates a spin-pair 
and thus there is less electron density available to couple between the iron centers. This 
indicates that the J values between the oxidized and reduced cluster may be used to 
determine the oxidation state of the clusters.  
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Section 5.3 Vibrational Modes of the Oxidized and Reduced Rieske 
Clusters 
Vibrational modes have been calculated for the oxidized Rieske cluster using the 
uB3LYP/cc-pVTZ method and basis set, within the BS and EBS approximations, and are 
compared to those determined experimentally (Table 5.4). Vibrational modes compared 
to those found by Rotsaert et al. 93 gives an rmsd value of 16 cm-1 for the EBS state and 
gives a larger rmsd of 26 cm-1 for the BS state. Upon comparisons to modes determined 
by Khoury et al. rmsd values are calculated as 14 cm-1 and 12 cm-1 for the EBS and BS 
methods, respectively. Our rmsd values are generally larger for the oxidized Rieske 
cluster than those calculated by Shoji and co-workers utilizing the BS-UBLYP/DZP 
method (12 cm-1 compared to both experiments). Our larger rmsd values for the BS 
calculations may be attributed to the fact that the vibrational mode found by our EBS 
calculations at 309 cm-1 is calculated at 273 cm-1 in our BS calculations. All other 
vibrational modes are within 10 cm-1 of each other. Neglecting this single vibrational 
mode for the BS state results in an rmsd of 16 cm-1 versus the rmsd of 26 cm-1 produced 
when including the mode. Finally, we compare our BS vibrational modes to the three 
modes directly assigned by Ali et al.220 utilizing the BS-PBE0248 methodology. We find 
for the mode found experimentally at 265 cm-1 our BS calculations predict the mode at 
242 cm-1 and Ali et al.220 predict two modes corresponding to this mode (255 cm-1 and 
264 cm-1). Our value in this case is further from experiment. The ring breathing mode 
found experimentally at 410 cm-1 is found at 408 for our BS-uB3LYP/cc-pVTZ 
calculations while Ali et al. 220 overestimate this mode’s frequency (429 cm-1). The 
deviations we find between our vibrational mode assignments and those determined by 
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Ali and coworkers220 are likely a result of the use of different functionals (B3LYP vs 
PBE0). The models used in Ali et al.’s calculations are also different from ours because 
their model contained 175 atoms (including parts of the protein backbone which had 
several atoms frozen in space 220), whereas our model uses 4-methyimidazole and 
methanethiolate ligands. 
Table 5.4 Selected core vibrational modes (unscaled, in cm-1) calculated for oxidized 2pro using the 
uB3LYP /cc-pVTZ  level of theory, previously reported in study by Shoji et al. 205, and measured 
experimentally for the [2Fe-2S] Reiske proteins93,247. Full vibrational mode assignments can be found in 
Appendix B. 
Modes205 Exp 193 Exp 2247 EBS 2pro BS 2pro BS-BLYP/DZP205 
Fe-Nt stretching mode along Nt-
Nt direction and Fe-Fe bending 
mode 
265 253 243 242 238 
Bending mode at Cγ of 
coordinating imidazole 
--- --- 276 276 291 
Bending mode at Cγ of 
coordinating imidazole 
--- 280 277 278 294 
Breathing mode of FeN-S2,b-N2,t 321 --- 298 290 304 
Fe-Sb stretching mode 332 --- 309 273 327 
Fe-St stretching mode along Fe-
Fe direction 
350 --- 340 340 352 
Fe-St stretching mode along St-
St direction 
362 368 348 353 361 
Cβ-Cγ-Cδ bending mode of 
coordinating imidazole 
--- --- 370 370 394 
Cβ-Cγ-Cδ bending mode of 
coordinating imidazole 
385 380 372 371 396 
Fe-Sb ring breathing mode 410 420 410 408 416 
Fe-Sb stretching mode along Sb-
Sb direction 
433 --- 442 432 439 
RMSD vs Exp 1   16 26 12 
RMSD vs Exp 2   14 12 12 
b, bridging; t, terminal 
 
Core vibrational modes have also been calculated for the reduced Rieske cluster 
and compared to experiment (Table 5.5). Modes calculated utilizing the EBS method 
yield an rmsd of 19 cm-1 from those determined by Rotsaert et al.93 and 25 cm-1 from 
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those determined by Khoury et al. 247. These are slightly lower than our calculations 
utilizing the BS approximation (21 cm-1 and 27 cm-1, respectively). Our calculated core 
vibrational modes yield rmsd values that are further from experiment than those 
calculated by Shoji et al.205 with the BS-UBLYP/DZP method. 
Table 5.5 Selected core vibrational modes (unscaled, in cm-1) calculated for reduced 2pro using the uB3LYP 
/cc-pVTZ  level of theory, previously reported in study by Shoji et al. 205, and measured experimentally for 
the [2Fe-2S] Reiske proteins93,247. Full vibrational mode assignments can be found in Appendix B. 
Modes205 Exp 193 Exp 2247 EBS 2pro BS 2pro 
BS-
BLYP/DZP205 
FeN-Nt and FeS-St stretching mode 246 247 228 219 237 
Fe-Fe stretching mode and FeN-Nt 
stretching mode 
297 --- 272 270 280 
FeS-St and FeN-N stretching mode --- --- 287 279 298 
Bending mode at Cγ of coordinating 
Imidazole planes 
--- --- 275 272 291 
Bending mode at Cγ of coordinating 
Imidazole planes 
--- --- 281 275 290 
Fe-Sb stretching mode --- 267 301 295 316 
Cβ-Cγ-Cδ stretching mode along Fe-Fe 
direction 
315 358 332 329 337 
Cβ-Cγ-Cδ bending mode of coordinating 
imidazole 
--- --- 359 359 382 
FeSb ring breathing mode with Cβ-Cγ-
Cδ bending mode of coordinating 
imidazole 
377 392 358 357 386 
Cβ-Cγ-Cδ bending mode of coordinating 
Imidazole 
--- --- 368 365 396 
Hε-N bending mode of coordinating 
imidazole 
--- --- 488 493 408 
Fe-Sb stretching mode along Sb-Sb 
direction 
408 403 397 392 425 
RMSD vs Exp 1   19 21 16 
RMSD vs Exp 2   25 27 18 
 
Vibrational frequency shifts upon 15N isotopic labeling were calculated utilizing 
the EBS-uB3LYP/cc-pVTZ level of theory for the oxidized Rieske cluster in the doubly-
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protonated and singly-protonated states. In the doubly-protonated model, two frequency 
shifts of -9 cm-1 were calculated in the 1487 cm-1 to 1616 cm-1 range. These two modes 
correspond to the carbon-nitrogen stretching modes of each imidazole ligand coupled 
with hydrogen wagging motions (Table 5.6). All other shifts in this frequency range are 
less than -4 cm-1. We also site-specifically labelled the nitrogen atoms on each imidazole 
ligand. We first labelled N5 and N8 with 15N (N10 and N13 are kept as 14N), we see that 
the single mode that shifts by more than -4 cm-1 corresponds to the vibrational mode on 
that particular ligand. We then label N10 and N13 with 15N, the single mode that shifts by 
more than -3 cm-1 is the mode corresponding to the ligand that contains those atoms. In 
the second case N5 and N8 are kept as 14N.  
Table 5.6 Selected, unscaled vibrational frequencies and 15N isotopic shifts (in cm-1) for the oxidized, 
doubly-protonated Rieske cluster calculated using the EBS-B3LYP/cc-pVTZ method and basis set. Two 
shift of -9 cm-1 were found upon isotopic labelling in the region from 1487 to 1616 cm-1 when all nitrogens 
are isotopically labelled. Full vibrational mode assignments can be found in Appendix B. 











Thiolate methyl antisymmetric 
deformation 1487 0 1487 0 1487 0 
1490 
Imidazole C-N8 stretch/N8-H 
bend 
1489 -1 1490 0 1489 -1 
1493 
Imidazole C-N13 stretch/N13-H 
bend 
1493 0 1490 -3 1490 -3 
1523 C-H wag, C-N10/C-N13 stretch 1521 -2 1514 -9 1514 -9 
1531 C-H wag, C-N5/C-N8 stretch 1523 -8 1531 0 1522 -9 
1616 
Imidazole C-C stretch, N8-H 
bend 
1612 -4 1616 0 1612 -4 
 
In the singly-protonated model, one significant 15N frequency shift of more than -
2 cm-1 was observed in the analogous 1478 cm-1 to 1525 cm-1 range (Table 5.7). This 
mode shifts by -9 cm-1 and corresponds to the carbon-nitrogen stretching mode of the 
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protonated imidazole ligand. This is the same mode that is seen to shift in the doubly-
protonated state of the cluster; however, since there is only one imidazole that is 
protonated there is only one shift observed. There is therefore a qualitative difference in 
the number of vibrational frequency shifts above ~1478 cm-1 for the two protonation 
states of the cluster. Thus, in line with our results in Section 3.2.3, the protonation state of 
the His ligands of the Rieske cluster may be determined by 15N isotopic substitution, 
coupled with difference vibrational spectroscopy. 
Table 5.7 Selected, unscaled vibrational frequencies and 15N isotopic shifts (in cm-1) for the oxidized, 
singly-protonated Rieske cluster calculated using the EBS-B3LYP/cc-pVTZ method and basis set. One 
shift of -9 cm-1 was in the region from 1478 to 1525 cm-1 when all nitrogens are isotopically labelled. Full 
















1478 Imidazole N8-H bend 1477 -1 1478 0 1477 -1 
1487 Thiolate methyl antisymmetric deformation 1487 0 1487 0 1487 0 
1490 Thiolate methyl antisymmetric deformation 1489 -1 1490 0 1489 -1 
1492 
Protonated imidazole methyl antisymmetric 
deformation 
1490 -1 1491 0 1490 -1 
1501 
Deprotonated imidazole C-H bend, methyl 
antisymmetric deformation 
1501 0 1499 -2 1499 -2 
1525 C-H bend/C-N5 stretch 1516 -9 1525 0 1516 -9 
 
Additionally, it can be determined computationally which of the imidazoles in the 
singly-protonated model is protonated and which is deprotonated by using site-specific 
isotopic labelling. If we isotopically label only the nitrogen atoms on one of the two 
imidazoles there is again a qualitative difference in the number of vibrational frequencies 
observed. If only one shift of -9 cm-1 is seen, then we have labelled the protonated 
imidazole ligand. If no significant shifts greater than approximately -2 cm-1 is seen, then 
we have labelled the deprotonated imidazole ligand.  
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Isotopic vibrational frequency shifts were also determined for the reduced Rieske 
cluster in both protonation states. The vibrational shifts for the doubly-protonated model 
can be found in Table 5.8. Two shifts of -8 cm-1 are identified as carbon-nitrogen 
stretching modes coupled with hydrogen wagging motions when the cluster is 
isotopically labelled. These are the same modes that are found to shift in the doubly-
protonated oxidized cluster. Further, we again see that site-specific isotopic labelling will 
show only one shift greater than -3 cm-1 (-8cm-1) as a result of the individual imidazole 
being protonated.  
Table 5.8 Selected, unscaled vibrational frequencies and 15N isotopic shifts (in cm-1) for the reduced, 
doubly-protonated Rieske cluster calculated using the EBS-B3LYP/cc-pVTZ method and basis set. Two 
shifts of -8 cm-1 were found upon isotopic labelling in the region from 1490 to 1610 cm-1 when all 
















1490 Imidazole C-N8 stretch/N8-H bend 1489 -1 1490 0 1489 -1 
1491 Thiolate methyl antisymmetric deformation 1491 0 1490 -1 1490 -1 
1492 Imidazole C-N13 stretch/N13-H bend 1492 0 1491 -1 1491 -1 
1517 C-H wag/C-N5/C-N8 stretch 1509 -8 1517 0 1509 -8 
1531 C-H wag/C-N10/C-N13 stretch 1531 0 1523 -8 1523 -8 
1610 Imidazole C-C stretch/N13-H bend 1607 -3 1607 -3 1607 -3 
 
The singly-protonated reduced Rieske models shows similar results to that 
obtained for the oxidized form of the cluster. One shift greater than -2 cm-1 (-9 cm-1) is 
observed when all of the nitrogens are isotopically labelled (Table 5.9). This qualitative 
difference in the number of vibrational shifts between the doubly-protonated and singly-
protonated reduced Rieske cluster could be used to determine if one or both of the 
histidine ligands are protonated. Site-specific isotopic labelling of the deprotonated 
cluster was also performed computationally to determine if the precise ligand that is 
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protonated could be determined. The trend is similar to that found for the singly-
protonated oxidized Rieske cluster. If one of the two nitrogen ligands are replaced with 
15N and one shift of -9 cm-1 is observed, then the protonated ligand has been labelled. If 
no shifts greater that -2 cm-1 are observed, then the deprotonated imidazole has been 
labelled.  
Table 5.9 Selected, unscaled vibrational frequencies and 15N isotopic shifts (in cm-1) for the reduced, 
singly-protonated Rieske cluster calculated using the EBS-B3LYP/cc-pVTZ method and basis set. One 
shift of -9 cm-1 was found in the region from 1471 to 1515 cm-1 when all nitrogens are isotopically labelled. 

















Deprotonated imidazole methyl antisymmetric 
deformation 
1471 0 1471 0 1471 0 
1489 
Protonated imidazole methyl antisymmetric 
deformation 
1488 -1 1489 0 1488 -1 
1490 
Protonated imidazole methyl antisymmetric 
deformation 
1490 0 1490 0 1490 0 
1492 Thiolate methylantisymmetric deformation 1492 0 1492 0 1492 0 
1503 
Deprotonated imidazole C-H bend, methyl 
antisymmetric deformation 
1503 0 1501 -2 1501 -2 
1515 C-H bendC-N5 stretch 1506 -9 1515 0 1506 -9 
 
Based upon the above results we have evidence that supports the hypothesis that 
difference vibrational spectroscopy combined with 15N isotopic labelling may be used to 
determine the protonation state of the Rieske cluster in both the oxidized and reduced 
states. Although site-specific labelling of His ligands in a large protein is to our 
knowledge experimentally impossible with current technologies, site-specific isotopic 
labelling may also be used to determine which of the two ligands is protonated and which 
is deprotonated.  
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Section 5.4 Conclusions 
Structural and spectroscopic properties have been determined for the doubly- and 
singly-protonated Rieske clusters in both the oxidized and reduced states. Structural 
analysis shows bond distances and angles have low rmsd values compared to experiment 
(0.05 Å - 0.13 Å and 2.5° - 6.3°, respectively). The most significant change in interatomic  
distances upon deprotonation is the distance change from 3.33 Å to 3.04 Å between the 
ligating nitrogen atoms of the imidazole rings for the oxidized cluster and 3.37 Å to 2.97 
Å for the reduced cluster. We’ve noted in Section 5.1 that reduction distorts the 
pseudotetrahedral geometry of the iron atom that is reduced, particularly the bond angles. 
Heisenberg coupling constants were also determined for the Rieske cluster in the various 
states. Our J values  (-165 cm-1 and -176 cm-1) are closer to experiment (-180±12 cm-1)246 
than that determined by previous uB3LYP/DZP calculations (-294.41 cm-1)205 and only 
15 cm-1 higher than that determined by MCAS-CI calculations (-180 cm-1)220.  The 
differences in our J values for the protonated and deprotonated states of the oxidized 
cluster (11 cm-1) and reduced cluster (1 cm-1) are small. Thus, it would be problematic to 
utilize J values to identify the protonation states of the Rieske cluster because the values 
do not differ by more than experimental error (±12 cm-1)246.  
 Vibrational mode analysis has shown that our EBS calculations estimate 
experimental vibrational modes better than the BS method, as indicated by lower rmsd 
values. It has also been determined that upon isotopic labelling there is a qualitative 
difference in the number of vibrational frequency shifts between the doubly-protonated 
and singly-protonated clusters. When the cluster is doubly-protonated, we observe two 
vibrational frequency shifts greater than -4 cm-1, -9 cm-1. When the cluster is singly-
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protonated, only one significant vibrational frequency shift greater than -2 cm-1, -9 cm-1, 
is observed. Upon site-specific isotopic labelling of the singly-deprotonated Rieske 
cluster, it is observed that if one shift greater than -9 cm-1 is identified the protonated 
imidazole has been labelled. If no shifts of approximately -9 cm-1 are observed, then the 
deprotonated imidazole has been labelled. These qualitative differences are seen in both 
the oxidized and reduced cluster. This evidence supports the hypothesis that isotopic 
labelling with difference vibrational spectroscopy may be utilized to determine the 
protonation states of the Rieske clusters.   
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Chapter 6: Comparison of Oxidized 
vs. Reduced MitoNEET 2Fe-2S 
Clusters 
Section 6.1 Optimized Structural Parameters of Oxidized and Reduced 
MitoNEET clusters 
The molecular structure of the mitoNEET cluster was optimized using the EBS 
approximation and the uB3LYP/cc-pVTZ level of theory. The model mitoNEET cluster 
was optimized in both the protonated (3pro) and deprotonated (3dep) states. Heisenberg 
coupling constants were then determined (Section 6.2) in order to evaluate if J values are 
able to be used to determine the protonation state of the mitoNEET cluster. Vibrational 
frequency shifts utilizing 15N isotopic labeling were then calculated (Section 6.3) to 
determine whether or not difference vibrational spectroscopy with isotopic labelling 
might used to determine the protonation state of the mitoNEET cluster. 
 Optimized parameters for the oxidized cluster have been determined and 
compared to the X-ray crystal structure179 in Table 6.1. The average rmsd of calculated 
interatomic distances shown in the table from experimental values are 0.06 Å and 0.09 Å 
for the EBS approximated protonated and deprotonated forms, respectively. These rmsd 
values are nearly identical to the 0.07 Å and 0.10 Å for the BS protonated and 
deprotonated forms, respectively.179 
Bond angles calculated with the EBS approximation give rmsd values of 2.9° and 
3.2° from the X-ray crystal structure for the protonated and deprotonated optimized 
geometries, respectively. The BS approximation results in bond angle rmsd values for the 
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protonated cluster of 2.9° and deprotonated cluster of 3.5°. These deviations may be a 
result of the protein environment in the X-ray structure, including the hydrogen bond 
network to the iron sulfur cluster, restricting the ligand geometries.20,179 
Table 6.1 Selected, calculated distances and bond angles for the iron-sulfur core of the oxidized mitoNEET 
model clustera compared with those taken from an X-ray structure for a [2Fe-2S] mitoNEET proteinb. 
Values are averages of bonds or angles. Calculated atomic Cartesian coordinates for the entire model 
cluster are provided as Appendix A. 
Distance (Å) EBS  3proa EBS 3dep a BS  3proa BS 3dep a Experimentb 
FeS,S–Sb 2.24 2.23 2.28 2.26 2.21 
FeN,S–Sb 2.19 2.23 2.21 2.25 2.22 
FeS,S–St 2.33 2.36 2.33 2.36 2.28 
FeN,S–St 2.32 2.35 2.32 2.35 2.25 
FeN,S–Nt 2.18 2.06 2.18 2.06 2.22 
FeFe 2.70 2.74 2.78 2.83 2.75 
RMSD 0.06 0.09 0.07 0.10  
Angles (°)         
Fe–Sb–Fe 75.2 76.1 76.7 77.6 76.7 
Sb–FeS,S–Sb 103.2 104.0 101.2 102.3 103.2 
Sb–FeN,S–Sb 106.4 103.9 105.4 102.5 -- 
St–FeS,S–St 106.6 104.3 107.0 104.5 101.3 
St–FeS,S–Nt 99.3 104.3 99.6 104.8 98.7 
RMSD 2.9 3.2 2.9 3.5  
b, bridging; t, terminal; FeS,S, iron bound to two Cys; FeN,S, iron bound to one His and one Cys 
a This work. Optimized structure of 3pro and 3dep using uB3LYP /cc-pVTZ. 
b X-ray crystal structure from human mitoNEET 179. 
 
 Deprotonation of the imidazole ligand results in an increase of 0.12 Å of the 
FeN,S-N bond length with all other bonds changing by less than 0.04 Å. The bond angle 
between the His-coordinated iron and the bridging sulfur atoms decreases by 2.6°. An 
increase of 2.3° upon deprotonation is found for the angle between the terminal sulfur 
atoms and their corresponding Fe atoms. Finally, an increase of 5.0° of the St–FeS,S–Nt 
angle is observed upon deprotonation and is in line with the increase found when utilizing 
M06-L (4.9°). The experimental structure did not indicate whether the cluster is 
protonated of deprotonated. However, our calculated distance rmsd values are lower by 
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0.03 Å and bond angle rmsd values are lower by 0.3° for the protonated model cluster vs. 
the deprotonated cluster. 
 Structural parameters were also calculated for the reduced mitoNEET cluster in 
both the protonated and deprotonated states (Table 6.2). The experimental X-ray 
structures reported in the literature do not currently indicate if the cluster is oxidized or 
reduced. EPR spectroscopy has indicated that the formal oxidation states are assigned as 
Fe(III)-Fe(II), where the electron is localized on the iron coordinated by the His 
ligand.201,202 We indicate that the iron which we initially reduce to a formal 2+ charge is 
FeN,S and the Fe which is not reduced is FeS,S. The EBS approximation produced rmsd 
values for the reduced protonated cluster of 0.14 Å and 0.15 Å for the reduced 
deprotonated cluster. The BS approximation produced a lower rmsd of 0.11 Å for the 
reduced protonated cluster and an rmsd that is nearly identical to the EBS method (0.16 
Å) for the deprotonated cluster. Bond angle comparisons were also made for reduced 
mitoNEET. Our EBS and BS results for the reduced protonated cluster have the highest 
rmsd for bond angles for the mitoNEET clusters (5.4° and 5.2°, respectively). The rmsd 
values that were calculated for the deprotonated reduced cluster utilizing both the EBS 
and BS methods were nearly identical with values of 1.2° and 1.3°, respectively.  
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Table 6.2 Selected, calculated distances and bond angles for the iron-sulfur core of the reduced mitoNEET 
model clustera compared with those taken from an X-ray structure for a [2Fe-2S] mitoNEET proteinb. 
Calculated atomic Cartesian coordinates for the entire model cluster are provided as Appendix A. 
Distance (Å) EBS  3proa EBS 3dep a BS  3proa BS 3dep a Experimentb 
FeS,S–Sb 2.41 2.23 2.26 2.24 2.21 
FeN,S–Sb 2.19 2.37 2.31 2.39 2.22 
FeS,S–St 2.41 2.45 2.40 2.45 2.28 
FeN,S–St 2.40 2.47 2.42 2.46 2.25 
FeN,S–Nt 2.24 2.18 2.29 2.17 2.22 
FeFe 2.90 2.90 2.79 2.92 2.75 
RMSD 0.14 0.15 0.11 0.16  
Angles (°) 
  
    
Fe–Sb–Fe 77.9 78.0 75.4 78.3 76.7 
Sb–FeS,S–Sb 95.0 106.2 106.1 106.2 103.2 
Sb–FeN,S–Sb 109.0 97.7 102.8 97.2 -- 
St–FeS,S–St 104.2 100.2 103.5 100.1 101.3 
St–FeS,S–Nt 109.0 97.8 88.7 99.3 98.7 
RMSD 5.4 1.2 5.2 1.3  
b, bridging; t, terminal; FeS,S, iron bound to two Cys; FeN,S, iron bound to one His and one Cys 
a This work. Optimized structure of 3pro and 3dep using uB3LYP /cc-pVTZ. 
b X-ray crystal structure from human mitoNEET.179 
 
Deprotonation of the reduced cluster results in an decrease of 0.18 Å for the 
FeS,S–Sb
 bond distances coupled with an increase of 0.18 Å for the FeN,S–Sb bond 
distance. As a result of the shift in the bridging sulfur ligands towards one of the iron 
atoms, the bond angles between the iron and bridging sulfur atoms also change 
accordingly. The angle between the bridging sulfur and the His-coordinated iron atom 
decreases by 11.2° while the opposing bond angle increases by the same amount. 
Deprotonation also results in decreases between the St–FeS,S–St
 and St–FeS,S–Nt
 bond 
angles of 4.0° and 11.2°. 
Finally, comparisons between the oxidized and reduced states can be made for the 
mitoNEET clusters. Comparison of the oxidized and reduced, protonated clusters’ 
structures show that reduction results in an increase of 0.20 Å in the Fe-Fe distance and 
an increase of 0.18 Å of the FeS,S–Sb
 distance. An increase of 9.6° between the reduced 
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iron and its terminal ligands is also observed. The angle between the FeS,S and the 
bridging sulfur atoms decreases by 8.2°. All other bond angles change on average by 
~2.5°. Comparison of the oxidized and reduced, deprotonated clusters’ structures show 
that reduction gives an overall increase of all bond distances, with increases ranging from 
0.01 Å to 0.15 Å. The biggest changes in bond angles for reduction of the deprotonated 
cluster are decreases (~6°) in the bond angles of the reduced iron and its coordinating 
ligands. Based upon our results, we see lower rmsds for the averaged bond distances as 
compared to experiment for the oxidized cluster. This may indicate that the experimental 
X-ray structure is in the oxidized state.   
In order to discuss proton coupled electron transfer, comparisons must be made 
between the protonated reduced cluster and deprotonated oxidized cluster. Reduction and 
protonation of the mitoNEET cluster results in an increase of 0.15 Å for the Fe-Fe 
distance. The addition of the proton and electron distorts angles around the pseudo-
tetrahedral, reduced iron atom. The bond distance between the coordinating imidazole 
ligand and the reduced iron also increases by 0.18 Å, the angle between the imdizole, Fe, 
and thiolate ligand increases by 4.7°, and the bond angle between the reduced Fe and the 
bridging sulfur atoms increases by 5.1°. These changes show the ligands coordinated to 
the reduced iron atom further from the iron.  
Section 6.2 Heisenberg Coupling Constants of Oxidized and Reduced 
MitoNEET clusters  
Heisenberg coupling constants were determined for the oxidized and reduced 
mitoNEET clusters in both their protonated and deprotonated states (Table 6.3). To our 
knowledge, these are the first predicted J values for the cluster. Two biomimetic models 
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have been constructed for the mitoNEET cluster.19 The first experimental model is 
homoleptic (N,S-FeS2Fe-N,S) and produced a J value of -151 cm
-1. The second model 
contains synthetic ligands that replicate the N,S-FeS2Fe-S,S asymmetrical ligation 
environment. The J value determined for the second model was -124 cm-1. Our calculated 
J values differ from the first model by 28 cm-1 and 15 cm-1 for the protonated and 
deprotonated states, respectively. Our calculated J values are father from the J value 
determined for the second model by 55 cm-1 and 42 cm-1 for the protonated and 
deprotonated states, respectively. This difference between experiment and our results is 
likely a result of the ligands of the biomimetic model being significantly different. 
Table 6.3 Heisenberg coupling constants for oxidized and reduced mitoNEET, calculated using equation 6 
and the energies and <S2> values of the high spin and broken symmetry states. Structures were optimized 
using the uB3LYP/cc-pVTZ method and basis set. 
 Oxidized Reduced 
3pro -179 -162 
3dep -166 -80 
Experiment19 -151/ -124  
 
For the oxidized cluster, a difference of 13 cm-1 is found between the protonated 
and deprotonated J values. The experimental error for the calculation of J for the Rieske 
and ferredoxin clusters ranges in intervals from 5 cm-1 to 20 cm-1. Therefore, this small 
difference in J indicates that it may be problematic to determine the protonation state of 
the oxidized cluster using J values. In the case of the reduced cluster, the J values for 
protonated and deprotonated clusters differ by 82 cm-1. This difference should be 
sufficient to determine the protonation state of the reduced mitoNEET cluster. However, 
since J only appears to be viable to determine the protonation state for one oxidation state 
of the cluster, it would still be problematic to utilize J values to determine the protonation 
state of the mitoNEET cluster.  
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Based upon the experimental results on the ferredoxin cluster we would expect to 
see an decrease in the magnitude of the negative J value of roughly half for the reduced 
clusters. However, our calculations for the reduced Rieske clusters give J values that are 
only 20 cm-1 and 30 cm-1 higher for the doubly- and singly-protonated clusters, 
respectively. Based upon the molecular orbitals observed we would expect the J value to 
be independent of protonation state. It remains uncertain whether -80 cm-1 or -160 cm-1 is 
more reasonable for the mitoNEET cluster. This determination awaits further 
experimental resolution or more rigorous calculations for the reduced mitoNEET cluster. 
Section 6.3 Vibrational Modes of the Oxidized and Reduced MitoNEET 
clusters 
Vibrational frequencies have been calculated and modes assigned for the core of 
the oxidized mitoNEET cluster (Table 6.4). These frequencies and mode assignments 
represent predictions since, to our knowledge, no experimental frequencies have yet been 
reported in the literature. We see no substantial difference in the frequency ordering of 
the vibrational modes calculated for the oxidized mitoNEET cluster utilizing the BS- or 
EBS-B3LYP/cc-pVTZ methods.  
The vibrational mode between the oxidized protonated and deprotonated clusters 
occur in the same order. The vibrational modes for the protonated cluster are all generally 
higher in frequency by 5 cm-1 to 20 cm-1 than for the deprotonated cluster. There are two 
exceptions to this trend. The first is the out-of-phase breathing mode of the two 
connected Fe-S4 tetrahedral which occurs at a higher frequency (285 cm
-1) for the 
deprotonated cluster than the protonated cluster (279 cm-1). The second is the Cβ-Cγ-Cδ 
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bending mode of coordinating imidazole which occurs one wave number higher in 
frequency for the deprotonated cluster. 
Table 6.4 Selected core vibrational modes (unscaled, in cm-1) calculated for oxidized mitoNEET using the 
uB3LYP /cc-pVTZ  level of theory. Full vibrational mode assignments can be found in Appendix B. 
Mode EBS 3pro BS 3pro EBS 3dep BS 3dep 
Bending mode at Cγ of coordinating imidazole 276 274 266 266 
Out-of-Phase breathing mode of the two connected Fe-S4 
tetrahedral 
279 279 285 287 
Fe-St stretching mode along St-St direction 310 285 297 300 
Fe-St stretching mode along Fe-Fe direction 318 315 308 280 
Fe-S stretching mode 328 325 309 307 
Fe-Sb stretching mode 340 338 335 332 
Cβ-Cγ-Cδ bending mode of coordinating imidazole 371 370 372 372 
Fe-Sb ring breathing 396 395 376 375 
Fe-Sb stretching mode along Sb-Sb direction 428 414 410 396 
b, bridging; t, terminal 
Core vibrational modes were also calculated and assigned for the reduced 
mitoNEET cluster (Table 6.5). We observe that for the protonated cluster the vibrational 
mode found at 364 cm-1 represents a different vibrational mode for the EBS state versus 
the BS state. This is not observed for the reduced deprotonated mitoNEET cluster.  
We find that the general ordering of the vibrational modes is, in general, 
consistent between the protonated and deprotonated reduced modes. The only exception 
is that the Fe-St and Fe-Nt stretching mode which occurs at 259 cm
-1 in the deprotonated 
cluster is found at 294 cm-1 in the protonated cluster. The values for the protonated cluter 
occur 1 cm-1 to 55 cm-1 higher than the deprotonated frequencies. The only exception to 
this is the Fe-Sb ring breathing mode mixed with the Cβ-Cγ-Cδ bending mode of 
coordinating imidazole which occurs 1 cm-1 lower in frequency for the protonated cluster. 
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Table 6.5 Selected core vibrational modes (unscaled, in cm-1) calculated for reduced mitoNEET using the 
uB3LYP /cc-pVTZ  level of theory. Full vibrational mode assignments can be found in Appendix B. 
Mode EBS 3pro BS 3pro EBS 3dep BS 3dep 
Fe-Nt and Fe-St stretching mode 236 234 216 215 
FeN,S-Sb stretching mode 270 262 227 225 
Fe-St stretching mode along Fe-Fe direction 274 269 247 246 
Bending mode at Cγ of coordinating imidazole 277 276 267 267 
Fe-St and Fe-Nt stretching mode 294 282 259 249 
Out-of-Phase breathing mode of the two connected Fe-S4 
tetrahedral 
327 302 272 267 
Cβ-Cγ-Cδ bending mode of coordinating Imidazole 362 364 361 361 
Fe-Sb ring breathing mode with Cβ-Cγ-Cδ bending mode 
of coordinating imidazole 
364 358 365 263 
Fe-Sb stretching mode along Sb -Sb direction 387 383 382 379 
H-Nε bending mode of coordinating imidazole 418 423 --- --- 
b, bridging; t, terminal; FeN,S, iron bound to one His and one Cys 
We observe that in general some vibrational modes are rearranged between the 
oxidized and reduced models. The out-of-phase breathing mode of the two connected Fe-
S4 tetrahedral occurs at 279 cm
-1 for the oxidized, protonated cluster and 327 cm-1 for the 
reduced, protonated cluster. The H-Nε bending mode of coordinating imidazole that we 
find for the reduced cluster at 418 cm-1 occurs outside of the range considered (200 cm-1 – 
450 cm-1) for the oxidized cluster (509 cm-1). 
Vibrational frequency shifts upon isotopic labelling were calculated for all redox 
and protonation states of the mitoNEET cluster to determine if 15N isotopic labeling 
could be used to differentiate protonation states of the imidazole ligand. The EBS 
approximation was used along with the ViPA program242,243. Table 6.6 shows that one 
significant shift of -8 cm-1 was found for oxidized 3pro upon substitution of the nitrogen 
atoms, corresponding to a carbon-nitrogen stretching mode on the protonated imidazole 
ring. No other shifts greater than -3 cm-1 were found in the 1475-1612 cm-1 region. 
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Table 6.6 Selected, unscaled vibrational frequencies and 15N isotopic shifts (in cm-1) for the oxidized, 
protonated mitoNEET cluster calculated using the EBS-B3LYP/cc-pVTZ method and basis set. One shift 
larger than -3 cm-1 (-8 cm-1) was found upon isotopic labelling in the region from 1475 to 1612 cm-1. Full 
vibrational mode assignments can be found in Appendix B. 
No. Subst. Mode N Subst. Shift  
1475 C-N stretch/N-H rocking 1475 0 
1484 One Cys methyl deformation 1484 0 
1488 Two Cys methyl deformations 1488 0 
1490 Imid methyl/Cys methyl deformation 1489 -1 
1492 C-N stretch/N-H rocking 1490 -2 
1515 Imid N-C-N asymm stretch/Imid methyl deformation 1507 -8 
1612 Imid C-C stretch 1609 -3 
 
Vibrational shifts calculated for oxidized 3dep resulted in no significant shifts 
greater than -2 cm-1 in the 1471 cm-1 to 1563 cm-1 range (Table 6.7). This indicates that 
for the oxidized cluster, a qualitative difference in the number of vibrational shifts 
observed upon 15N isotopic substitution would be able to determine the protonation state 
of the cluster. 
Table 6.7 Selected, unscaled vibrational frequencies and 15N isotopic shifts (in cm-1) for the oxidized, 
deprotonated mitoNEET cluster calculated using the EBS-B3LYP/cc-pVTZ method and basis set. No shifts 
larger than -2 cm-1 were found upon isotopic labelling in the region from 1471 to 1563 cm-1. Full 
vibrational mode assignments can be found in Appendix B. 
No. Subst. Mode N Subst. Shift  
1471 N-C-N asymm stretch/Imid methyl deformation 1471 0 
1474 Imid methyl/Cys methyl deformation 1474 0 
1488 Imid methyl/Cys methyl deformation 1488 0 
1489 Three Cys methyl deformations 1489 0 
1492 Two Cys methyl deformations 1492 0 
1504 Imid N-C-N asymm stretch/Imid methyl deformation 1502 -2 
1563 Imid C-C stretch 1561 -2 
 
A similar trend was found for the reduced form of the mitoNEET cluster. Upon 
isotopic labelling one significant vibrational shift of -8 cm-1 was found for 3pro in the 
reduced state again corresponding to a carbon-nitrogen stretching mode (Table 6.8). No 
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other significant vibrational shifts greater than -3 cm-1 were found in the 1471 cm-1 to 
1602 cm-1 range.  
Table 6.8 Selected, unscaled vibrational frequencies and 15N isotopic shifts (in cm-1) for the reduced, 
protonated mitoNEET cluster calculated using the EBS-B3LYP/cc-pVTZ method and basis set. One shift 
of -8 cm-1 was found upon isotopic labelling in the region from 1471 to 1602 cm-1. Full vibrational mode 
assignments can be found in Appendix B.  
No Subst. Mode N Subst. Shift  
1471 One Cys methyl deformation 1471 0 
1486 One Cys methyl deformation 1486 0 
1489 Imid proton rocking/Imid methyl deformation 1487 -2 
1489 Imid proton rocking/Imid methyl deformation 1489 0 
1492 Two Cys methyl deformations 1492 0 
1510 Imid N-C-N asymm stretch/Imid methyl deformation 1502 -8 
1602 Imid C-C stretch 1599 -3 
 
Finally, 15N isotopic vibrational frequency shifts were calculated for reduced 3dep 
(Table 6.9) and no vibrational shifts greater than -2 cm-1 were observed in the 1467 cm-1 
to 1550 cm-1 range. This evidence supports the hypothesis that difference vibrational 
spectroscopy with 15N isotopic labelling of the N atoms of the His ligand could be used to 
determine the protonation state of the mitoNEET cluster in the oxidized or in the reduced 
state.  
Table 6.9 Selected, unscaled vibrational frequencies and 15N isotopic shifts (in cm-1) for the reduced, 
deprotonated mitoNEET cluster calculated using the EBS-B3LYP/cc-pVTZ method and basis set. No shifts 
larger than -2 cm-1 were found upon isotopic labelling in the region from 1467 to 1550 cm-1. Full 
vibrational mode assignments can be found in Appendix B. 
No. Subst. Mode N Subst. Shift  
1467 Imid methyl deformation/N-H wag 1467 0 
1468 One Cys methyl deformation 1468 0 
1488 One Cys methyl deformation 1488 0 
1490 Two Cys methyl deformations 1490 0 
1492 Two Cys methyl deformations 1492 0 
1503 Imid N-C-N asymm stretch/Imid methyl deformation 1501 -2 
1550 Imid C-C stretch 1548 -2 
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Section 6.4 Conclusions 
Structural properties, J values, and vibrational mode analysis has been completed 
for the mitoNEET cluster in both oxidized and reduced forms, with its model histidine 
ligand protonated or deprotonated in each oxidation state. Structural analysis gives bond 
distance (rmsd values 0.06 Å – 0.16 Å) and angles (rmsd values 1.2o – 5.4o) that show 
good agreement with experimental data. Although the experimental data does not indicate 
the oxidation state of the cluster, we find lower distance rmsd values by 0.08 Å 
(protonated) and 0.06 Å (deprotonated) for the oxidized model cluster compared to 
experimentally determined results. Our results also show that reduction of the cluster 
distorts the bond distances and angles surrounding the iron that is reduced. Furthermore, 
reduction also causes the Fe-Fe distance to increase. Heisenberg coupling constants have 
been calculated and show that J might be used to determine the protonation state only in 
the reduced state of the cluster. Therefore, it may be problematic to use J values to 
determine protonation states of the mitoNEET cluster.  
Vibrational modes were assigned for the 2Fe-2S core of the mitoNEET cluster. 
To our knowledge, there are no currently published experimental or computational 
vibrational mode assignments for the mitoNEET cluster, so our assignments are 
predictions. Vibrational mode analysis including determination of 15N isotopic frequency 
shifts has shown that in the protonated states of the cluster there is only one vibrational 
frequency shift greater than 3 cm-1 in the frequency range from 1467 cm-1 to 1612 cm-1. 
In the reduced state this vibrational frequency shift is not observed. Thus, difference 
vibrational spectroscopy with 15N isotopic labelling of the N atoms of the His ligand 
could be used to determine the protonation state of the oxidized mitoNEET cluster. 
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Failure to observe such an isotopic frequency shift might indicate that the cluster is 





Chapter 7: Conclusions and Future 
Directions 
Section 7.1 Conclusions 
The calculations done in this study have applied quantum mechanical calculations 
to models of the ferredoxin, Rieske, and mitoNEET clusters in vacuo. Structures for the 
2Fe-2S core have been calculated (Appendix A) and compared with experiment. 
Vibrational modes have been calculated and assigned for all frequencies calculated for all 
clusters (Appendix B) and compared to experiment where available. To our knowledge 
we are the first to complete a normal mode analysis of all the vibrational modes of the Fd 
cluster and any vibrational modes of the Rieske and mitoNEET clusters using the EBS 
approximation.  
 We have provided evidence in the preceding chapters that support the hypothesis 
that 15N isotopic labeling can determine the protonation states of the Rieske and 
mitoNEET clusters. We observe a qualitative difference in the number of vibrational 
frequency shifts between the protonated and deprotonated clusters. The doubly-
protonated Rieske clusters (both oxidized and reduced) produce two vibrational 
frequency shifts of ~9 cm-1 upon 15N isotopic labeling. The singly-protonated Rieske 
clusters (both oxidized and reduced) produce one vibrational frequency shift of ~9 cm-1 
upon 15N isotopic labeling. The oxidized and reduced, protonated mitoNEET cluster 
produces one vibrational frequency shift of 8 cm-1 upon 15N labeling and no vibrational 
frequency shifts greater than 2 cm-1 when the oxidized and reduced clusters are 
deprotonated. 
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 We have also calculated J values for all cluster oxidation and protonation states. 
These values have been compared to experiment for ferredoxin and oxidized Rieske and 
mitoNEET. Our results indicate that J values may not be appropriate for determining the 
protonation state of the clusters as most J values for protonated vs. deprotonated clusters 
differ by less than experimental error. This evidence refutes the hypothesis that J values 
are a possible avenue for determination of the protonation state.  
 
Section 7.2 Preliminary Computations on Protein Effects  
The next steps of this project involve the inclusion of the protein environment 
and/or solvent models. The models in this study include representations of the amino acid 
side chains in the form of imidazole and thiolate ligands. The primary issue with our 
model ligands is that they are allowed to rotate freely in space because they are not linked 
to a protein backbone. The protein backbone would restrict the ligands from moving in 
certain directions because amino acid side chain ligands are tethered to the protein 
backbone and because there would be interactions between the cluster’s ligands and other 
units of the protein. For example, it has been noted that for many instances of these 
clusters there is a network of hydrogen bonds that interact with the ligands of the Fe 
atoms which could influence the calculated properties of the cluster.6,20,52,179,245  
Preliminary calculations have been completed on models of the ferredoxin and 
mitoNEET clusters incorporating the protein environment (data included in Appendix C). 
The molecular structure of the model ferredoxin cluster including the protein 
environment was optimized utilizing the BS approximation with the ONIOM method255–
259 at the uB3LYP229–231/cc-pVTZ232–234:Amber260 level of theory. Model structures 
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(Figure 7.1) were constructed based upon the procedure followed in a similar, published 
study completed on methane monooxygenase.261  
 
Figure 7.1 Models used for preliminary ONIOM calculations. The QM region is represented by the ball and 
stick model. Iron atoms are orange, sulfur are yellow, nitrogen are blue, oxygen are read, and carbon are 
black. The MM region is represented by the tube diagram. A) Model of the ferredoxin cluster consisting of 
484 atoms within a 7 Å radius of any atom in the 2Fe-2S core. PDB – 1QT952. B) Model of the mitoNEET 
cluster consisting of 495 atoms within a 7 Å radius of any atom in the 2Fe-2S core. PDB – 2QDO179. 
Heisenberg coupling constants (J) were calculated for the ferredoxin and 
mitoNEET clusters including protein environment (Table C.1 and Table C.2, 
respectively). Calculations for the oxidized ferredoxin cluster give a J value of -177 cm-1, 
within experimental error of the measured value of -180 ± 20 cm-1. However, the reduced 
J value of -162 cm-1 is 64 cm-1 larger in magnitude than experiment while the result for 
the model cluster described in Chapters 3 and 4 is only 17 cm-1 away from experiment. 
The results for the mitoNEET cluster also see slight improvement with the oxidized 
results (calculated J of -164 cm-1 compared to -151 cm-1 of the experimental value of the 
biomimetic model), but results that are not in line with the QM calculations for model 
structure in the reduced state. The QM calculations yield a J of -80 cm-1 and the ONIOM 
results yield a J of -203 cm-1. Because the magnitude of measured J values correspond to 
A B 
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very small energies, we believe that the influence of the protein as modeled by the 
approximate Amber forcefield result in calculated J values further from experiment.   
Iron-sulfur core vibrational modes calculated including the protein environment 
(Table C.3 and Table C.4) were also calculated. The oxidized ferredoxin cluster resulted 
in an rmsd of 24 cm-1. The reduced ferredoxin cluster resulted in an rmsd of 38 cm-1. 
These results are improved over those calculated utilizing the EBS and BS approximation 
for clusters in vacuo. This indicates that inclusion of the protein environment is important 
in calculating the vibrational modes of the Fe-S core of the clusters. The improvement is 
most likely a result of the mechanical restriction placed on the ligands by the protein 
backbone.  
Preliminary calculations of 15N isotopic vibrational shifts were also completed for 
the oxidized mitoNEET cluster. The protonated state of the cluster shows two significant 
vibrational modes shifts of 13 cm-1 and 9 cm-1 rather than the single mode shift we find in 
the QM calculations for the model cluster. The deprotonated state yields one significant 
shift of 9 cm-1. Our conclusions based on these results do not change because the results 
are qualitatively different for the two protonation states. Specifically, the qualitative 
difference in the number of vibrational frequency shifts may be used to determine the 
protonation state of oxidized mitoNEET cluster. However, it is important to elucidate the 
reason for this difference and determine if this difference is observed for the reduced 
mitoNEET cluster and the Rieske cluster.  
Furthermore, the preliminary calculations did not include any solvent molecules. 
The crystal structures for both human mitoNEET182 and the Rieske-containing 2-
oxoquinoline 8-monooxygenase245 predict water molecules within hydrogen bonding 
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distance to the histidine ligands. These water molecules may influence the stability of the 
clusters. They may also be replaced with proposed ubiquinol binding partners to the Fe-S 
clusters to directly study the mechanism of electron transfer. The ultimate goal of this 
extension to the project would be to determine if the protein environment significantly 
changes the predicted structural and spectroscopic properties. Our preliminary results 
indicate changes in the vibrational modes and J values obtained bring the results closer to 
experiment. Thus far, we have also not been able to integrate the ONIOM methodology 
with the EBS program. Based upon the improvements we see for the model cluster 
calculations, it would also prove informative to perform calculations including the protein 
environment using the EBS approximation.  
Section 7.3 Future Directions 
Our current work is a first attempt to apply the EBS approximation to the reduced, 
mixed-valence state of the 2Fe-2S clusters. In many cases double-exchange can occur for 
mixed-valence metal complexes. It has been shown in the literature that this effect 
requires an additional term in the spin Hamiltonian for proper treatment of the 
systems.4,262 The J value equation produced by including these terms provides a 
ferromagnetic shift. This arises from the energy of the localized (trapped) valence system 
with some partial delocalization. Although our results show good agreement with 
experiment, it would be worthwhile to modify our methodology to include these 
additional energy terms as they may affect the properties calculated, especially the J 
values, if the resulting energetic terms are significant. However, based upon our results 
we find J values for the reduced Ferredoxin cluster that are 17 cm-1 away from 
experiment. Our Rieske results present J values that are 15-16 cm-1 away from 
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experiment. These results are close to the experimentally determined results and thus the 
shift provided by these additional terms are likely to be insignificant, but thorough 
investigation would be necessary to determine whether or not this modification can bring 
our values closer to experiment.  
We also hypothesize that protonation of the nitrogen atoms would result in a 
significant difference of the 15N hyperfine parameters of the imidazole ligands to the 
Rieske and mitoNEET clusters. Thus, measuring 15N hyperfine parameters may provide 
an alternative method for determining the protonation state of these clusters. Transition 
metal EPR spectroscopy has; however, proven to be challenging for computational 
chemists.263 In addition, DFT methods prove problematic for calculating hyperfine 
coupling constants for transition metal-containing systems. As noted for instance, DFT 
methods generally underestimate 55Mn hyperfine coupling constants systematically.264–269 
Scaling factors for 55Mn hyperfine tensors generally range from 1.45270,271 to 1.78272,273. 
In the case of 57Fe hyperfine coupling constants it has been suggested that different 
scaling needs to be used for complexes with various pseudo contact contributions that 
result from spin-orbit coupling.274,275 Tabrizi and coworkers determined scaling factors of 
1.94 for the fermi-contact term and 3.61 for the pseudo contact contributions.276 Further 
studies utilized a semi-empirical scaling procedure that uses an approximate 
proportionality between the iron 3d Mulliken spin populations and 57Fe hyperfine 
coupling constants.276,277 Other studies have shown consistent underestimation of the 57Fe 
hyperfine parameters.278,279 Given that the EBS method is meant to be a better 
approximation to the ground state of dimetal clusters, gives better values of <S2>, and 
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therefore presumably gives better spin densities, we believe that the EBS methodology 
could produce hyperfine coupling constants in better agreement with experiment.  
There are currently no published methods for mapping the reaction mechanisms 
for antiferromagnetically coupled dimetal systems. This is because the antiferromagnetic 
nature of dimetal clusters, such as the 2Fe-2S cluster family, requires that a method be 
implemented to model the spin state properly. Because the current EBS program 
developed for this dissertation work requires energies, forces, and Hessians for broken 
symmetry and high spin states, and the same information is required to map reaction 
coordinates, the method can be further modified to interface with Gaussian transition 
state searches such as the Synchronous Transit-Guided Quasi-Newton (STQN) method280 
or simple potential energy scan methods in order to map reaction mechanisms. The 
protonation and deprotonation reactions of the Rieske and mitoNEET cluster might then 
be investigated to determine a most probable mechanism based upon calculated 
activation energies.  
Finally, the EBS approximation has been recently extended to polynuclear metal 
clusters (i.e. 3Fe-4S, 4Fe-4S).281 While experimental studies have been carried out on the 
structure and J values of these clusters282–286, computational studies have been a 
challenge. This is due to the need to describe the correlated nature of larger multicenter 
complexes. A general formula that can be applied to an arbitrary number of spin centers 
has been developed by Chu and co-workers.281 Our current EBS program functions well 
for dinuclear cases but could potentially be modified to apply to larger polynuclear metal 
clusters. As of yet this method has also not been extended to mixed-valence clusters. This 
extension would require the inclusion of terms described in the previous paragraph. This 
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would enable our EBS program in combination with Gaussian 16 to be applicable to a 
more diverse class of metal clusters. 
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Appendix A. Calculated Cartesian 
Coordinates  
Section A.1 Calculated Ferredoxin Model Cartesian Coordinates 
Table A.1 Calculated cartesian coordinates for 1oxo using the EBS-uM06-L/cc-pVTZ  level of theory. 
Center Number Atomic Number 
Coordinates 
X Y Z 
1 16  0.209582  0.032823  1.619656 
2 16 -0.125159 -0.328291 -1.871651 
3 16 -2.775507 -1.894540  0.457806 
4 16  2.993467 -1.790979 -0.223316 
5 16  2.668522  1.856937  0.457282 
6 16 -2.700806  1.722677 -0.184485 
7 6 -3.436736  1.662750  1.480387 
8 26 -1.264101 -0.147062 -0.000429 
9 26  1.372261 -0.106222 -0.262811 
10 1 -4.223732  2.414364  1.569605 
11 1 -3.862351  0.676262  1.671265 
12 1 -2.682984  1.856817  2.244131 
13 6 -3.840023 -1.737401 -1.012212 
14 1 -3.291160 -1.992323 -1.919190 
15 1 -4.697124 -2.408240 -0.925452 
16 1 -4.197772 -0.711453 -1.112269 
17 6  3.739871 -1.364973  1.384967 
18 1  3.980015 -0.302419  1.426592 
19 1  3.050038 -1.586749  2.199066 
20 1  4.656553 -1.939255  1.532375 
21 6  1.357952  3.061902  0.064104 
22 1  1.727755  4.076461  0.223455 
23 1  0.482864  2.907114  0.695095 




Table A.2 Calculated cartesian coordinates for 1oxo using the BS-uM06-L/cc-pVTZ level of theory. 
Center Number Atomic Number 
Coordinates 
X Y Z 
1 16   0.245787 -0.005242  1.633940 
2 16  -0.084116 -0.309669 -1.877184 
3 16  -2.780108 -1.898895  0.438843 
4 16   3.086784 -1.778830 -0.216795 
5 16   2.707256  1.875548 -0.435055 
6 16  -2.690768  1.731403 -0.152910 
7  6   -3.474445  1.615867  1.487506 
8 26  -1.265001 -0.147230  0.005507 
9 26   1.451731 -0.108932 -0.261692 
10   1  -4.243580  2.383966  1.589182 
11   1  -3.929610  0.633444  1.623426 
12   1  -2.737722  1.755908  2.278941 
13   6  -3.884635 -1.678494 -0.993143 
14   1  -3.358089 -1.882685 -1.925684 
15   1  -4.732476 -2.362100 -0.917631 
16   1  -4.253622 -0.652429 -1.034008 
17   6   3.782805 -1.367533  1.418113 
18   1   4.010662 -0.303515  1.482845 
19   1   3.072494 -1.608489  2.208459 
20   1   4.701199 -1.934127  1.582125 
21   6   1.351409  3.055663 -0.129449 
22   1   1.721052  4.077674 -0.228960 
23   1   0.539523  2.905703 -0.840554 




Table A.3 Calculated cartesian coordinates for 1oxo using the EBS-uB3LYP/cc-pVTZ level of theory. 
Center Number Atomic Number 
Coordinates 
X Y Z 
1 16  0.166875  0.110236  1.617276 
2 16 -0.141291 -0.363282 -1.852646 
3 16 -2.818585 -1.899206  0.517257 
4 16  2.905608 -1.924989 -0.217206 
5 16  2.854781  1.729618 -0.497309 
6 16 -2.781287  1.753166 -0.280090 
7  6 -3.566540  1.867542  1.378205 
8 26 -1.346149 -0.117505  0.000485 
9 26  1.391928 -0.123100 -0.245137 
10  1 -4.349960  2.629369  1.354208 
11  1 -4.006362  0.909656  1.656166 
12  1 -2.829910  2.143542  2.133342 
13  6 -3.862732 -1.965784 -0.994501 
14  1 -3.273911 -2.289394 -1.853230 
15  1 -4.678278 -2.676366 -0.837559 
16  1 -4.280712 -0.982490 -1.210388 
17  6  3.789441 -1.644020  1.370879 
18  1  4.214815 -0.641235  1.398434 
19  1  3.105995 -1.755998  2.212378 
20  1  4.594716 -2.376645  1.466015 
21  6  1.827552  3.164575  0.019534 
22  1  2.431086  4.073546 -0.044278 
23  1  0.957431  3.272457 -0.626355 




Table A.4 Calculated cartesian coordinates for 1oxo using the BS-uB3LYP/cc-pVTZ level of theory. 
Center Number Atomic Number 
Coordinates 
X Y Z 
1 16  0.192840  0.092131  1.628578 
2 16 -0.108467 -0.327605 -1.852916 
3 16 -2.821493 -1.906388  0.495480 
4 16  2.977888 -1.918031 -0.212994 
5 16  2.904221  1.747530 -0.468558 
6 16 -2.793962  1.761994 -0.244941 
7  6 -3.601101  1.833098  1.405627 
8 26 -1.357435 -0.109917  0.007778 
9 26  1.463965 -0.117620 -0.241046 
10  1 -4.389974  2.589248  1.388240 
11  1 -4.036256  0.865952  1.657467 
12  1 -2.876113  2.098741  2.175469 
13  6 -3.891433 -1.927636 -0.999865 
14  1 -3.318749 -2.232341 -1.876161 
15  1 -4.707641 -2.638250 -0.847623 
16  1 -4.307359 -0.937013 -1.183621 
17  6  3.821153 -1.663862  1.401877 
18  1  4.266645 -0.670641  1.449576 
19  1  3.110872 -1.766993  2.221679 
20  1  4.607874 -2.413604  1.514983 
21  6  1.823813  3.173091 -0.042127 
22  1  2.418183  4.089648 -0.070629 
23  1  1.002392  3.261167 -0.751588 




Table A.5 Calculated cartesian coordinates for 1red using the EBS-uB3LYP/cc-pVTZ level of theory. 
Center Number Atomic Number 
Coordinates 
X Y Z 
1 16 -0.314380  0.215837  2.160732 
2 16 -0.023383 -0.427316 -1.330401 
3 16 -3.238583 -1.753971  0.591022 
4 16  2.918308 -2.129332  1.019278 
5 16  3.143284  1.552914  0.386567 
6 16 -2.941263  1.878123 -0.307762 
7  6 -3.951719  2.047759  1.220144 
8 26 -1.505939 -0.031026  0.289507 
9 26  1.406390 -0.211447  0.568498 
10  1 -4.720375  2.818094  1.082257 
11  1 -4.436788  1.099205  1.457987 
12  1 -3.321189  2.328780  2.066046 
13  6 -3.965148 -1.818116 -1.097899 
14  1 -3.227072 -2.176896 -1.818039 
15  1 -4.829376 -2.493495 -1.112881 
16  1 -4.286305 -0.821887 -1.407793 
17  6  4.663614 -1.540549  1.083921 
18  1  4.838381 -0.764101  0.337743 
19  1  4.909529 -1.114895  2.062375 
20  1  5.356357 -2.371981  0.894909 
21  6  2.153712  3.031011 -0.091714 
22  1  2.804262  3.905824 -0.225435 
23  1  1.615622  2.851466 -1.024085 




Table A.6 Calculated cartesian coordinates for 1red using the BS-uB3LYP/cc-pVTZ level of theory. 
Center Number Atomic Number 
Coordinates 
X Y Z 
1 16 -0.082313  0.206592  1.861137 
2 16 -0.140557 -0.519244 -1.647288 
3 16 -3.158441 -1.782092  0.620942 
4 16  3.039846 -2.146057  0.446033 
5 16  3.150241  1.547881 -0.289589 
6 16 -2.929297  1.832333 -0.383716 
7  6 -3.783461  2.042354  1.232224 
8 26 -1.450439 -0.077768  0.113777 
9 26  1.485102 -0.245587  0.092269 
10  1 -4.553036  2.820391  1.155969 
11  1 -4.253815  1.104833  1.534807 
12  1 -3.069571  2.329636  2.006751 
13  6 -4.054527 -1.865035 -0.983845 
14  1 -3.398261 -2.245646 -1.769103 
15  1 -4.923635 -2.528969 -0.898707 
16  1 -4.393817 -0.869859 -1.277395 
17  6  4.515015 -1.492687  1.338725 
18  1  4.658429 -0.435064  1.114337 
19  1  4.398983 -1.595893  2.423697 
20  1  5.420031 -2.041498  1.046544 
21  6  2.153455  3.084537 -0.095162 
22  1  2.809444  3.961240 -0.015497 
23  1  1.487120  3.228949 -0.948052 




Section A.2 Calculated Rieske Model Cartesian Coordinates 
Table A.7 Calculated cartesian coordinates for oxidized 2pro using the EBS-uM06-L/cc-pVTZ  level of 
theory.223 
Center Number Atomic Number 
Coordinates 
X Y Z 
1 26  1.487240  0.594853   1.149149 
2 16  0.450103  2.097114   2.386969 
3 26  2.264089  1.525645   3.410999 
4 16  3.471479  0.325471   2.079042 
5  7   3.313718  3.131999   4.197042 
6  6   3.778497  4.183829   3.426208 
7  6   4.477075  5.026826   4.238822 
8  7   4.432196  4.477832   5.498619 
9  6   3.725520  3.338434   5.432771 
10   7  1.624450  0.240950   4.952367 
11   6  0.571072  0.426812   5.829660 
12   6  0.044091 -0.790593  6.135299 
13   7  0.784948 -1.714371  5.434960 
14   6  1.713747 -1.060368  4.728499 
15  16   1.441121   1.238108  -1.013981 
16   6  2.123548 -0.252645 -1.810114 
17  16   0.469398  -1.472030   1.384679 
18   6 -1.195447 -1.084175  0.756954 
19   1  1.568289 -1.137250 -1.504560 
20   1  2.045342 -0.132914 -2.888252 
21   1  3.170299 -0.388487 -1.547705 
22   1 -1.134390 -0.682344 -0.252694 
23   1 -1.791776 -1.993770  0.740519 
24   1 -1.687442 -0.350288  1.392129 
25   6  3.506782  4.263633   1.976121 
26   1  4.991743  5.946668   4.035734 
27   1  3.542691  2.694119   6.274273 
28   6  0.155851  1.778260   6.262217 
29   1 -0.775088 -1.075389  6.768133 
30   1  2.398389 -1.523625  4.039141 
31   1  4.856488  4.856959   6.324698 
32   1  0.607321 -2.700234  5.378322 
33   1  3.872407  3.373603   1.461372 
34   1  2.435206  4.310714   1.780094 
35   1  3.981379  5.136818   1.537925 
36   1  0.920675  2.262451   6.870988 
37   1 -0.023611  2.414618  5.393734 




Table A.8 Calculated cartesian coordinates for oxidized 2pro using the BS-uM06-L/cc-pVTZ  level of 
theory.223 
Center Number Atomic Number 
Coordinates 
X Y Z 
1 26  1.415837  0.637241   1.113925 
2 16  0.451621  2.231810   2.389221 
3 26  2.268008  1.606310   3.408245 
4 16  3.473750  0.432764   2.027542 
5  7  3.354637  3.172332   4.240441 
6  6  3.834006  4.237799   3.498071 
7  6  4.567279  5.034271   4.326816 
8  7  4.528679  4.443237   5.567770 
9  6  3.792009  3.325125   5.475302 
10   7  1.632045  0.281050   4.913505 
11   6  0.557058  0.423267   5.773349 
12   6  0.073398 -0.815031  6.065979 
13   7  0.862381 -1.707150  5.377460 
14   6  1.774943 -1.015329  4.686784 
15  16  1.310171   1.171400  -1.078353 
16   6  1.987884 -0.352591 -1.813744 
17  16  0.433989  -1.423858   1.478581 
18   6 -1.208925 -1.147593  0.741357 
19   1  1.448963 -1.226282 -1.452705 
20   1  1.885785 -0.287901 -2.894422 
21   1  3.040919 -0.465318 -1.566803 
22   1 -1.111503 -0.825528 -0.293583 
23   1 -1.773889 -2.076381  0.772709 
24   1 -1.755325 -0.384319  1.291084 
25   6  3.541406  4.372738   2.056264 
26   1  5.102621  5.947050   4.146564 
27   1  3.607646  2.656613   6.297364 
28   6  0.081114  1.755444   6.202600 
29   1 -0.745392 -1.133442  6.683085 
30   1  2.490099 -1.447646  4.008139 
31   1  4.976899  4.782203   6.398717 
32   1  0.718631 -2.697697  5.308303 
33   1  3.878059  3.491188   1.507989 
34   1  2.468124  4.450588   1.880726 
35   1  4.029835  5.248730   1.639372 
36   1  0.822880  2.275156   6.810471 
37   1 -0.125885  2.380421  5.331984 




Table A.9 Calculated cartesian coordinates for oxidized 2dep using the EBS-uM06-L/cc-pVTZ  level of 
theory.223 
Center Number Atomic Number 
Coordinates 
X Y Z 
1 26  1.677000  0.044034   0.763176 
2 16  0.824753  2.009003   1.265709 
3 26  2.319094  1.554350   2.777609 
4 16  3.326930 -0.273345  2.181222 
5  7  3.385093  3.007891   3.601781 
6  6  2.938150  4.236452   4.040105 
7  6  3.951790  4.779121   4.787823 
8  7  5.032975  3.933729   4.833581 
9  6  4.644837  2.901046   4.114048 
10   7  1.119592  0.946075   4.456123 
11   6  1.270556  1.034674   5.825023 
12   6  0.283312  0.298909   6.413766 
13   7 -0.459124 -0.236803  5.384766 
14   6  0.075523  0.174599   4.222918 
15  16   2.183296  -0.086756  -1.46610 
16   6  2.712161 -1.828116 -1.553480 
17  16   0.096072  -1.663209   1.121539 
18   6 -1.137412 -1.183897 -0.130120 
19   1  1.946317 -2.480796 -1.135613 
20   1  2.881986 -2.095145 -2.595401 
21   1  3.636221 -1.982563 -0.999198 
22   1 -0.675184 -1.143647 -1.115759 
23   1 -1.946863 -1.912567 -0.142655 
24   1 -1.553235 -0.200932  0.087500 
25   6  1.585932  4.751383   3.716205 
26   1  3.963463  5.736782   5.288028 
27   1  5.249814  2.026606   3.922063 
28   6  2.365611  1.803832   6.454895 
29   1  0.050417  0.113932   7.445948 
30   1 -0.265827 -0.140923  3.243544 
31   1 -1.245123 -0.852825  5.471110 
32   1  1.427696  4.839872   2.639833 
33   1  0.794501  4.090923   4.083312 
34   1  1.433956  5.732671   4.163484 
35   1  3.339675  1.441473   6.125864 
36   1  2.333198  2.859151   6.180639 





Table A.10 Calculated cartesian coordinates for oxidized 2dep using the BS-uM06-L/cc-pVTZ  level of 
theory.223 
Center Number Atomic Number 
Coordinates 
X Y Z 
1 26   1.580178  0.154313   0.770199 
2 16   0.812462  2.071852   1.644239 
3 26   2.519104  1.478889   2.885505 
4 16   3.498888 -0.211363  1.880477 
5  7   3.558807  2.856626   3.873022 
6  6   3.368430  4.212762   4.025105 
7  6   4.101883  4.591807   5.120420 
8  7   4.753338  3.515782   5.672309 
9  6   4.400333  2.514414   4.891922 
10   7   1.584748  0.513146   4.550228 
11   6   0.954473  1.059019   5.649475 
12   6   0.243628  0.074047   6.269405 
13   7   0.453703 -1.070967  5.531536 
14   6   1.261042 -0.762659  4.503869 
15  16   1.678140   0.281154  -1.516177 
16   6   2.182725 -1.427437 -1.897786 
17  16   0.206446  -1.682507   1.238591 
18   6  -1.294047 -1.179280  0.337815 
19   1   1.486674 -2.139325 -1.455713 
20   1   2.196374 -1.559796 -2.978428 
21   1   3.178124 -1.634422 -1.509142 
22   1  -1.053994 -0.968783 -0.703862 
23   1  -2.030295 -1.980435  0.380338 
24   1  -1.726832 -0.281808  0.776387 
25   6   2.508003  5.010030   3.118935 
26   1   4.204353  5.584526   5.534163 
27   1   4.733594  1.494098   5.021577 
28   6   1.089774  2.491460   5.992068 
29   1  -0.375023  0.083292  7.147367 
30   1   1.565557 -1.450924  3.733846 
31   1   0.037416 -1.968981  5.688997 
32   1   2.809597  4.910564   2.074852 
33   1   1.461310  4.698561   3.156978 
34   1   2.554586  6.065229   3.384208 
35   1   2.119654  2.750359   6.243484 
36   1   0.810445  3.115883   5.142230 





Table A.11 Calculated cartesian coordinates for oxidized 2pro using the EBS-uB3LYP/cc-pVTZ  level of 
theory. 
Center Number Atomic Number 
Coordinates 
X Y Z 
1 26  1.939496  0.001845 -0.105769 
2 16  0.514106  0.115509  1.634894 
3 26 -0.740506  0.004426 -0.123897 
4 16  0.540748 -0.139764 -1.867438 
5  7 -2.168576 -1.552630 -0.091241 
6  6 -1.956682 -2.886292  0.234555 
7  6 -3.120259 -3.565148  0.010047 
8  7 -4.032113 -2.639684 -0.452523 
9  6 -3.419235 -1.443833 -0.500925 
10  7 -1.913415  1.758856 -0.322504 
11  6 -2.681071  2.445905  0.608650 
12  6 -2.965578  3.679477  0.100764 
13  7 -2.361450  3.736547 -1.138954 
14  6 -1.737408  2.567574 -1.354677 
15 16  3.227034 -1.874280  0.183834 
16  6  4.259841 -1.919224 -1.335656 
17 16  3.253582  1.856506 -0.384036 
18  6  4.238211  1.916940  1.166779 
19  1  4.763974 -0.966152 -1.479807 
20  1  5.002591 -2.706508 -1.215861 
21  1  3.648030 -2.136499 -2.209149 
22  1  4.728325  0.961937  1.343092 
23  1  4.992474  2.694792  1.057717 
24  1  3.600956  2.155115  2.016231 
25  6 -0.652691 -3.403849  0.728748 
26  1 -3.369139 -4.602484  0.134825 
27  1 -3.894081 -0.539785 -0.838574 
28  6 -3.050842  1.864633  1.928187 
29  1 -3.520762  4.504259  0.507409 
30  1 -1.150077  2.336060 -2.225968 
31  1 -4.984181 -2.822577 -0.717133 
32  1 -2.352752  4.525147 -1.762488 
33  1  0.149414 -3.215491  0.013677 
34  1 -0.363317 -2.911654  1.657331 
35  1 -0.715623 -4.476564  0.904000 
36  1 -3.667430  0.971066  1.814694 
37  1 -2.155741  1.574810  2.480029 




Table A.12 Calculated cartesian coordinates for oxidized 2pro using the BS-uB3LYP/cc-pVTZ  level of 
theory. 
Center Number Atomic Number 
Coordinates 
X Y Z 
1 26  1.964874 -0.014066 -0.088720 
2 16  0.464332  0.087359  1.656181 
3 26 -0.800046 -0.017011 -0.113230 
4 16  0.499776 -0.176839 -1.859657 
5  7 -2.238249 -1.569001 -0.078156 
6  6 -2.014475 -2.910776  0.202417 
7  6 -3.189862 -3.581605  0.020057 
8  7 -4.121018 -2.642830 -0.372300 
9  6 -3.507605 -1.447156 -0.420972 
10  7 -1.955147  1.750961 -0.322613 
11  6 -2.692877  2.469858  0.608634 
12  6 -2.964912  3.698070  0.081397 
13  7 -2.383216  3.719657 -1.170301 
14  6 -1.783794  2.535749 -1.373875 
15 16  3.272016 -1.869104  0.209874 
16  6  4.393422 -1.851793 -1.246753 
17 16  3.243489  1.860951 -0.376244 
18  6  4.330391  1.880401  1.106383 
19  1  4.864797 -0.877432 -1.353770 
20  1  5.158954 -2.610320 -1.091722 
21  1  3.841226 -2.083635 -2.155258 
22  1  4.811746  0.914184  1.239810 
23  1  5.089888  2.646296  0.957961 
24  1  3.753632  2.118978  1.997698 
25  6 -0.687286 -3.440794  0.614958 
26  1 -3.435555 -4.621285  0.130961 
27  1 -3.996498 -0.533684 -0.709801 
28  6 -3.046695  1.920871  1.946314 
29  1 -3.497001  4.540955  0.481777 
30  1 -1.215878  2.276077 -2.250263 
31  1 -5.086070 -2.817040 -0.591935 
32  1 -2.371690  4.495812 -1.809206 
33  1  0.071219 -3.244173 -0.143853 
34  1 -0.343244 -2.962311  1.532020 
35  1 -0.744299 -4.515686  0.778162 
36  1 -3.685003  1.039214  1.862696 
37  1 -2.146074  1.621318  2.483966 




Table A.13 Calculated cartesian coordinates for oxidized 2dep using the EBS-uB3LYP/cc-pVTZ  level of 
theory. 
Center Number Atomic Number 
Coordinates 
X Y Z 
1 26 -2.025446 -0.261299 -0.080240 
2 16 -0.627113 -0.502066  1.652314 
3 26  0.669356 -0.312988 -0.098508 
4 16 -0.645763 -0.119762 -1.831155 
5  7  1.888217  1.473434  0.055740 
6  6  1.581172  2.777991  0.410857 
7  6  2.710709  3.534336  0.277007 
8  7  3.701859  2.676550 -0.160599 
9  6  3.164701  1.447472 -0.279237 
10  7  2.269268 -1.516975 -0.329037 
11  6  3.209511 -1.908823  0.605516 
12  6  4.332786 -2.281631 -0.094079 
13  7  4.129891 -2.140481 -1.448147 
14  6  2.891029 -1.691453 -1.534358 
15 16 -3.302409  1.661519  0.258813 
16  6 -4.282232  1.762861 -1.292657 
17 16 -3.499550 -2.011557 -0.399347 
18  6 -4.442886 -2.025467  1.177968 
19  1 -4.802323  0.823612 -1.472644 
20  1 -5.012205  2.566403 -1.191002 
21  1 -3.635812  1.976202 -2.142918 
22  1 -4.843727 -1.035849  1.390785 
23  1 -5.265267 -2.734746  1.081235 
24  1 -3.803944 -2.334687  2.003879 
25  6  0.226056  3.193503  0.860486 
26  1  2.889630  4.579338  0.450662 
27  1  3.711132  0.578887 -0.605513 
28  6  2.957475 -1.914058  2.076934 
29  1  5.264215 -2.658097  0.302206 
30  1  2.383956 -1.476142 -2.462014 
31  1  4.656867  2.913860 -0.359300 
32  1 -0.536130  2.966701  0.114169 
33  1 -0.065337  2.653641  1.761966 
34  1  0.206066  4.263343  1.067523 
35  1  2.742468 -0.916242  2.467544 
36  1  2.100953 -2.539336  2.336748 




Table A.14 Calculated cartesian coordinates for oxidized 2dep using the BS-uB3LYP/cc-pVTZ  level of 
theory. 
Center Number Atomic Number 
Coordinates 
X Y Z 
1 26 -2.065438 -0.251576 -0.072998 
2 16 -0.602217 -0.497869  1.659128 
3 26  0.715480 -0.308130 -0.099136 
4 16 -0.629374 -0.097498 -1.831652 
5  7  1.930080  1.477357  0.059398 
6  6  1.605866  2.786642  0.379668 
7  6  2.737412  3.544387  0.275196 
8  7  3.746906  2.682558 -0.109923 
9  6  3.218200  1.449784 -0.227713 
10  7  2.314293 -1.516529 -0.331952 
11  6  3.246776 -1.923715  0.603796 
12  6  4.375209 -2.286424 -0.092874 
13  7  4.182941 -2.123749 -1.446236 
14  6  2.945157 -1.672287 -1.535003 
15 16 -3.337398  1.665195  0.284332 
16  6 -4.383203  1.739163 -1.225667 
17 16 -3.525375 -2.010860 -0.397727 
18  6 -4.511612 -2.001692  1.153669 
19  1 -4.891497  0.789345 -1.381585 
20  1 -5.123183  2.529248 -1.096432 
21  1 -3.776296  1.962058 -2.101980 
22  1 -4.909617 -1.007184  1.347807 
23  1 -5.336178 -2.705852  1.041325 
24  1 -3.896934 -2.308757  1.998400 
25  6  0.231857  3.202937  0.766646 
26  1  2.906757  4.592924  0.436665 
27  1  3.778731  0.577561 -0.518507 
28  6  2.981430 -1.951780  2.072748 
29  1  5.303129 -2.670301  0.304533 
30  1  2.445790 -1.441238 -2.463197 
31  1  4.707651  2.920257 -0.278261 
32  1 -0.493596  2.968757 -0.012915 
33  1 -0.098736  2.667938  1.657339 
34  1  0.200084  4.274110  0.964708 
35  1  2.759546 -0.960751  2.476573 
36  1  2.124291 -2.583062  2.315332 




Table A.15 Calculated cartesian coordinates for reduced 2pro using the EBS-uB3LYP/cc-pVTZ  level of 
theory. 
Center Number Atomic Number 
Coordinates 
X Y Z 
1  1  7.192804  0.340797  2.163776 
2  1  4.845960 -3.766178  6.124821 
3  6  0.440348 -0.618388 -0.284836 
4  7  1.261805 -0.810176  0.809608 
5  6  1.208384 -0.548816 -1.413535 
6  6  2.498876 -0.853563  0.354738 
7  7  2.512839 -0.700900 -0.986559 
8  1  0.951022 -0.408539 -2.447905 
9  1  3.394662 -0.981894  0.953026 
10  1  3.340233 -0.698856 -1.555483 
11  6 -1.879218 -1.649213  3.573770 
12  7 -0.858754 -0.726661  3.422104 
13  6 -2.956180 -1.024023  4.138659 
14  6 -1.307346  0.420969  3.885922 
15  7 -2.580328  0.290340  4.327744 
16  1 -3.925223 -1.391024  4.423539 
17  1 -0.727906  1.325703  3.952387 
18  1 -3.127430  1.012110  4.760099 
19  6  6.335080  0.264317  2.834534 
20 16  5.456176 -1.319503  2.518362 
21  1  5.670431  1.110924  2.665258 
22  1  6.685302  0.299873  3.865370 
23  6  5.559067 -2.944234  6.176139 
24 16  4.682424 -1.328473  6.241163 
25  1  6.209922 -2.989260  5.303963 
26  1  6.161680 -3.053559  7.079294 
27 26  1.231648 -1.021238  3.046299 
28 26  3.692495 -1.232120  4.134129 
29 16  2.465916  0.658157  3.884286 
30 16  2.281251 -2.921273  3.578930 
31  6 -1.710280 -3.076649  3.185278 
32  1 -1.595892 -3.183263  2.104493 
33  1 -0.804825 -3.484927  3.637982 
34  1 -2.570442 -3.667821  3.499651 
35  6 -1.041416 -0.510759 -0.164414 
36  1 -1.471019 -1.420659  0.257893 
37  1 -1.322729  0.311224  0.495523 




Table A.16 Calculated cartesian coordinates for reduced 2pro using the BS-uB3LYP/cc-pVTZ  level of 
theory. 
Center Number Atomic Number 
Coordinates 
X Y Z 
1  1  7.169788  0.338680  2.153302 
2  1  4.793064 -3.714313  6.169273 
3  6  0.466140 -0.625121 -0.339515 
4  7  1.284140 -0.836389  0.753674 
5  6  1.236339 -0.562655 -1.466906 
6  6  2.521321 -0.897924  0.300168 
7  7  2.538017 -0.739011 -1.039921 
8  1  0.982419 -0.412255 -2.500617 
9  1  3.413728 -1.038968  0.901065 
10  1  3.365697 -0.744016 -1.608411 
11  6 -1.882494 -1.655359  3.593416 
12  7 -0.856736 -0.738360  3.447545 
13  6 -2.922391 -1.050922  4.243568 
14  6 -1.264179  0.385321  3.999599 
15  7 -2.517131  0.245382  4.490954 
16  1 -3.882267 -1.421699  4.553558 
17  1 -0.663536  1.273960  4.094910 
18  1 -3.031344  0.946986  4.991620 
19  6  6.313087  0.266748  2.825812 
20 16  5.443186 -1.326572  2.532487 
21  1  5.642713  1.106420  2.645285 
22  1  6.664144  0.319118  3.855635 
23  6  5.502856 -2.889720  6.223300 
24 16  4.620335 -1.276010  6.252775 
25  1  6.169417 -2.943495  5.363598 
26  1  6.089323 -2.986061  7.138415 
27 26  1.223812 -1.017449  2.968196 
28 26  3.664291 -1.212811  4.128054 
29 16  2.443089  0.688911  3.817804 
30 16  2.261203 -2.922733  3.566151 
31  6 -1.750076 -3.060826  3.119677 
32  1 -1.691253 -3.109508  2.030237 
33  1 -0.828686 -3.500616  3.506184 
34  1 -2.600438 -3.660767  3.443857 
35  6 -1.012971 -0.492036 -0.215021 
36  1 -1.458886 -1.401583  0.191146 
37  1 -1.276233  0.322523  0.461234 




Table A.17 Calculated cartesian coordinates for reduced 2dep using the EBS-uB3LYP/cc-pVTZ  level of 
theory. 
Center Number Atomic Number 
Coordinates 
X Y Z 
1 26 -2.137122 -0.459881 -0.182558 
2 16 -0.826025 -1.017484  1.550602 
3 26  0.604392 -0.676606 -0.176347 
4 16 -0.768499 -0.299937 -1.942164 
5  7  1.957649  1.247030  0.147988 
6  6  1.616678  2.501696  0.617602 
7  6  2.658737  3.359116  0.387544 
8  7  3.640327  2.605628 -0.235779 
9  6  3.167410  1.340589 -0.353539 
10  7  2.514850 -1.612212 -0.416349 
11  6  3.493652 -1.843194  0.516542 
12  6  4.653845 -2.162325 -0.166917 
13  7  4.428870 -2.139726 -1.519061 
14  6  3.135168 -1.813419 -1.602568 
15 16 -3.292553  1.578465  0.341510 
16  6 -4.154606  1.927913 -1.244053 
17 16 -3.902837 -1.977892 -0.646992 
18  6 -4.791184 -2.015295  0.962220 
19  1 -4.769179  1.075638 -1.534579 
20  1 -4.793373  2.807363 -1.125918 
21  1 -3.432049  2.118532 -2.038048 
22  1 -5.063025 -1.004857  1.268164 
23  1 -5.698825 -2.616216  0.860634 
24  1 -4.161468 -2.454434  1.736464 
25  6  0.298663  2.774685  1.251986 
26  1  2.785763  4.406061  0.599155 
27  1  3.722732  0.533053 -0.801102 
28  6  3.250173 -1.747143  1.987859 
29  1  5.620912 -2.418366  0.246996 
30  1  2.604290 -1.708875 -2.537428 
31  1  4.537119  2.927031 -0.549998 
32  1 -0.524806  2.613822  0.553516 
33  1  0.118212  2.084601  2.076868 
34  1  0.252895  3.801281  1.621897 
35  1  2.929489 -0.744823  2.285838 
36  1  2.460171 -2.428703  2.313533 





Table A.18 Calculated cartesian coordinates for reduced 2dep using the BS-uB3LYP/cc-pVTZ  level of 
theory. 
Center Number Atomic Number 
Coordinates 
X Y Z 
1 26 -2.122958 -0.403320 -0.148146 
2 16 -0.765283 -0.848093  1.613878 
3 26  0.645040 -0.561581 -0.164010 
4 16 -0.756563 -0.210474 -1.937705 
5  7  1.962567  1.298755  0.127771 
6  6  1.618912  2.564758  0.566777 
7  6  2.704895  3.386370  0.431267 
8  7  3.714206  2.600556 -0.101134 
9  6  3.215922  1.351732 -0.263131 
10  7  2.501424 -1.601995 -0.435273 
11  6  3.458614 -1.909694  0.499113 
12  6  4.626166 -2.200000 -0.182941 
13  7  4.427150 -2.085821 -1.535707 
14  6  3.141723 -1.733944 -1.621712 
15 16 -3.357429  1.603215  0.321452 
16  6 -4.234426  1.866316 -1.273220 
17 16 -3.815995 -2.022322 -0.568068 
18  6 -4.709329 -2.038933  1.039549 
19  1 -4.819531  0.983742 -1.532496 
20  1 -4.903203  2.726738 -1.184444 
21  1 -3.520194  2.053630 -2.075488 
22  1 -5.029631 -1.031480  1.306202 
23  1 -5.587526 -2.685217  0.959437 
24  1 -4.063791 -2.418054  1.832317 
25  6  0.259702  2.879061  1.083083 
26  1  2.845777  4.428779  0.655117 
27  1  3.782779  0.526885 -0.661722 
28  6  3.187229 -1.906948  1.968849 
29  1  5.581574 -2.497482  0.229989 
30  1  2.629818 -1.559079 -2.556614 
31  1  4.646215  2.891627 -0.331000 
32  1 -0.505180  2.724475  0.320222 
33  1 -0.007220  2.204470  1.897475 
34  1  0.208467  3.912262  1.432612 
35  1  2.881060 -0.921032  2.329731 
36  1  2.375303 -2.589381  2.231443 




Section A.3 Calculated MitoNEET Model Cartesian Coordinates 
Table A.19 Calculated cartesian coordinates for oxidized 3pro using the EBS-uM06-L/cc-pVTZ  level of 
theory. 
Center Number Atomic Number 
Coordinates 
X Y Z 
1 16  0.376802 -0.070742  1.853580 
2 16  0.242734 -0.675931 -1.606206 
3 16 -2.378214 -2.428106  0.558303 
4 16  3.403350 -1.506973  0.347152 
5 16  2.595908  1.954164 -0.511341 
6  7 -2.425705  0.871685  0.006903 
7  6 -2.271133  2.202364 -0.324934 
8 26 -0.930673 -0.663398  0.225359 
9 26  1.608562 -0.086790  0.025279 
10  6 -3.499061  2.798018 -0.294404 
11  1 -3.808167  3.808719 -0.486029 
12  1 -5.384811  1.922451  0.173953 
13  6 -2.848857 -2.804243 -1.164415 
14  1 -3.556321 -3.632157 -1.170614 
15  1 -1.973293 -3.081676 -1.746319 
16  1 -3.316139 -1.946765 -1.648974 
17  6  4.244939 -1.299418 -1.254332 
18  1  3.633691 -1.687624 -2.067657 
19  1  5.188390 -1.843719 -1.237873 
20  1  4.441574 -0.245200 -1.448423 
21  6  3.754366  2.126320  0.883290 
22  1  4.394993  1.247826  0.953570 
23  1  3.218343  2.230705  1.825515 
24  1  4.370643  3.011923  0.733333 
25  1 -4.126392 -0.281185  0.521217 
26  6 -3.706299  0.668816  0.230956 
27  7 -4.395559  1.812312  0.058574 
28  6 -0.946141  2.770805 -0.637193 
29  1 -0.506539  2.283417 -1.507963 
30  1 -0.238137  2.597484  0.174724 




Table A.20 Calculated cartesian coordinates for oxidized 3pro using the BS-uM06-L/cc-pVTZ  level of 
theory. 
Center Number Atomic Number 
Coordinates 
X Y Z 
1 16  0.354008 -0.055491  1.872021 
2 16  0.215758 -0.700040 -1.602481 
3 16 -2.431869 -2.439428  0.575649 
4 16  3.427477 -1.507609  0.351068 
5 16  2.603384  1.957255 -0.522625 
6  7 -2.454534  0.866365  0.008721 
7  6 -2.281688  2.196625 -0.317180 
8 26 -0.976137 -0.677874  0.243643 
9 26  1.635821 -0.086517  0.028625 
10  6 -3.505006  2.802356 -0.309486 
11  1 -3.801770  3.816127 -0.504851 
12  1 -5.407091  1.942303  0.120278 
13  6 -2.876326 -2.815402 -1.154173 
14  1 -3.584745 -3.642301 -1.170782 
15  1 -1.992068 -3.093386 -1.722530 
16  1 -3.334993 -1.957169 -1.645788 
17  6  4.285556 -1.272123 -1.238210 
18  1  3.679237 -1.640059 -2.064402 
19  1  5.224790 -1.823576 -1.223647 
20  1  4.491209 -0.215802 -1.410447 
21  6  3.792649  2.122563  0.847113 
22  1  4.444657  1.250852  0.892410 
23  1  3.276603  2.208588  1.802129 
24  1  4.395131  3.017153  0.694885 
25  1 -4.175777 -0.272507  0.487490 
26  6 -3.741133  0.673963  0.207349 
27  7 -4.416716  1.823673  0.023953 
28  6 -0.945953  2.754193 -0.601550 
29  1 -0.492309  2.261634 -1.462384 
30  1 -0.258323  2.574984  0.226526 




Table A.21 Calculated cartesian coordinates for oxidized 3dep using the EBS-uM06-L/cc-pVTZ  level of 
theory. 
Center Number Atomic Number 
Coordinates 
X Y Z 
1 16  0.376100  0.006296  1.873325 
2 16  0.216659 -0.543901 -1.600539 
3 16 -2.117248 -2.536492  0.578642 
4 16  3.404488 -1.497461  0.326475 
5 16  2.658185  1.999836 -0.467135 
6  7 -2.555500  0.803044  0.048164 
7  6 -2.496938  2.129992 -0.303768 
8 26 -1.001005 -0.514931  0.240713 
9 26  1.589013 -0.034434  0.039319 
10  6 -3.789512  2.597972 -0.306773 
11  1 -4.128370  3.600798 -0.533936 
12  6 -2.814268 -2.723472 -1.095575 
13  1 -3.456061 -3.605078 -1.130232 
14  1 -2.018485 -2.835820 -1.831152 
15  1 -3.410144 -1.852550 -1.370798 
16  6  4.212502 -1.272421 -1.290239 
17  1  3.576615 -1.637234 -2.097037 
18  1  5.153860 -1.824263 -1.314041 
19  1  4.411907 -0.215225 -1.471297 
20  6  3.737796  2.136847  0.993265 
21  1  4.341567  1.235076  1.105029 
22  1  3.148708  2.261622  1.902017 
23  1  4.397349  2.999841  0.886789 
24  1 -4.219659 -0.420984  0.537679 
25  6 -3.878574  0.559501  0.234357 
26  7 -4.671016  1.601930  0.033925 
27  6 -1.213771  2.811805 -0.598475 
28  1 -0.721441  2.402002 -1.483945 
29  1 -0.489672  2.697331  0.212475 




Table A.22 Calculated cartesian coordinates for oxidized 3dep using the BS-uM06-L/cc-pVTZ  level of 
theory. 
Center Number Atomic Number 
Coordinates 
X Y Z 
1 16  0.365186  0.004405  1.887260 
2 16  0.203018 -0.576796 -1.597642 
3 16 -2.173736 -2.554028  0.585854 
4 16  3.436124 -1.494593  0.331947 
5 16  2.665144  2.001340 -0.480839 
6  7 -2.583457  0.795883  0.051405 
7  6 -2.507954  2.122997 -0.298141 
8 26 -1.048333 -0.537824  0.256149 
9 26  1.616990 -0.038697  0.039451 
10  6 -3.795695  2.603052 -0.313681 
11  1 -4.122598  3.609227 -0.543020 
12  6 -2.852841 -2.723085 -1.098049 
13  1 -3.496461 -3.602427 -1.147194 
14  1 -2.048674 -2.830726 -1.824911 
15  1 -3.443167 -1.847930 -1.371784 
16  6  4.260322 -1.244586 -1.273235 
17  1  3.629272 -1.590426 -2.091857 
18  1  5.197494 -1.803130 -1.298397 
19  1  4.468787 -0.185958 -1.434332 
20  6  3.769076  2.136907  0.961814 
21  1  4.390973  1.245093  1.051467 
22  1  3.194163  2.238953  1.882182 
23  1  4.410525  3.013243  0.855308 
24  1 -4.265446 -0.412617  0.521419 
25  6 -3.911409  0.564900  0.223262 
26  7 -4.690810  1.615039  0.016425 
27  6 -1.214991  2.792361 -0.577727 
28  1 -0.713593  2.372221 -1.453129 
29  1 -0.504893  2.676112  0.245167 




Table A.23 Calculated cartesian coordinates for oxidized 3pro using the EBS-uB3LYP/cc-pVTZ  level of 
theory. 
Center Number Atomic Number 
Coordinates 
X Y Z 
1 16  0.383993 -0.140020  1.873755 
2 16  0.373666 -0.747764 -1.580063 
3 16 -2.261839 -2.560183  0.600695 
4 16  3.566241 -1.445028  0.460705 
5 16  2.548181  2.041300 -0.408952 
6  7 -2.432426  0.813078 -0.009687 
7  6 -2.385789  2.121162 -0.466685 
8 26 -0.899979 -0.725138  0.202731 
9 26  1.722230 -0.092762  0.086718 
10  6 -3.616461  2.684647 -0.277910 
11  1 -3.987488  3.668946 -0.497174 
12  1 -5.369793  1.797425  0.565883 
13  6 -2.695169 -3.173971 -1.080317 
14  1 -3.278766 -4.088574 -0.973904 
15  1 -1.791143 -3.388717 -1.645263 
16  1 -3.286064 -2.442934 -1.631523 
17  6  4.459188 -1.341253 -1.142526 
18  1  3.891853 -1.835689 -1.929985 
19  1  5.423450 -1.839238 -1.034832 
20  1  4.620301 -0.301340 -1.422329 
21  6  3.507744  2.450294  1.104214 
22  1  4.220719  1.657448  1.324270 
23  1  2.844238  2.573345  1.959348 
24  1  4.046092  3.383590  0.935087 
25  1 -3.992126 -0.336843  0.850111 
26  6 -3.652927  0.598744  0.437759 
27  7 -4.407170  1.707192  0.296541 
28  6 -1.164720  2.728758 -1.057971 
29  1 -0.835912  2.163032 -1.930126 
30  1 -0.325978  2.717743 -0.360385 




Table A.24 Calculated cartesian coordinates for oxidized 3pro using the BS-uB3LYP/cc-pVTZ  level of 
theory. 
Center Number Atomic Number 
Coordinates 
X Y Z 
1 16  0.354550 -0.078973  1.875192 
2 16  0.325360 -0.735424 -1.580726 
3 16 -2.314287 -2.555002  0.617094 
4 16  3.556950 -1.451862  0.462490 
5 16  2.591701  2.042410 -0.458358 
6  7 -2.495058  0.820884 -0.008390 
7  6 -2.425573  2.144077 -0.415844 
8 26 -0.963021 -0.708036  0.217103 
9 26  1.741553 -0.066735  0.075633 
10  6 -3.668747  2.696688 -0.288043 
11  1 -4.030107  3.686943 -0.496318 
12  1 -5.468164  1.775665  0.410089 
13  6 -2.677404 -3.217143 -1.062382 
14  1 -3.222709 -4.154537 -0.952826 
15  1 -1.750711 -3.400776 -1.600649 
16  1 -3.285745 -2.522647 -1.641230 
17  6  4.476379 -1.349370 -1.126221 
18  1  3.918515 -1.839985 -1.922601 
19  1  5.435631 -1.853298 -1.004052 
20  1  4.647179 -0.310175 -1.402661 
21  6  3.623586  2.436914  1.011039 
22  1  4.319549  1.624772  1.214045 
23  1  2.998049  2.591361  1.889193 
24  1  4.182686  3.351030  0.808729 
25  1 -4.099118 -0.362488  0.713384 
26  6 -3.740591  0.586946  0.351992 
27  7 -4.489868  1.697320  0.199950 
28  6 -1.169295  2.772559 -0.901815 
29  1 -0.781180  2.239268 -1.769914 
30  1 -0.381692  2.732195 -0.148849 




Table A.25 Calculated cartesian coordinates for oxidized 3dep using the EBS-uB3LYP/cc-pVTZ  level of 
theory. 
Center Number Atomic Number 
Coordinates 
X Y Z 
1 16  0.388114  0.010525  1.874150 
2 16  0.269836 -0.540208 -1.588240 
3 16 -1.974822 -2.638657  0.642936 
4 16  3.483540 -1.492673  0.370636 
5 16  2.696418  2.060638 -0.437423 
6  7 -2.627272  0.737355  0.062650 
7  6 -2.695355  2.048268 -0.359365 
8 26 -1.014366 -0.532750  0.237292 
9 26  1.673513 -0.011226  0.057804 
10  6 -4.017314  2.424710 -0.283274 
11  1 -4.444942  3.386276 -0.534100 
12  6 -2.647511 -3.090771 -1.007794 
13  1 -3.093956 -4.085604 -0.946656 
14  1 -1.850975 -3.101608 -1.750615 
15  1 -3.413502 -2.383253 -1.325985 
16  6  4.310815 -1.420607 -1.269425 
17  1  3.677369 -1.863312 -2.038386 
18  1  5.249197 -1.978150 -1.221122 
19  1  4.521070 -0.386969 -1.543609 
20  6  3.684478  2.362234  1.083060 
21  1  4.315983  1.501344  1.301598 
22  1  3.030319  2.540381  1.936737 
23  1  4.314395  3.241852  0.931201 
24  1 -4.163788 -0.571770  0.736812 
25  6 -3.914828  0.410891  0.367325 
26  7 -4.792130  1.385439  0.177283 
27  6 -1.505377  2.835341 -0.797490 
28  1 -1.016725  2.388154 -1.665988 
29  1 -0.740532  2.897210 -0.020277 




Table A.26 Calculated cartesian coordinates for oxidized 3dep using the BS-uB3LYP/cc-pVTZ  level of 
theory. 
Center Number Atomic Number 
Coordinates 
X Y Z 
1 16  0.373928  0.038036  1.872295 
2 16  0.251303 -0.546244 -1.590354 
3 16 -2.018190 -2.645115  0.652483 
4 16  3.497963 -1.495743  0.378944 
5 16  2.732214  2.058201 -0.469056 
6  7 -2.670938  0.735583  0.058091 
7  6 -2.726171  2.053396 -0.344461 
8 26 -1.066007 -0.537453  0.244339 
9 26  1.701981 -0.002477  0.049076 
10  6 -4.049058  2.430237 -0.297623 
11  1 -4.469087  3.396138 -0.544218 
12  6 -2.666528 -3.106163 -1.005819 
13  1 -3.091882 -4.110375 -0.951075 
14  1 -1.862598 -3.097775 -1.740436 
15  1 -3.444433 -2.414190 -1.329321 
16  6  4.355354 -1.413107 -1.245457 
17  1  3.737619 -1.854886 -2.027499 
18  1  5.293974 -1.968430 -1.182117 
19  1  4.567128 -0.377772 -1.511739 
20  6  3.746300  2.357286  1.035114 
21  1  4.371951  1.491255  1.249941 
22  1  3.106295  2.547329  1.896777 
23  1  4.382375  3.229666  0.868909 
24  1 -4.226868 -0.581745  0.671198 
25  6 -3.967092  0.405943  0.323086 
26  7 -4.837300  1.384571  0.125488 
27  6 -1.522475  2.844169 -0.735679 
28  1 -1.004550  2.403406 -1.590218 
29  1 -0.785713  2.898260  0.068804 




Table A.27 Calculated cartesian coordinates for reduced 3pro using the EBS-uB3LYP/cc-pVTZ  level of 
theory. 
Center Number Atomic Number 
Coordinates 
X Y Z 
1 16 -0.387573  0.385239  1.674267 
2 16 -0.169120  0.857554 -1.879680 
3 16  3.054583  2.265539  0.231327 
4 16 -3.600220  1.445638 -0.072967 
5 16 -2.305584 -2.032686 -0.727901 
6  7  2.584723 -0.935949 -0.233719 
7  6  2.449700 -2.298342 -0.040357 
8 26  1.122930  0.837060  0.014451 
9 26 -1.560326  0.214600 -0.240931 
10  6  3.538573 -2.928818 -0.580180 
11  1  3.804706 -3.969107 -0.643201 
12  1  5.205421 -2.048025 -1.597520 
13  6  2.396038  3.972267  0.044904 
14  1  3.219195  4.693104  0.033176 
15  1  1.730410  4.220311  0.872803 
16  1  1.832064  4.068924 -0.883022 
17  6 -4.289702  1.237363 -1.765320 
18  1 -3.648655  1.722209 -2.502383 
19  1 -5.285442  1.687635 -1.811369 
20  1 -4.364512  0.178981 -2.016666 
21  6 -3.273202 -2.429852  0.784876 
22  1 -4.047657 -1.678991  0.944162 
23  1 -2.625360 -2.444160  1.662359 
24  1 -3.743178 -3.411452  0.674899 
25  1  4.095394  0.222432 -1.154906 
26  6  3.713998 -0.746720 -0.873035 
27  7  4.336834 -1.927830 -1.110741 
28  6  1.266602 -2.889707  0.641038 
29  1  0.355422 -2.744649  0.053559 
30  1  1.084741 -2.390465  1.593137 




Table A.28 Calculated cartesian coordinates for reduced 3pro using the BS-uB3LYP/cc-pVTZ  level of 
theory. 
Center Number Atomic Number 
Coordinates 
X Y Z 
1 16 -0.389817  0.331575  1.689692 
2 16 -0.153289  0.832968 -1.875499 
3 16  3.045338  2.282807  0.259686 
4 16 -3.587195  1.467547 -0.064870 
5 16 -2.337858 -2.027856 -0.744434 
6  7  2.601913 -0.944183 -0.213322 
7  6  2.462861 -2.309319 -0.041408 
8 26  1.145360  0.805606  0.034526 
9 26 -1.566348  0.204918 -0.237080 
10  6  3.574466 -2.929646 -0.545179 
11  1  3.846673 -3.968237 -0.609351 
12  1  5.278462 -2.031786 -1.483210 
13  6  2.361355  3.970920  0.006129 
14  1  3.173867  4.702203 -0.039534 
15  1  1.696066  4.243677  0.826491 
16  1  1.791897  4.019319 -0.921972 
17  6 -4.278372  1.273431 -1.758380 
18  1 -3.628528  1.748719 -2.493898 
19  1 -5.266230  1.740610 -1.804611 
20  1 -4.370697  0.216920 -2.011781 
21  6 -3.310807 -2.425214  0.764995 
22  1 -4.082194 -1.671434  0.925479 
23  1 -2.664459 -2.445248  1.643351 
24  1 -3.785016 -3.404243  0.650685 
25  1  4.142633  0.230379 -1.061359 
26  6  3.755228 -0.743701 -0.805135 
27  7  4.389976 -1.920009 -1.031590 
28  6  1.256308 -2.911344  0.587208 
29  1  0.366066 -2.758637 -0.029236 
30  1  1.038184 -2.424920  1.538459 




Table A.29 Calculated cartesian coordinates for reduced 3dep using the EBS-uB3LYP/cc-pVTZ  level of 
theory. 
Center Number Atomic Number 
Coordinates 
X Y Z 
1 16  0.545480  0.003468  1.850226 
2 16  0.606901 -0.675843 -1.659031 
3 16 -2.135724 -2.865227  0.316009 
4 16  3.880410 -1.349987  0.480513 
5 16  2.908097  2.151468 -0.474412 
6  7 -2.675332  0.602985  0.083767 
7  6 -2.779173  1.874929 -0.423337 
8 26 -0.944097 -0.711599  0.147583 
9 26  1.875996 -0.006690  0.053602 
10  6 -4.080013  2.296412 -0.224340 
11  1 -4.520307  3.248681 -0.500264 
12  6 -3.312568 -2.888198 -1.100426 
13  1 -3.929073 -3.795134 -1.070015 
14  1 -2.773355 -2.875963 -2.051161 
15  1 -3.976819 -2.021443 -1.078904 
16  6  4.709864 -1.267740 -1.159401 
17  1  4.101013 -1.759220 -1.920573 
18  1  5.685858 -1.765276 -1.113096 
19  1  4.853869 -0.227642 -1.457349 
20  6  3.739781  2.536613  1.120627 
21  1  4.410390  1.723077  1.403192 
22  1  3.001279  2.660911  1.914621 
23  1  4.319475  3.462679  1.028973 
24  1 -4.131810 -0.613840  1.026143 
25  6 -3.915040  0.336902  0.560757 
26  7 -4.811091  1.314614  0.406080 
27  6 -1.626422  2.595516 -1.044332 
28  1 -1.182411  2.022577 -1.861636 
29  1 -0.815708  2.763884 -0.331326 





Table A.30 Calculated cartesian coordinates for reduced 3dep using the BS-uB3LYP/cc-pVTZ  level of 
theory. 
Center Number Atomic Number 
Coordinates 
X Y Z 
1 16  0.538451  0.013270  1.868046 
2 16  0.566394 -0.658768 -1.654280 
3 16 -2.150472 -2.854362  0.389056 
4 16  3.859000 -1.361801  0.464565 
5 16  2.904312  2.150279 -0.476646 
6  7 -2.695937  0.624620  0.081486 
7  6 -2.788093  1.900657 -0.417947 
8 26 -0.980792 -0.696409  0.171924 
9 26  1.858091 -0.003150  0.055693 
10  6 -4.095026  2.316885 -0.252230 
11  1 -4.529722  3.270358 -0.532441 
12  6 -3.251355 -2.931480 -1.085382 
13  1 -3.843537 -3.854599 -1.070492 
14  1 -2.663545 -2.918148 -2.006346 
15  1 -3.939531 -2.083540 -1.112155 
16  6  4.680740 -1.274395 -1.179035 
17  1  4.066423 -1.759779 -1.939747 
18  1  5.655105 -1.775799 -1.140201 
19  1  4.827081 -0.233376 -1.472606 
20  6  3.758867  2.520771  1.109798 
21  1  4.424066  1.699149  1.381538 
22  1  3.031255  2.649863  1.913049 
23  1  4.347165  3.441074  1.014725 
24  1 -4.175446 -0.604241  0.971983 
25  6 -3.948359  0.350880  0.520797 
26  7 -4.841383  1.327828  0.348442 
27  6 -1.619504  2.627779 -1.000249 
28  1 -1.149196  2.059158 -1.805674 
29  1 -0.831449  2.795196 -0.262003 




Appendix B. Full Vibrational Mode 
Assignments 
Section B.1 Full Vibrational Mode Analysis for Ferredoxin Clusters 
Table B.1 Full vibrational mode assignments (unscaled, in cm-1) calculated for 1oxo using the uM06-L/cc-
pVTZ  level of theory. 
Mode Assignment EBS BS Mode Assignment EBS BS 
1 Rocks/Twists 26 25 34 St-C stretch 724 723 
2 Rocks/Twists 31 32 35 Thiol methyl bend 951 952 
3 Rocks/Twists 36 40 36 Thiol methyl bend 955 955 
4 Rocks/Twists 45 43 37 Thiol methyl bend 956 956 
5 Rocks/Twists 54 52 38 Thiol methyl bend 957 957 
6 Rocks/Twists 64 64 39 Thiol methyl bend 959 959 
7 Rocks/Twists 69 70 40 Thiol methyl bend 960 960 
8 Rocks/Twists 79 79 41 Thiol methyl bend 962 962 
9 Rocks/Twists 94 93 42 Thiol methyl bend 963 963 
10 Rocks/Twists 98 96 43 Thiol methyl symm deformation 1320 1321 
11 Rocks/Twists 99 102 44 Thiol methyl symm deformation 1321 1323 
12 Rocks/Twists 110 108 45 Thiol methyl symm deformation 1324 1325 
13 Rocks/Twists 117 113 46 Thiol methyl symm deformation 1330 1329 
14 Rocks/Twists 118 117 47 Thiol methyl asymm deformation 1459 1459 
15 Rocks/Twists 131 127 48 Thiol methyl asymm deformation 1459 1459 
16 Rocks/Twists 132 130 49 Thiol methyl asymm deformation 1460 1460 
17 Rocks/Twists 143 140 50 Thiol methyl asymm deformation 1462 1463 
18 Rocks/Twists 151 145 51 Thiol methyl asymm deformation 1472 1473 
19 Rocks/Twists 160 159 52 Thiol methyl asymm deformation 1479 1478 
20 Rocks/Twists 172 171 53 Thiol methyl asymm deformation 1479 1479 
21 Rocks/Twists 181 178 54 Thiol methyl asymm deformation 1483 1484 
22 Rocks/Twists 200 194 55 Thiol methyl symm stretch 2987 2989 
23 
Out-of-Phase breathing of the 
Fe-S4 tetrahedral 
269 271 56 Thiol methyl symm stretch 2989 2991 
24 
Out of-phase FeSt stretch along 
St-St 
291 295 57 Thiol methyl symm stretch 2993 2996 
25 Fe-St stretch along St-St  306 305 58 Thiol methyl symm stretch 2996 2998 
26 Fe-S stretch 316 314 59 Thiol methyl asymm stretch 3079 3080 
27 Fe-Sb stretch 339 309 60 Thiol methyl asymm stretch 3079 3081 
28 Fe-S stretch along Fe-Fe  346 338 61 Thiol methyl asymm stretch 3084 3087 
29 FeS(b) ring breathing 386 382 62 Thiol methyl asymm stretch 3086 3088 
30 Fe-Sb stretch along Sb-Sb 430 411 63 Thiol methyl asymm stretch 3088 3090 
31 St-C stretch 720 718 64 Thiol methyl asymm stretch 3088 3091 
32 St-C stretch 720 720 65 Thiol methyl asymm stretch 3096 3098 




Table B.2 Full vibrational mode assignments (unscaled, in cm-1) calculated for 1oxo using the uB3LYP/cc-
pVTZ  level of theory. 
Mode Assignment EBS BS Mode Assignment EBS BS 
1 Rocks/Twists 23 21 34 St-C stretch 693 693 
2 Rocks/Twists 28 26 35 Thiol methyl bend 951 951 
3 Rocks/Twists 45 42 36 Thiol methyl bend 953 953 
4 Rocks/Twists 46 44 37 Thiol methyl bend 954 953 
5 Rocks/Twists 49 47 38 Thiol methyl bend 954 953 
6 Rocks/Twists 62 60 39 Thiol methyl bend 957 957 
7 Rocks/Twists 73 71 40 Thiol methyl bend 958 958 
8 Rocks/Twists 76 75 41 Thiol methyl bend 959 959 
9 Rocks/Twists 89 86 42 Thiol methyl bend 959 960 
10 Rocks/Twists 93 90 43 Thiol methyl symm deformation 1322 1322 
11 Rocks/Twists 94 93 44 Thiol methyl symm deformation 1323 1323 
12 Rocks/Twists 110 106 45 Thiol methyl symm deformation 1324 1325 
13 Rocks/Twists 114 109 46 Thiol methyl symm deformation 1330 1330 
14 Rocks/Twists 121 117 47 Thiol methyl asymm deformation 1467 1467 
15 Rocks/Twists 127 121 48 Thiol methyl asymm deformation 1468 1468 
16 Rocks/Twists 132 127 49 Thiol methyl asymm deformation 1468 1469 
17 Rocks/Twists 134 129 50 Thiol methyl asymm deformation 1468 1469 
18 Rocks/Twists 141 136 51 Thiol methyl asymm deformation 1487 1486 
19 Rocks/Twists 160 158 52 Thiol methyl asymm deformation 1489 1489 
20 Rocks/Twists 172 170 53 Thiol methyl asymm deformation 1489 1489 
21 Rocks/Twists 182 180 54 Thiol methyl asymm deformation 1492 1492 
22 Rocks/Twists 195 191 55 Thiol methyl symm stretch 2994 2996 
23 
Out-of-Phase breathing of the  
Fe-S4 tetrahedral 
263 265 56 Thiol methyl symm stretch 2996 2997 
24 Fe-S stretch 288 292 57 Thiol methyl symm stretch 2999 3001 
25 Fe-Sb stretch 297 298 58 Thiol methyl symm stretch 3000 3002 
26 Fe-St stretch along St-St 303 277 59 Thiol methyl asymm stretch 3060 3061 
27 
Out of-phase Fe-St stretch along 
St-St  
307 304 60 Thiol methyl asymm stretch 3060 3062 
28 Fe-S stretch along Fe-Fe  333 330 61 Thiol methyl asymm stretch 3066 3068 
29 Fe-Sb ring breathing 372 372 62 Thiol methyl asymm stretch 3072 3075 
30 Fe-Sb stretch along Sb-Sb 406 391 63 Thiol methyl asymm stretch 3079 3081 
31 St-C stretch 692 692 64 Thiol methyl asymm stretch 3081 3082 
32 St-C stretch 692 692 65 Thiol methyl asymm stretch 3087 3089 




Table B.3 Full vibrational mode assignments (unscaled, in cm-1) calculated for 1red using the uB3LYP/cc-
pVTZ  level of theory. 
Mode Assignment EBS BS Mode Assignment EBS BS 
1 Rocks/Twists 25 24 34 St-C stretch 690 690 
2 Rocks/Twists 26 24 35 Thiol methyl bend 931 936 
3 Rocks/Twists 30 26 36 Thiol methyl bend 937 941 
4 Rocks/Twists 45 44 37 Thiol methyl bend 940 947 
5 Rocks/Twists 47 47 38 Thiol methyl bend 946 949 
6 Rocks/Twists 51 55 39 Thiol methyl bend 949 949 
7 Rocks/Twists 66 65 40 Thiol methyl bend 950 950 
8 Rocks/Twists 70 75 41 Thiol methyl bend 951 951 
9 Rocks/Twists 74 77 42 Thiol methyl bend 952 952 
10 Rocks/Twists 80 87 43 Thiol methyl symm deformation 1306 1308 
11 Rocks/Twists 85 89 44 Thiol methyl symm deformation 1308 1308 
12 Rocks/Twists 90 90 45 Thiol methyl symm deformation 1311 1311 
13 Rocks/Twists 109 108 46 Thiol methyl symm deformation 1315 1317 
14 Rocks/Twists 111 110 47 Thiol methyl asymm deformation 1461 1461 
15 Rocks/Twists 121 119 48 Thiol methyl asymm deformation 1462 1461 
16 Rocks/Twists 124 121 49 Thiol methyl asymm deformation 1463 1464 
17 Rocks/Twists 131 128 50 Thiol methyl asymm deformation 1464 1466 
18 Rocks/Twists 131 129 51 Thiol methyl asymm deformation 1480 1486 
19 Rocks/Twists 145 147 52 Thiol methyl asymm deformation 1485 1487 
20 Rocks/Twists 162 160 53 Thiol methyl asymm deformation 1489 1489 
21 Rocks/Twists 169 168 54 Thiol methyl asymm deformation 1492 1492 
22 Rocks/Twists 176 176 55 Thiol methyl symm stretch 2933 2937 
23 
Out-of-phase Fe-St stretch along 
St-St  
203 212 56 Thiol methyl symm stretch 2938 2944 
24 
Out-of-phase breathing of the 
Fe-S4  
208 209 57 Thiol methyl symm stretch 2953 2952 
25 Fe-St stretch along St-St  223 214 58 Thiol methyl symm stretch 2955 2954 
26 Fe-Sb stretch 240 238 59 Thiol methyl asymm stretch 2987 2976 
27 Fe-S stretch 253 245 60 Thiol methyl asymm stretch 3029 3028 
28 Fe-S stretch along Fe-Fe  275 260 61 Thiol methyl asymm stretch 3029 3029 
29 Fe2-Sb ring breathing  368 265 62 Thiol methyl asymm stretch 3030 3029 
30 Fe2-Sb stretch 382 381 63 Thiol methyl asymm stretch 3053 3056 
31 St-C stretch 679 680 64 Thiol methyl asymm stretch 3056 3057 
32 St-C stretch 687 688 65 Thiol methyl asymm stretch 3058 3060 




Section B.2 Full Vibrational Mode Analysis for Rieske Clusters 
Table B.4 Full vibrational mode assignments (unscaled, in cm-1) calculated for oxidized 2pro using the 
uM06-L/cc-pVTZ  level of theory.223 
Mode Assignment EBS BS Mode Assignment EBS BS 
1 Rocks and twists 18 17 55 Thiol methyl bend 959 957 
2 Rocks and twists 25 27 56 Thiol methyl bend 963 962 
3 Rocks and twists 33 32 57 Imid methyl bend 1004 1005 
4 Rocks and twists 35 35 58 Imid methyl bend 1009 1010 
5 Rocks and twists 39 40 59 Imid N-H/C-H bend/Fe-N stretch 1016 1017 
6 Rocks and twists 48 43 60 Imid N-H/C-H bend/Fe-N stretch 1018 1018 
7 Rocks and twists 48 45 61 Imid methyl bend 1061 1061 
8 Rocks and twists 55 54 62 Imid methyl bend 1063 1064 
9 Rocks and twists 75 60 63 Imid N-H/C-H bend 1098 1099 
10 Rocks and twists 87 72 64 Imid N-H/C-H bend 1100 1100 
11 Rocks and twists 91 84 65 Imid N-H/C-H bend 1178 1179 
12 Rocks and twists 97 90 66 Imid N-H/C-H bend 1178 1180 
13 Rocks and twists 106 100 67 Imid C-H bend 1243 1244 
14 Rocks and twists 111 105 68 Imid C-H bend 1247 1247 
15 Rocks and twists 116 115 69 Imid ring breathing/C-N stretch 1289 1289 
16 Rocks and twists 130 127 70 Imid ring breathing 1290 1291 
17 Rocks and twists 135 129 71 Thiol methyl symm deformation 1333 1331 
18 Rocks and twists 140 137 72 Thiol methyl symm deformation 1335 1335 
19 Rocks and twists 147 145 73 Imid C-N stretch 1339 1339 
20 Rocks and twists 148 145 74 Imid C-N stretch 1340 1340 
21 Rocks and twists 161 157 75 Imid methyl symm deformation 1418 1418 
22 Rocks and twists 166 159 76 Imid methyl symm deformation 1424 1424 
23 Rocks and twists 179 175 77 Thiol methyl asymm deformation 1462 1460 
24 Rocks and twists 185 180 78 Imid methyl asymm deformation 1464 1462 
25 Rocks and twists 239 235 79 Imid methyl asymm deformation 1466 1466 
26 
Fe-Nt stretch along Nt-Nt /Fe-Fe 
bend 
258 258 80 Thiol methyl asymm deformation 1472 1471 
27 Imid bend at Cγ  278 278 81 Thiol methyl asymm deformation 1476 1476 
28 Imid bend at Cγ  287 286 82 Imid methyl asymm deformation 1477 1476 
29 Breathing mode of N2,t-Fe-S2,b 305 297 83 Imid methyl asymm deformation 1479 1478 
30 Fe-Sb stretch 328 306 84 Imid methyl asymm deformation 1483 1484 
31 Fe-St stretch along Fe-Fe  350 329 85 Imid C-N stretch N-H wag 1486 1486 
32 Fe-St stretch along St-St direction 368 368 86 Imid C-N stretch N-H wag 1490 1490 
33 Imid Cβ-Cγ-Cδ bend 371 370 87 Imid C-N stretch 1523 1524 
34 Imid Cβ-Cγ-Cδ bend 376 372 88 Imid C-N stretch 1538 1537 
35 Fe-Sb ring breathing  415 415 89 Imid C-C stretch 1629 1629 
36 Fe-Sb stretch alone Sb-Sb  454 444 90 Imid C-C stretch 1634 1635 
37 Imid N-H wag 563 557 91 Thiol methyl symm stretch 3023 3026 
38 Imid N-H wag 575 575 92 Imid methyl symm stretch 3024 3027 
39 Imid ring deformation/twist 650 649 93 Thiol methyl symm stretch 3027 3028 
40 Imid ring deformation/twist 655 653 94 Imid methyl symm stretch 3034 3033 
41 Imid ring deformation/twist 674 674 95 Imid methyl asymm stretch 3093 3096 
42 
Imid methyl stretch/ring 
breathing 
675 675 96 Imid methyl asymm stretch 3105 3103 
43 Imid ring deformation/twist 682 682 97 Thiol methyl asymm stretch 3122 3127 
44 Imid ring deformation/twist 684 684 98 Thiol methyl asymm stretch 3127 3129 
45 Thiol S-C stretch 717 715 99 Thiol methyl asymm stretch 3128 3132 
46 Thiol S-C stretch 720 717 100 Thiol methyl asymm stretch 3132 3134 
47 Imid C-H wag 744 745 101 Imid methyl asymm stretch 3144 3145 
48 Imid C-H bend 749 749 102 Imid methyl asymm stretch 3149 3149 
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Table B.4 Continued 
Mode Assignment EBS BS Mode Assignment EBS BS 
49 Imid C-H wag 811 814 103 Imid C-H stretch 3249 3246 
50 Imid C-H wag 842 851 104 Imid C-H stretch 3253 3254 
51 Imid C-N-C bend 945 945 105 Imid C-H stretch 3271 3272 
52 Imid C-N-C bend 947 947 106 imid C-H stretch 3275 3276 
53 Thiol methyl bend 956 954 107 N-H stretch 3666 3666 
54 Thiol methyl bend 957 955 108 N-H stretch 3667 3667 
 
Table B.5 Full vibrational mode assignments (unscaled, in cm-1) calculated for oxidized 2dep using the 
uM06-L/cc-pVTZ  level of theory.223 
Mode Assignment EBS BS Mode Assignment EBS BS 
1 Rocks and twists 17 15 54 Thiol methyl bend 961 962 
2 Rocks and twists 35 33 55 Thiol methyl bend 964 963 
3 Rocks and twists 36 38 56 Imid methyl bend (dep) 1000 1001 
4 Rocks and twists 43 45 57 Imid methyl bend (pro) 1010 1010 
5 Rocks and twists 51 47 58 Fe-N stretch (pro) 1017 1017 
6 Rocks and twists 55 56 59 Imid methyl bend (pro) 1054 1058 
7 Rocks and twists 62 61 60 Imid methyl bend (dep) 1058 1060 
8 Rocks and twists 71 66 61 
Imid Fe-N stretch/C-N-C bend 
(dep) 
1066 1067 
9 Rocks and twists 76 76 62 Imid C-N stretch/N-H bend (pro) 1094 1093 
10 Rocks and twists 86 85 63 Imid C-N stretch/N-H bend (dep) 1140 1141 
11 Rocks and twists 99 91 64 Imid N-H bend (pro) 1171 1171 
12 Rocks and twists 112 103 65 Imid C-N stretch/C-H bend (dep) 1216 1211 
13 Rocks and twists 120 110 66 Imid C-H bend (pro) 1251 1244 
14 Rocks and twists 125 116 67 Imid C-H bend (dep) 1263 1264 
15 Rocks and twists 127 122 68 Imid C-H bend C-N stretch (dep) 1278 1276 
16 Rocks and twists 135 129 69 
Imid ring breathing/C-N stretch 
(pro) 
1298 1295 
17 Rocks and twists 147 143 70 Thiol methyl symm deformation 1328 1329 
18 Rocks and twists 153 146 71 Thiol methyl symm deformation 1331 1332 
19 Rocks and twists 157 152 72 Imid C-N stretch (pro) 1344 1348 
20 Rocks and twists 159 159 73 Imid C-N stretch (dep) 1354 1356 
21 Rocks and twists 173 161 74 
Imid methyl symm deformation 
(dep) 
1417 1419 
22 Rocks and twists 179 169 75 
Imid methyl symm deformation 
(pro) 
1424 1422 
23 Rocks and twists 190 188 76 Thiol methyl asymm deformation 1460 1460 
24 Rocks and twists 195 223 77 Thiol methyl asymm deformation 1463 1462 
25 Fe-N stretch (pro) 227 232 78 
Imid methyl asymm 
deformation/C-N stretch (dep) 
1468 1467 
26 Breathing mode 264 262 79 
Imid methyl asymm 
deformation/C-N stretch (dep) 
1470 1471 
27 Imid bend 278 279 80 
Imid methyl asymm deformation 
(dep) 
1475 1475 
28 Imid bend 282 283 81 Thiol methyl asymm deformation 1476 1476 
29 Fe-Sb stretch 306 307 82 Imid N-H bend (pro) 1477 1480 
30 Breathing mode 327 316 83 Thiol methyl asymm deformation 1481 1481 
31 Fe-Sb stretch 354 323 84 
Imid methyl asymm deformation 
(pro) 
1483 1486 
32 St-Fe-Sb stretch 361 354 85 
Imid C-N stretch/methyl asymm 
deformation (dep) 
1501 1501 
33 Imid rock (dep) 375 375 86 Imid C-N stretch/N-H wag (pro) 1528 1529 
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Table B.4 Continued 
Mode Assignment EBS BS Mode Assignment EBS BS 
34 Imid rock (pro) 377 378 87 Imid C-C stretch (dep) 1581 1581 
35 Fe-Sb ring breathing 417 415 88 Imid C-C stretch (pro) 1622 1627 
36 Fe-Sb stretch along S-S 452 436 89 Imid methyl asymm stretch (dep) 3004 3013 
37 Imid N-H wag (pro) 535 531 90 Thiol methyl symm stretch 3011 3013 
38 
Imid ring deformation/twist 
(pro) 
651 649 91 Thiol methyl symm stretch 3014 3016 
39 
Imid ring deformation/twist 
(dep) 
660 661 92 Imid methyl symm stretch (pro) 3034 3028 
40 Imid C-N-C bend (pro) 673 674 93 Imid methyl asymm stretch (dep) 3069 3076 
41 Imid C-N-C bend (dep) 676 676 94 Imid methyl asymm stretch (pro) 3105 3101 
42 
Imid ring deformation/ twist 
(pro) 
681 679 95 Thiol methyl asymm stretch 3107 3110 
43 
Imid ring deformation/ twist 
(dep) 
685 684 96 Thiol methyl asymm stretch 3111 3114 
44 Imid C-H wag (pro) 713 712 97 Thiol methyl asymm stretch 3112 3114 
45 Thiol S-C stretch 718 720 98 Imid methyl asymm stretch (dep) 3112 3114 
46 Thiol S-C stretch 720 721 99 Thiol methyl asymm stretch 3115 3116 
47 Imid C-H wag (dep) 805 805 100 Imid methyl asymm stretch (pro) 3133 3132 
48 Imid C-H wag (dep) 830 817 101 Imid C-H stretch (pro) 3145 3181 
49 Imid C-H wag (pro) 870 828 102 Imid C-H stretch (dep) 3184 3186 
50 Imid C-N-C bend (dep) 928 927 103 Imid C-H stretch (dep) 3191 3248 
51 Imid C-N-C bend (pro) 944 945 104 Imid C-H stretch (pro) 3262 3264 
52 Thiol methyl bend 957 956 105 Imid N-H stretch (pro) 3673 3675 
53 Thiol methyl bend 958 958     
 
Table B.6 Full vibrational mode assignments (unscaled, in cm-1) calculated for oxidized 2pro using the 
uB3LYP/cc-pVTZ  level of theory. 
Mode Assignment EBS BS Mode Assignment EBS BS 
1 Rocks and twists 13 12 55 Thiol methyl bend  962 962 
2 Rocks and twists 21 20 56 Thiol methyl bend  963 963 
3 Rocks and twists 34 32 57 Imid methyl bend 1010 1010 
4 Rocks and twists 35 34 58 Imid methyl bend 1013 1013 
5 Rocks and twists 36 35 59 Imid N-H/C-H bend/Fe-N stretch 1021 1021 
6 Rocks and twists 44 37 60 Imid N-H/C-H bend/Fe-N stretch 1022 1022 
7 Rocks and twists 47 46 61 Imid methyl bend 1066 1067 
8 Rocks and twists 54 51 62 Imid methyl bend 1073 1073 
9 Rocks and twists 77 71 63 Imid N-H/C-H bend 1092 1092 
10 Rocks and twists 85 81 64 Imid N-H/C-H bend 1093 1093 
11 Rocks and twists 89 86 65 Imid N-H/C-H bend 1171 1171 
12 Rocks and twists 104 97 66 Imid N-H/C-H bend 1172 1172 
13 Rocks and twists 109 101 67 Imid C-H bend 1252 1252 
14 Rocks and twists 112 107 68 Imid C-H bend 1254 1254 
15 Rocks and twists 115 110 69 Imid ring breathing/C-N stretch 1281 1281 
16 Rocks and twists 125 120 70 Imid ring breathing 1283 1283 
17 Rocks and twists 134 131 71 Imid C-N stretch 1330 1330 
18 Rocks and twists 139 138 72 Imid C-N stretch 1332 1332 
19 Rocks and twists 142 138 73 Thiol methyl symm deformation  1338 1338 
20 Rocks and twists 148 147 74 Thiol methyl symm deformation  1340 1341 
21 Rocks and twists 158 155 75 Imid methyl symm deformation 1428 1428 
22 Rocks and twists 166 161 76 Imid methyl symm deformation 1432 1431 
23 Rocks and twists 176 173 77 Thiol methyl asymm deformation  1473 1473 
24 Rocks and twists 180 177 78 Thiol methyl asymm deformation  1474 1474 
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Table B.6 Continued 
Mode Assignment EBS BS Mode Assignment EBS BS 
25 Rocks and twists 232 229 79 Imid methyl asymm deformation 1474 1474 
26 Fe-Nt stretch along Nt-Nt/Fe-Fe 
bend 
243 242 80 Imid methyl asymm deformation 1478 1478 
27 Imid bend at Cγ  276 276 81 Imid C-N stretch N-H wag 1482 1482 
28 Imid bend at Cγ  277 278 82 Imid C-N stretch N-H wag 1483 1483 
29 Breathing of FeN-S2,b-N2,t 298 290 83 Thiol methyl asymm deformation 1484 1483 
30 Fe-Sb stretch 309 273 84 Thiol methyl asymm deformation 1487 1487 
31 Fe-St stretch along Fe-Fe 340 340 85 Imid methyl asymm deformation 1490 1490 
32 Fe-St stretch along St-St  348 353 86 Imid methyl asymm deformation 1493 1493 
33 Imid Cβ-Cγ-Cδ bend 370 370 87 Imid C-N stretch 1523 1523 
34 Imid Cβ-Cγ-Cδ bend 372 371 88 Imid C-N stretch 1531 1531 
35 Fe-Sb ring breathing 410 408 89 Imid C-C stretch 1616 1616 
36 Fe-Sb stretch along Sb-Sb direction 442 432 90 Imid C-C stretch 1620 1620 
37 Imid N-H wag 557 557 91 Thiol methyl symm stretch  3033 3035 
38 Imid N-H wag 577 577 92 Imid methyl symm stretch 3033 3032 
39 Imid ring deformation/twist 653 653 93 Thiol methyl symm stretch  3033 3035 
40 Imid ring deformation/twist 655 655 94 Imid methyl symm stretch 3040 3041 
41 Imid methyl stretch/ring breathing 666 666 95 Imid methyl asymm stretch 3085 3084 
42 Imid methyl stretch/ring breathing 668 668 96 Imid methyl asymm stretch 3095 3097 
43 Imid ring deformation/ twist 685 686 97 Thiol methyl asymm stretch  3107 3110 
44 Imid ring deformation/ twist 687 687 98 Thiol methyl asymm stretch  3107 3110 
45 Thiol S-C stretch 690 689 99 Thiol methyl asymm stretch  3116 3118 
46 Thiol S-C stretch 690 689 100 Thiol methyl asymm stretch  3116 3118 
47 Imid C-H wag 760 760 101 Imid methyl asymm stretch 3116 3116 
48 Imid C-H bend 765 765 102 Imid methyl asymm stretch 3118 3118 
49 Imid C-H wag 829 829 103 Imid C-H stretch 3266 3265 
50 Imid C-H wag 872 872 104 Imid C-H stretch 3267 3266 
51 Imid C-N-C bend 948 948 105 Imid C-H stretch 3278 3278 
52 Imid C-N-C bend 948 948 106 Imid C-H stretch 3280 3280 
53 Thiol methyl bend  956 954 107 N-H stretch 3655 3655 
54 Thiol methyl bend  957 955 108 N-H stretch 3659 3658 
 
Table B.7 Full vibrational mode assignments (unscaled, in cm-1) calculated for oxidized 2dep using the 
uB3LYP/cc-pVTZ  level of theory. 
Mode Assignment EBS BS Mode Assignment EBS BS 
1 Rocks and twists 20 18 54 Thiol methyl bend 961 961 
2 Rocks and twists 31 31 55 Thiol methyl bend 962 962 
3 Rocks and twists 36 34 56 Imid methyl bend (dep) 1001 1001 
4 Rocks and twists 41 38 57 Imid methyl bend (pro) 1010 1010 
5 Rocks and twists 44 43 58 Fe-N stretch (pro) 1020 1020 
6 Rocks and twists 48 46 59 Fe-N stretch (dep) 1060 1060 
7 Rocks and twists 52 49 60 Imid methyl bend (pro) 1062 1062 
8 Rocks and twists 59 56 61 Imid Fe-N stretch/C-N-C bend 
(dep) 
1065 1065 
9 Rocks and twists 78 74 62 Imid C-N stretch/N-H bend (pro) 1088 1088 
10 Rocks and twists 83 80 63 Imid C-N stretch/N-H bend (dep) 1134 1134 
11 Rocks and twists 92 90 64 Imid N-H bend (pro) 1168 1168 
12 Rocks and twists 106 101 65 Imid C-N stretch/C-H bend (dep) 1207 1206 
13 Rocks and twists 116 111 66 Imid C-H bend (pro) 1254 1254 
14 Rocks and twists 119 112 67 Imid C-H bend (dep) 1259 1259 
15 Rocks and twists 124 117 68 Imid C-H bend/C-N stretch (dep) 1275 1276 
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Table B.7 Continued 
Mode Assignment EBS BS Mode Assignment EBS BS 
16 Rocks and twists 128 124 69 Imid ring breathing/C-N stretch 
(pro) 
1287 1287 
17 Rocks and twists 134 129 70 Imid ring breathing/C-N stretch 
(pro) 
1331 1331 
18 Rocks and twists 138 136 71 Thiol methyl symm deformation 1333 1333 
19 Rocks and twists 148 146 72 Thiol methyl symm deformation 1333 1334 
20 Rocks and twists 160 157 73 Imid C-N stretch (dep) 1347 1347 
21 Rocks and twists 169 166 74 Imid methyl symm deformation 
(dep) 
1420 1420 
22 Rocks and twists 171 169 75 Imid methyl symm deformation 
(pro) 
1429 1427 
23 Rocks and twists 179 176 76 Imid methyl asymm 
deformation/C-N stretch (dep) 
1467 1467 
24 Rocks and twists 187 184 77 Thiol methyl asymm deformation  1471 1471 
25 Fe-N stretch (pro) 220 218 78 Thiol methyl asymm deformation  1472 1472 
26 Breathing mode 254 254 79 Thiol methyl asymm deformation  1472 1473 
27 Imid bend 276 275 80 Imid methyl asymm deformation 
(dep) 
1477 1477 
28 Imid bend 282 282 81 Imid methyl asymm 
deformation/C-N stretch (pro) 
1478 1478 
29 Breathing mode 310 306 82 Thiol methyl asymm deformation  1487 1487 
30 Fe-Sb stretch 317 286 83 Thiol methyl asymm deformation  1490 1490 
31 St-Fe-Sb stretch 325 327 84 Imid methyl asymm deformation 
(pro) 
1492 1491 
32 St-Fe-Sb stretch 341 340 85 Imid C-N stretch/methyl asymm 
deformation (dep) 
1501 1501 
33 Imid rock (dep) 372 371 86 Imid C-N stretch N-H wag (pro) 1525 1525 
34 Imid rock (pro) 373 372 87 Imid C-C stretch (dep) 1566 1566 
35 Fe-Sb ring breathing 405 404 88 Imid C-C stretch (pro) 1614 1614 
36 Fe-Sb stretch along S-S 433 419 89 Imid methyl symm stretch (dep) 3015 3015 
37 Imid N-H wag (pro) 525 525 90 Thiol methyl symm stretch  3020 3022 
38 Imid ring deformation/twist (pro) 651 651 91 Thiol methyl symm stretch  3021 3022 
39 Imid ring deformation/twist (dep) 665 665 92 Imid methyl symm stretch (pro) 3035 3037 
40 Imid C-N-C bend (pro) 667 667 93 Imid methyl asymm stretch (dep) 3058 3058 
41 Imid C-N-C bend (dep) 674 674 94 Imid methyl asymm stretch (dep) 3083 3083 
42 Imid ring deformation/ twist (pro) 683 683 95 Thiol methyl asymm stretch  3089 3091 
43 Thiol S-C stretch 692 691 96 Thiol methyl asymm stretch  3091 3093 
44 Thiol S-C stretch 693 692 97 Imid methyl asymm stretch (pro) 3092 3095 
45 Imid ring deformation/twist (dep) 693 693 98 Thiol methyl asymm stretch  3102 3103 
46 Imid C-H wag (pro) 732 733 99 Thiol methyl asymm stretch  3102 3104 
47 Imid C-H wag (dep) 812 812 100 Imid methyl asymm stretch (pro) 3106 3108 
48 Imid C-H wag (dep) 845 845 101 Imid C-H stretch (dep) 3195 3195 
49 Imid C-H wag (pro) 859 856 102 Imid C-H stretch (dep) 3218 3217 
50 Imid C-N-C bend (dep) 941 941 103 Imid C-H stretch (pro) 3257 3257 
51 Imid C-N-C bend (pro) 947 947 104 Imid C-H stretch (pro) 3271 3272 
52 Thiol methyl bend  955 955 105 Imid N-H stretch (pro) 3668 3668 
53 Thiol methyl bend  956 956 







Table B.8 Full vibrational mode assignments (unscaled, in cm-1) calculated for reduced 2pro using the 
uB3LYP/cc-pVTZ  level of theory. 
Mode Assignment EBS BS Mode Assignment EBS BS 
1 Rocks and twists 19 20 55 Thiol methyl bend  961 961 
2 Rocks and twists 25 23 56 Thiol methyl bend  961 961 
3 Rocks and twists 32 33 57 Imid N-H/C-H bend/Fe-N stretch 995 995 
4 Rocks and twists 34 34 58 Imid N-H/C-H bend/Fe-N stretch 997 998 
5 Rocks and twists 41 41 59 Imid N-H/C-H bend/Fe-N stretch 1011 1012 
6 Rocks and twists 44 44 60 Imid N-H/C-H bend/Fe-N stretch 1013 1013 
7 Rocks and twists 52 51 61 Imid methyl bend 1066 1067 
8 Rocks and twists 62 60 62 Imid methyl bend 1071 1072 
9 Rocks and twists 71 69 63 Imid N-H/C-H bend 1086 1085 
10 Rocks and twists 78 78 64 Imid N-H/C-H bend 1090 1089 
11 Rocks and twists 84 84 65 Imid N-H/C-H bend 1143 1143 
12 Rocks and twists 103 101 66 Imid N-H/C-H bend 1155 1156 
13 Rocks and twists 104 103 67 Imid C-H bend 1249 1249 
14 Rocks and twists 114 111 68 Imid C-H bend 1265 1265 
15 Rocks and twists 115 113 69 Imid ring breathing/C-N stretch 1284 1284 
16 Rocks and twists 118 114 70 Imid ring breathing 1297 1297 
17 Rocks and twists 126 122 71 Thiol methyl symm deformation  1329 1329 
18 Rocks and twists 128 126 72 Thiol methyl symm deformation  1330 1330 
19 Rocks and twists 137 136 73 Imid C-N stretch 1333 1334 
20 Rocks and twists 140 138 74 Imid C-N stretch 1337 1337 
21 Rocks and twists 148 146 75 Imid methyl symm deformation 1418 1419 
22 Rocks and twists 149 148 76 Imid methyl symm deformation 1427 1426 
23 Rocks and twists 169 166 77 Imid C-N stretch/N-H wag 1465 1466 
24 Rocks and twists 171 170 78 Imid C-N stretch/N-H wag 1468 1468 
25 Rocks and twists 189 192 79 Thiol methyl asymm deformation  1470 1470 
26 FeN-Nt and FeS-St stretch 228 219 80 Thiol methyl asymm deformation  1472 1472 
27 Fe-Fe stretch and FeN-Nt stretch 272 270 81 Imid methyl asymm deformation 1472 1472 
28 Imid bend at Cγ of coordinating 
planes 
275 272 82 Imid methyl asymm deformation 1478 1478 
29 Imid bend at Cγ of coordinating 
planes 
281 275 83 Thiol methyl asymm deformation 1489 1489 
30 FeS-St and FeN-Nt stretch 287 279 84 Thiol methyl asymm deformation 1490 1492 
31 Fe-Sb stretch 301 295 85 Imid methyl asymm deformation 1491 1491 
32 Cβ-Cγ-Cδ stretch along Fe-Fe 
direction 
332 329 86 Imid methyl asymm deformation 1492 1492 
33 Fe-Sb ring breathing/Imid Cβ-Cγ-
Cδ bend 
358 357 87 Imid C-N stretch 1517 1517 
34 Imid Cβ-Cγ-Cδ bend 359 359 88 Imid C-N stretch 1531 1532 
35 Imid Cβ-Cγ-Cδ bend 368 365 89 Imid C-C stretch 1610 1611 
36 Fe-Sb stretch along Sb-Sb 397 392 90 Imid C-C stretch 1610 1611 
37 Hε-N bend 488 493 91 Thiol methyl symm stretch  3010 3010 
38 Imid N-H wag 533 534 92 Thiol methyl symm stretch  3013 3013 
39 Imid ring deformation/twist 645 646 93 Imid methyl symm stretch 3023 3022 
40 Imid ring deformation/twist 652 651 94 Imid methyl symm stretch 3029 3029 
41 Imid methyl stretch/ring breathing 667 667 95 Imid methyl asymm stretch 3074 3073 
42 Imid methyl stretch/ring breathing 668 668 96 Thiol methyl asymm stretch  3077 3078 
43 Imid ring deformation/twist 681 682 97 Imid methyl asymm stretch 3078 3078 
44 Imid ring deformation/twist 689 689 98 Thiol methyl asymm stretch  3080 3080 
45 Thiol S-C stretch 691 691 99 Thiol methyl asymm stretch  3092 3093 
46 Thiol S-C stretch 693 692 100 Imid methyl asymm stretch 3094 3095 
47 Imid C-H wag 716 717 101 Thiol methyl asymm stretch  3094 3095 
48 Imid C-H bend 726 725 102 Imid methyl asymm stretch 3100 3099 
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Table B.8 Continued 
Mode Assignment EBS BS Mode Assignment EBS BS 
49 Imid C-H wag 837 845 103 Imid C-H stretch 3128 3125 
50 Imid C-N-C bend 945 945 104 Imid C-H stretch 3258 3253 
51 Imid C-N-C bend 949 949 105 Imid C-H stretch 3259 3260 
52 Thiol methyl bend  951 950 106 imid C-H stretch 3266 3266 
53 Thiol methyl bend  955 955 107 N-H stretch 3664 3664 
54 Thiol methyl bend  958 958 108 N-H stretch 3669 3668 
 
Table B.9 Full vibrational mode assignments (unscaled, in cm-1) calculated for reduced 2dep using the 
uB3LYP/cc-pVTZ  level of theory. 
Mode Assignment EBS BS Mode Assignment EBS BS 
1 Rocks and twists 8 17 54 Thiol methyl bend  957 956 
2 Rocks and twists 19 19 55 Thiol methyl bend  958 957 
3 Rocks and twists 36 35 56 Fe-N stretch (pro) 987 991 
4 Rocks and twists 38 37 57 Imid methyl bend (dep) 998 998 
5 Rocks and twists 45 44 58 Imid methyl bend (pro) 1011 1012 
6 Rocks and twists 51 50 59 Fe-N stretch (dep) 1036 1036 
7 Rocks and twists 53 51 60 Imid methyl bend (pro) 1059 1058 
8 Rocks and twists 58 55 61 Imid methyl bend (dep) 1061 1060 
9 Rocks and twists 66 70 62 Imid C-N stretch/N-H bend (pro) 1077 1077 
10 Rocks and twists 74 76 63 Imid C-N stretch/N-H bend (dep) 1135 1134 
11 Rocks and twists 86 87 64 Imid C-N stretch/N-H bend (pro) 1139 1143 
12 Rocks and twists 94 99 65 Imid C-N stretch/C-H bend (dep) 1232 1230 
13 Rocks and twists 108 100 66 Imid C-H bend (pro) 1244 1245 
14 Rocks and twists 108 110 67 Imid C-H bend (dep) 1263 1262 
15 Rocks and twists 117 114 68 Imid C-H bend/C-N stretch (pro) 1269 1269 
16 Rocks and twists 117 115 69 Imid ring breathing/C-N stretch 
(pro) 
1285 1284 
17 Rocks and twists 123 123 70 Thiol methyl symm deformation 1321 1321 
18 Rocks and twists 127 126 71 Thiol methyl symm deformation 1322 1322 
19 Rocks and twists 129 133 72 Imid C-N stretch (dep) 1328 1328 
20 Rocks and twists 140 142 73 Imid C-N stretch (pro) 1337 1335 
21 Rocks and twists 147 149 74 Imid methyl symm deformation 
(dep) 
1411 1412 
22 Rocks and twists 170 167 75 Imid methyl symm deformation 
(pro) 
1428 1426 
23 Rocks and twists 172 170 76 Imid methyl asymm 
deformation/C-N stretch (pro) 
1458 1460 
24 Rocks and twists 173 174 77 Imid methyl asymm 
deformation/C-N stretch (dep) 
1464 1464 
25 Fe-N stretch (dep) 196 191 78 Imid methyl asymm 
deformation/C-N stretch (pro) 
1466 1465 
26 Breathing mode 232 223 79 Thiol methyl asymm deformation  1467 1467 
27 Imid bend 273 272 80 Thiol methyl asymm deformation  1468 1468 
28 Breathing mode 278 269 81 Imid methyl asymm deformation 
(dep) 
1472 1471 
29 Imid bend 279 277 82 Imid methyl asymm deformation 
(pro) 
1489 1488 
30 Fe-Sb stretch 284 285 83 Thiol methyl asymm deformation  1490 1490 
31 St-Fe-Sb stretch 299 275 84 Thiol methyl asymm deformation  1492 1492 
32 St-Fe-Sb stretch 334 311 85 Imid C-N stretch/methyl asymm 
deformation (dep) 
1503 1502 
33 Imid rock (dep) 359 355 86 Imid C-N stretch/N-H wag (pro) 1515 1516 
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Table B.8 Continued 
Mode Assignment EBS BS Mode Assignment EBS BS 
34 Imid rock (pro) 364 365 87 Imid C-C stretch (dep) 1546 1547 
35 Fe-Sb ring breathing 370 360 88 Imid C-C stretch (pro) 1603 1605 
36 Fe-Sb stretch along S-S 398 385 89 Thiol methyl symm stretch  2992 2991 
37 Imid N-H wag (pro) 442 447 90 Thiol methyl symm stretch  2993 2993 
38 Imid ring deformation/twist 
(pro) 
647 646 91 Imid methyl symm stretch (dep) 2999 3000 
39 Imid C-N-C bend (pro) 664 665 92 Imid methyl symm stretch (pro) 3017 3020 
40 Imid C-N-C bend (dep) 668 668 93 Imid methyl asymm stretch (dep) 3042 3044 
41 Imid N-H wag (pro) 674 674 94 Imid methyl asymm stretch (dep) 3056 3059 
42 Imid ring deformation/twist 
(dep) 
681 680 95 Thiol methyl asymm stretch  3058 3058 
43 Thiol S-C stretch 693 692 96 Thiol methyl asymm stretch  3058 3058 
44 Thiol S-C stretch 694 693 97 Imid methyl asymm stretch (pro) 3078 3084 
45 Imid ring deformation/twist  699 699 98 Thiol methyl asymm stretch  3079 3078 
46 Imid ring deformation/twist  700 700 99 Thiol methyl asymm stretch  3080 3079 
47 Imid C-H wag (dep) 766 767 100 Imid methyl asymm stretch (pro) 3091 3091 
48 Imid C-H wag 837 839 101 Imid C-H stretch (dep) 3157 3158 
49 Imid C-H wag 859 857 102 Imid C-H stretch (dep) 3199 3200 
50 Imid C-N-C bend (pro) 945 945 103 Imid C-H stretch (pro) 3247 3249 
51 Imid C-N-C bend (dep) 953 953 104 Imid C-H stretch (pro) 3250 3253 
52 Thiol methyl bend  954 953 105 Imid N-H stretch (pro) 3666 3668 
53 Thiol methyl bend  954 954   




Section B.3 Full Vibrational Mode Analysis for MitoNEET Clusters 
Table B.10 Full vibrational mode assignments (unscaled, in cm-1) calculated for oxidized 3pro using the 
uM06-L/cc-pVTZ  level of theory. 
Mode Assignment EBS BS Mode Assignment EBS BS 
1 Rocks and twists 29 30 45 Thiol methyl bend 956 957 
2 Rocks and twists 34 35 46 Thiol methyl bend 958 958 
3 Rocks and twists 41 41 47 Thiol methyl bend 960 961 
4 Rocks and twists 46 45 48 Thiol methyl bend 961 961 
5 Rocks and twists 55 54 49 Thiol methyl bend 963 963 
6 Rocks and twists 59 63 50 Fe-N stretch 1001 1000 
7 Rocks and twists 67 68 51 Imid methyl bend 1009 1009 
8 Rocks and twists 77 77 52 Imid methyl bend 1050 1050 
9 Rocks and twists 86 84 53 Imid C-N stretch/N-H bend 1084 1084 
10 Rocks and twists 93 90 54 Imid C-N stretch/N-H bend 1155 1155 
11 Rocks and twists 107 105 55 Imid C-H bend 1231 1230 
12 Rocks and twists 111 109 56 Imid ring breathing/C-N stretch 1291 1291 
13 Rocks and twists 115 110 57 Thiol methyl symm deformation 1326 1328 
14 Rocks and twists 123 118 58 Thiol methyl symm deformation 1330 1332 
15 Rocks and twists 126 125 59 Thiol methyl symm deformation 1333 1334 
16 Rocks and twists 139 136 60 Imid C-N stretch 1346 1345 
17 Rocks and twists 145 144 61 Imid methyl symm deformation 1414 1413 
18 Rocks and twists 150 147 62 Imid methyl asymm deformation  1460 1459 
19 Rocks and twists 153 151 63 Thiol methyl asymm deformation 1460 1460 
20 Rocks and twists 172 170 64 Thiol methyl asymm deformation 1462 1462 
21 Rocks and twists 176 173 65 Thiol methyl asymm deformation 1467 1467 
22 Rocks and twists 193 192 66 Imid methyl/Cys methyl def. 1474 1473 
23 Rocks and twists 197 193 67 Two Cys methyl deformations 1474 1474 
24 Rocks and twists 231 227 68 C-N stretch/N-H rocking 1475 1476 
25 Imid bend at Cγ  277 278 69 Two Cys methyl deformations 1478 1478 
26 Out-of-phase breathing of Fe-S4  282 284 70 




Out of-phase Fe-St stretch along 
St-St 
320 323 71 
Imid N-C-N asymm stretch/Imid 
methyl deformation 
1516 1516 
28 Fe-S stretch 334 331 72 Imid C-C stretch 1624 1624 
29 FeS-St stretch along Fe-Fe  351 315 73 Thiol methyl symm stretch 3010 3011 
30 Fe-Sb stretch 353 349 74 Thiol methyl symm stretch 3012 3013 
31 Imid Cβ-Cγ-Cδ bend 368 369 75 Thiol methyl symm stretch 3015 3015 
32 Fe-Sb ring breathing 407 405 76 Imid methyl symm stretch 3033 3032 
33 Fe-Sb stretch along Sb-Sb 447 432 77 Thiol methyl asymm stretch 3102 3102 
34 Imid N-H wag 513 516 78 Imid methyl asymm stretch 3104 3103 
35 Imid ring deformation/twist 652 652 79 Thiol methyl asymm stretch 3107 3108 
36 Imid C-N-C bend 676 676 80 Thiol methyl asymm stretch 3108 3110 
37 Imid ring deformation/ twist 683 683 81 Thiol methyl asymm stretch 3109 3111 
38 Imid C-H wag 709 711 82 Thiol methyl asymm stretch 3111 3112 
39 Thiol S-C stretch 716 716 83 Thiol methyl asymm stretch 3126 3127 
40 Thiol S-C stretch 720 720 84 Imid methyl asymm stretch 3138 3137 
41 Thiol S-C stretch 724 722 85 Imid C-H stretch 3215 3215 
42 Imid C-H wag 858 857 86 Imid C-H stretch 3262 3261 
43 Imid C-N-C bend 946 945 87 Imid N-H stretch 3673 3673 
44 Thiol methyl bend 953 954     
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Table B.11 Full vibrational mode assignments (unscaled, in cm-1) calculated for oxidized 3dep using the 
uM06-L/cc-pVTZ  level of theory. 
Mode Assignment EBS BS Mode Assignment EBS BS 
1 Rocks and twists 30 31 43 Thiol methyl bend  955 955 
2 Rocks and twists 35 36 44 Thiol methyl bend  956 956 
3 Rocks and twists 38 37 45 Thiol methyl bend  956 956 
4 Rocks and twists 43 43 46 Thiol methyl bend  960 960 
5 Rocks and twists 48 53 47 Thiol methyl bend  961 961 
6 Rocks and twists 61 62 48 Thiol methyl bend  963 963 
7 Rocks and twists 72 70 49 Imid methyl bend 998 999 
8 Rocks and twists 80 74 50 Imid methyl bend 1049 1050 
9 Rocks and twists 86 81 51 Fe-N stretch  1050 1050 
10 Rocks and twists 92 86 52 Imid C-N stretch/N-H bend 1137 1136 
11 Rocks and twists 103 96 53 Imid C-N stretch/N-H bend 1226 1224 
12 Rocks and twists 106 99 54 Imid C-H bend 1262 1261 
13 Rocks and twists 112 109 55 Imid ring breathing/C-N stretch 1275 1274 
14 Rocks and twists 121 116 56 Thiol methyl symm deformation 1322 1322 
15 Rocks and twists 128 123 57 Thiol methyl symm deformation 1323 1325 
16 Rocks and twists 135 132 58 Thiol methyl symm deformation 1327 1327 
17 Rocks and twists 143 140 59 Imid C-N stretch 1347 1347 
18 Rocks and twists 150 145 60 Imid methyl symm deformation 1413 1413 
19 Rocks and twists 155 154 61 Thiol methyl asymm deformation 1459 1458 
20 Rocks and twists 168 166 62 Thiol methyl asymm deformation 1461 1460 
21 Rocks and twists 173 170 63 Thiol methyl asymm deformation 1463 1462 
22 Rocks and twists 184 182 64 N-C-N asymm stretch/Imid 
methyl deformation 
1465 1465 
23 Rocks and twists 197 192 65 Imid methyl/Cys methyl 
deformation 
1469 1469 
24 Rocks and twists 249 249 66 Imid methyl/Cys methyl 
deformation 
1477 1477 
25 Imid bend at Cγ  269 270 67 Two Cys methyl deformations 1478 1478 
26 Out-of-phase breathing of Fe-S4  288 289 68 Two Cys methyl deformations 1482 1483 
27 Out of-phase Fe-St stretch along 
St-St 
302 304 69 Imid N-C-N asymm stretch/Imid 
methyl deformation 
1498 1498 
28 Fe-S stretch 320 317 70 Imid C-C stretch 1575 1576 
29 FeS-St stretch along Fe-Fe  343 313 71 Thiol methyl symm stretch  2992 2994 
30 Fe-Sb stretch 347 341 72 Thiol methyl symm stretch  2994 2995 
31 Imid Cβ-Cγ-Cδ bend 368 369 73 Thiol methyl symm stretch  2998 2999 
32 Fe-Sb ring breathing 388 386 74 Imid methyl symm stretch  3003 3004 
33 Fe-Sb stretch along Sb-Sb 433 417 75 Imid methyl asymm stretch  3068 3069 
34 Imid ring deformation/twist 667 667 76 Thiol methyl asymm stretch  3084 3086 
35 Imid C-N-C bend  675 675 77 Thiol methyl asymm stretch  3086 3088 
36 Imid ring deformation/twist 690 689 78 Thiol methyl asymm stretch  3087 3089 
37 Thiol S-C stretch 722 721 79 Thiol methyl asymm stretch  3090 3093 
38 Thiol S-C stretch 722 722 80 Thiol methyl asymm stretch  3092 3094 
39 Thiol S-C stretch 724 724 81 Imid methyl asymm stretch  3095 3096 
40 Imid C-H wag 769 770 82 Thiol methyl asymm stretch  3099 3101 
41 Imid C-H wag 833 832 83 Imid C-H stretch 3155 3156 




Table B.12 Full vibrational mode assignments (unscaled, in cm-1) calculated for oxidized 3pro using the 
uB3LYP/cc-pVTZ  level of theory. 
Mode Assignment EBS BS Mode Assignment EBS BS 
1 Rocks and twists 19 16 45 Thiol methyl bend 955 954 
2 Rocks and twists 33 31 46 Thiol methyl bend 957 956 
3 Rocks and twists 41 38 47 Thiol methyl bend 960 960 
4 Rocks and twists 43 39 48 Thiol methyl bend 962 962 
5 Rocks and twists 52 47 49 Thiol methyl bend 963 963 
6 Rocks and twists 56 51 50 Fe-N stretch 1003 1003 
7 Rocks and twists 64 63 51 Imid methyl bend 1017 1016 
8 Rocks and twists 81 77 52 Imid methyl bend 1062 1061 
9 Rocks and twists 86 82 53 Imid C-N stretch/N-H bend 1082 1082 
10 Rocks and twists 92 85 54 Imid C-N stretch/N-H bend 1154 1154 
11 Rocks and twists 96 93 55 Imid C-H bend 1246 1246 
12 Rocks and twists 107 101 56 Imid ring breathing/C-N stretch 1283 1283 
13 Rocks and twists 114 109 57 Thiol methyl symm deformation 1331 1332 
14 Rocks and twists 121 112 58 Thiol methyl symm deformation 1332 1333 
15 Rocks and twists 126 118 59 Imid C-N stretch 1335 1335 
16 Rocks and twists 130 126 60 Thiol methyl symm deformation 1337 1337 
17 Rocks and twists 143 139 61 Imid methyl symm deformation 1429 1426 
18 Rocks and twists 143 142 62 Imid methyl asymm deformation 1470 1469 
19 Rocks and twists 149 146 63 Thiol methyl asymm deformation 1471 1471 
20 Rocks and twists 170 167 64 Thiol methyl asymm deformation 1472 1472 
21 Rocks and twists 175 171 65 Thiol methyl asymm deformation 1475 1475 
22 Rocks and twists 183 180 66 C-N stretch/N-H rocking 1475 1475 
23 Rocks and twists 189 187 67 One Cys methyl deformation 1484 1484 
24 Rocks and twists 218 215 68 Two Cys methyl deformations 1488 1487 
25 Imid bend at Cγ  276 274 69 
Imid methyl/Cys methyl 
deformation 
1490 1490 
26 Out-of-phase breathing of Fe-S4  279 279 70 C-N stretch/N-H rocking 1492 1491 
27 Fe-St stretch along St-St  310 285 71 
Imid N-C-N asymm stretch/Imid 
methyl deformation 
1516 1515 
28 Fe-St stretch along Fe-Fe 318 315 72 Imid C-C stretch 1612 1613 
29 Fe-S stretch 328 325 73 Thiol methyl symm stretch 3017 3019 
30 Fe-Sb stretch 340 338 74 Thiol methyl symm stretch 3018 3019 
31 Imid Cβ-Cγ-Cδ bend 371 370 75 Thiol methyl symm stretch 3022 3023 
32 Fe-Sb ring breathing 396 395 76 Imid methyl symm stretch 3032 3036 
33 Fe-Sb stretch along Sb-Sb 428 414 77 Thiol methyl asymm stretch 3085 3086 
34 Imid N-H wag 509 510 78 Imid methyl asymm stretch 3086 3088 
35 Imid ring deformation/twist 652 651 79 Thiol methyl asymm stretch 3087 3089 
36 Imid C-N-C bend 667 667 80 Imid methyl asymm stretch 3089 3095 
37 Imid ring deformation/twist 686 686 81 Thiol methyl asymm stretch 3099 3100 
38 Thiol S-C stretch 689 689 82 Thiol methyl asymm stretch 3100 3101 
39 Thiol S-C stretch 692 691 83 Imid methyl asymm stretch 3104 3107 
40 Thiol S-C stretch 693 692 84 Thiol methyl asymm stretch 3113 3115 
41 Imid C-H wag 729 730 85 Imid C-H stretch 3243 3242 
42 Imid C-H wag 879 880 86 Imid C-H stretch 3268 3269 
43 Imid C-N-C bend 949 949 87 Imid N-H stretch 3669 3669 




Table B.13 Full vibrational mode assignments (unscaled, in cm-1) calculated for oxidized 3dep using the 
uB3LYP/cc-pVTZ  level of theory. 
Mode Assignment EBS BS Mode Assignment EBS BS 
1 Rocks and twists 20 20 43 Thiol methyl bend  953 953 
2 Rocks and twists 30 28 44 Thiol methyl bend  954 954 
3 Rocks and twists 36 35 45 Thiol methyl bend  954 954 
4 Rocks and twists 44 42 46 Thiol methyl bend  958 958 
5 Rocks and twists 48 45 47 Thiol methyl bend  959 959 
6 Rocks and twists 51 51 48 Thiol methyl bend  959 959 
7 Rocks and twists 64 63 49 Imid methyl bend 1002 1002 
8 Rocks and twists 81 78 50 Fe-N stretch  1054 1055 
9 Rocks and twists 87 85 51 Imid methyl bend 1058 1059 
10 Rocks and twists 93 93 52 Imid C-N stretch/N-H bend 1132 1131 
11 Rocks and twists 102 99 53 Imid C-N stretch/N-H bend 1217 1216 
12 Rocks and twists 110 107 54 Imid C-H bend 1260 1259 
13 Rocks and twists 121 116 55 Imid ring breathing/C-N stretch 1271 1271 
14 Rocks and twists 126 120 56 Thiol methyl symm deformation 1323 1324 
15 Rocks and twists 129 124 57 Thiol methyl symm deformation 1325 1325 
16 Rocks and twists 130 126 58 Thiol methyl symm deformation 1328 1328 
17 Rocks and twists 137 136 59 Imid C-N stretch 1341 1341 
18 Rocks and twists 143 139 60 Imid methyl symm deformation 1417 1417 
19 Rocks and twists 149 147 61 N-C-N asymm stretch/Imid 
methyl deformation 
1468 1468 
20 Rocks and twists 164 163 62 Thiol methyl asymm deformation 1468 1469 
21 Rocks and twists 173 170 63 Thiol methyl asymm deformation 1469 1469 
22 Rocks and twists 182 179 64 N-C-N asymm stretch/Imid 
methyl deformation 
1471 1472 
23 Rocks and twists 193 190 65 Imid methyl/Cys methyl 
deformation 
1474 1474 
24 Rocks and twists 244 245 66 Imid methyl/Cys methyl 
deformation 
1488 1488 
25 Imid bend at Cγ  266 266 67 Three Cys methyl deformations 1489 1489 
26 Out-of-phase breathing of Fe-S4  285 287 68 Two Cys methyl deformations 1492 1492 
27 Out of-phase Fe-St stretch along 
St-St 
297 300 69 Imid N-C-N asymm stretch/Imid 
methyl deformation 
1504 1504 
28 FeS-St stretch along Fe-Fe 308 280 70 Imid C-C stretch 1563 1564 
29 Fe-S stretch 309 307 71 Thiol methyl symm stretch  2999 3000 
30 Fe-Sb stretch 335 332 72 Thiol methyl symm stretch  3000 3002 
31 Imid Cβ-Cγ-Cδ bend 372 372 73 Thiol methyl symm stretch  3005 3006 
32 Fe-Sb ring breathing 376 375 74 Imid methyl symm stretch  3009 3010 
33 Fe-Sb stretch along Sb-Sb 410 396 75 Imid methyl asymm stretch  3061 3062 
34 Imid C-N-C bend  668 668 76 Thiol methyl asymm stretch  3064 3066 
35 Imid ring deformation/twist 673 672 77 Thiol methyl asymm stretch  3065 3067 
36 Imid ring deformation/twist 692 691 78 Imid methyl asymm stretch  3067 3067 
37 Thiol S-C stretch 693 692 79 Thiol methyl asymm stretch  3068 3069 
38 Imid ring deformation/twist 693 692 80 Thiol methyl asymm stretch  3083 3084 
39 Thiol S-C stretch 693 693 81 Thiol methyl asymm stretch  3084 3085 
40 Imid C-H wag 776 777 82 Thiol methyl asymm stretch  3090 3092 
41 Imid C-H wag 852 851 83 Imid C-H stretch 3167 3168 




Table B.14 Full vibrational mode assignments (unscaled, in cm-1) calculated for reduced 3pro using the 
uB3LYP/cc-pVTZ  level of theory. 
Mode Assignment EBS BS Mode Assignment EBS BS 
1 Rocks and twists 23 22 45 Thiol methyl bend  953 953 
2 Rocks and twists 28 28 46 Thiol methyl bend  953 953 
3 Rocks and twists 36 34 47 Thiol methyl bend  955 955 
4 Rocks and twists 45 44 48 Thiol methyl bend  956 955 
5 Rocks and twists 49 48 49 Thiol methyl bend  957 957 
6 Rocks and twists 61 59 50 Fe-N stretch  985 986 
7 Rocks and twists 66 65 51 Imid methyl bend 1014 1014 
8 Rocks and twists 68 67 52 Imid methyl bend 1066 1064 
9 Rocks and twists 81 80 53 Imid C-N stretch/N-H bend 1072 1072 
10 Rocks and twists 84 84 54 Imid C-N stretch/N-H bend 1130 1131 
11 Rocks and twists 90 90 55 Imid C-H bend 1242 1242 
12 Rocks and twists 105 103 56 Imid ring breathing/C-N stretch 1282 1282 
13 Rocks and twists 110 109 57 Thiol methyl symm deformation 1320 1320 
14 Rocks and twists 117 116 58 Thiol methyl symm deformation 1321 1321 
15 Rocks and twists 120 119 59 Thiol methyl symm deformation 1324 1324 
16 Rocks and twists 124 122 60 Imid C-N stretch 1341 1341 
17 Rocks and twists 127 125 61 Imid methyl symm deformation 1434 1434 
18 Rocks and twists 130 129 62 Imid methyl asymm deformation  1457 1458 
19 Rocks and twists 141 136 63 Thiol methyl asymm deformation 1466 1465 
20 Rocks and twists 144 145 64 Thiol methyl asymm deformation 1466 1466 
21 Rocks and twists 171 170 65 Thiol methyl asymm deformation 1467 1467 
22 Rocks and twists 172 173 66 One Cys methyl deformation 1471 1471 
23 Rocks and twists 182 180 67 One Cys methyl deformation 1486 1487 
24 Rocks and twists 192 182 68 Imid proton rocking/Imid methyl 
deformation 
1489 1488 
25 Fe-Nt and Fe-St stretch 236 234 69 Imid proton rocking/Imid methyl 
deformation 
1489 1489 
26 FeN,S-Sb stretch 270 262 70 Two Cys methyl deformations 1492 1492 
27 Fe-St stretch along Fe-Fe 274 269 71 Imid N-C-N asymm stretch/Imid 
methyl deformation 
1510 1510 
28 Imid bend at Cγ  277 276 72 Imid C-C stretch 1602 1603 
29 Fe-St and Fe-Nt stretch 294 282 73 Thiol methyl symm stretch  2985 2986 
30 Out-of-Phase breathing of the Fe-S4  327 302 74 Thiol methyl symm stretch  2986 2987 
31 Imid Cβ-Cγ-Cδ bend 362 364 75 Thiol methyl symm stretch  2988 2989 
32 Fe-Sb ring breathing/Imid Cβ-Cγ-Cδ 
bend 
364 358 76 Imid methyl symm stretch  3000 3003 
33 Fe-Sb stretch along Sb-Sb  387 383 77 Thiol methyl asymm stretch  3049 3050 
34 Imid H-Nε bend 418 423 78 Imid methyl asymm stretch  3052 3053 
35 Imid ring deformation/twist 645 645 79 Thiol methyl asymm stretch  3054 3054 
36 Imid C-N-C bend  665 665 80 Imid methyl asymm stretch  3058 3060 
37 Imid ring deformation/twist 671 672 81 Thiol methyl asymm stretch  3073 3074 
38 Thiol S-C stretch 692 691 82 Thiol methyl asymm stretch  3074 3076 
39 Thiol S-C stretch 692 692 83 Imid methyl asymm stretch  3076 3076 
40 Thiol S-C stretch 695 695 84 Thiol methyl asymm stretch  3091 3090 
41 Imid C-H wag 700 700 85 Imid C-H stretch 3219 3217 
42 Imid C-H wag 873 876 86 Imid C-H stretch 3249 3249 
43 Imid C-N-C bend 946 946 87 Imid N-H stretch 3667 3667 
44 Thiol methyl bend  947 947 
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Table B.15 Full vibrational mode assignments (unscaled, in cm-1) calculated for reduced 3dep using the 
uB3LYP/cc-pVTZ  level of theory. 
Mode Assignment EBS BS Mode Assignment EBS BS 
1 Rocks and twists 20 20 43 Thiol methyl bend  945 946 
2 Rocks and twists 26 25 44 Thiol methyl bend  950 950 
3 Rocks and twists 32 31 45 Thiol methyl bend  950 950 
4 Rocks and twists 43 43 46 Thiol methyl bend  952 952 
5 Rocks and twists 45 44 47 Thiol methyl bend  952 952 
6 Rocks and twists 52 52 48 Imid C-N-C bend 953 953 
7 Rocks and twists 64 63 49 Imid methyl bend 998 998 
8 Rocks and twists 75 74 50 Fe-N stretch  1033 1035 
9 Rocks and twists 75 74 51 Imid methyl bend 1056 1056 
10 Rocks and twists 87 87 52 Imid C-N stretch/N-H bend 1123 1124 
11 Rocks and twists 100 98 53 Imid C-N stretch/N-H bend 1227 1227 
12 Rocks and twists 108 103 54 Imid C-H bend 1252 1252 
13 Rocks and twists 113 115 55 Imid ring breathing/C-N stretch 1267 1267 
14 Rocks and twists 118 116 56 Thiol methyl symm deformation 1310 1309 
15 Rocks and twists 125 124 57 Thiol methyl symm deformation 1312 1312 
16 Rocks and twists 126 125 58 Thiol methyl symm deformation 1312 1313 
17 Rocks and twists 129 129 59 Imid C-N stretch 1325 1326 
18 Rocks and twists 131 131 60 Imid methyl symm deformation 1413 1414 
19 Rocks and twists 135 134 61 N-C-N asymm stretch/Imid 
methyl deformation 
1462 1462 
20 Rocks and twists 150 150 62 Thiol methyl asymm deformation 1462 1462 
21 Rocks and twists 159 159 63 Thiol methyl asymm deformation 1464 1464 
22 Rocks and twists 170 169 64 Imid methyl deformation/N-H 
wag 
1467 1467 
23 Rocks and twists 171 171 65 One Cys methyl deformation 1468 1469 
24 Rocks and twists 200 199 66 One Cys methyl deformation 1488 1489 
25 Fe-Nt and Fe-St stretch 216 215 67 Two Cys methyl deformations 1490 1490 
26 FeN,S-Sb stretch 227 225 68 Two Cys methyl deformations 1492 1492 
27 Fe-St stretch along Fe-Fe 247 246 69 Imid N-C-N asymm stretch/Imid 
methyl deformation 
1503 1503 
28 Fe-St and Fe-Nt stretch 259 249 70 Imid C-C stretch 1550 1550 
29 Imid bend at Cγ  267 267 71 Thiol methyl symm stretch  2952 2954 
30 Out-of-phase breathing of Fe-S4  272 267 72 Thiol methyl symm stretch  2958 2958 
31 Imid Cβ-Cγ-Cδ bend 361 361 73 Thiol methyl symm stretch  2961 2960 
32 Fe-Sb ring breathing/ Imid Cβ-Cγ-Cδ 
bend 
365 263 74 Imid methyl symm stretch  2986 2987 
33 Fe-Sb stretch along Sb-Sb 382 379 75 Thiol methyl asymm stretch  3014 3018 
34 Imid C-N-C bend  667 667 76 Thiol methyl asymm stretch  3032 3032 
35 Imid ring deformation/twist 681 680 77 Thiol methyl asymm stretch  3033 3033 
36 Imid ring deformation/twist 683 684 78 Thiol methyl asymm stretch  3043 3045 
37 Thiol S-C stretch 690 690 79 Imid methyl asymm stretch  3050 3050 
38 Thiol S-C stretch 691 691 80 Imid methyl asymm stretch  3057 3058 
39 Imid ring deformation/twist 701 700 81 Thiol methyl asymm stretch  3059 3059 
40 Imid C-H wag 735 736 82 Thiol methyl asymm stretch  3061 3061 
41 Imid C-H wag 861 860 83 Imid C-H stretch 3125 3127 
42 Thiol methyl bend  941 942 84 Imid C-H stretch 3193 3194 
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Appendix C. Preliminary ONIOM 
Data  
Section C.1 Heisenberg Coupling Constants 
Table C.1 Heisenberg coupling constants for 1oxo and 1red, calculated using the energies and <S2> values of 
the high spin and broken symmetry states. Structures were optimized at the levels of theory indicated in 
footnotes. 
J (cm-1) Oxidized Reduced 
ONIOMa -177 -162 
QM onlyb -156 -81 
Experimentc -182 ± 20 -98 +5-10 
a  Calculated using B3LYP/cc-pVTZ:Amber 
b  Calculated using B3LYP/cc-pVTZ 
c  Determined from magnetic susceptibility measurements of blue-green alga S. maxima78 
 
Table C.2 Heisenberg coupling constants for 2pro and 2dep, calculated using the energies and <S2> values of 




Oxidized Reduced Oxidized Reduced 
Protonated -179 -162 -164 N/A 
Deprotonated -166 -80 -148 -203 
Bergner et al.c -151/-124 
a  Calculated using B3LYP/cc-pVTZ:Amber 
b  Calculated using B3LYP/cc-pVTZ 




Section C.2 Vibrational Mode Comparison 
Table C.3 Core vibrational frequencies (unscaled, in cm-1) and modes calculated for 1oxo using the 
uB3LYP/cc-pVTZa, uB3LYP/cc-pVTZ:Amberb methods, reported previously by Shoji et al. using the BS 
approximation111, and measured experimentally for the [2Fe-2S] ferredoxin protein (Han et al. 92). 
Experiment92 Mode  Assignment111 BS 1oxoa EBS 1oxoa OBS 1oxob BS-UB3LYP/DZP111 
282 
Out-of-Phase breathing mode of the 
two connected FeS4 tetrahedral 
265 263 321 254 
--- 
Out of-phase FeSt stretching mode 
along St-St direction 
292 288 348 310 
357 
FeSt stretching mode along St-St 
direction 
298 297 317 303 
329 FeSb stretching mode 277 303 305 302 
339 FeS stretching mode 304 307 348 288 
367 
Fe-S stretching mode along Fe-Fe 
direction 
330 333 358 326 
395 FeSb ring breathing 372 372 391 383 
426 
Fe-Sb stretching mode along Sb-Sb 
direction 
391 406 420 403 
--- RMSD from Experiment 39 33 24 37 
All values displayed in cm-1  




Table C.4 Core vibrational frequencies (unscaled, in cm-1) and modes calculated for 1red using the 
uB3LYP/cc-pVTZa, uB3LYP/cc-pVTZ:Amberb methods, reported previously by Shoji et al. using the BS 
approximation111, and measured experimentally for the [2Fe-2S] ferredoxin protein (Fu et al. 95). 
Experiment95 Mode  Assignment111  BS 1reda EBS 1reda OBS 1redb BS-UB3LYP/DZP111 
273 
Out-of-phase breathing 
mode of the two connected 
FeS4 tetrahedron 
209 208 258 209 
273 
Out-of-phase FeSt 
stretching mode along St –
St direction 
212 203 281 258 
307 
FeSt stretching mode along 
St –St direction 
214 223 208 252 
319 FeSb stretching mode 238 240 309 237 
307 
Fe–S stretching mode 
along Fe–Fe direction 
260 275 298 273 
381 
Fe(II)Sb ring breathing 
mode 
265 368 376 359 
406 Fe(II)–Sb stretching mode 381 382 406 380 
--- RMSD from Experiment 61 59 38 48 
All values displayed in cm-1  
b, bridging; t, terminal 
